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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this research is to demonstrate the penetration of comrnunity

language and the power of the idea of comrnunity in the international discourse of

disabiliy rights and community based rehabilitation. A critical postmodem approach
provides the overall theoreticai framework for this research. Interviews with 38 keyinformants, archival review of program and policy materials as well as participantobservation in the field over a 24 month penod provide the data for the comparative
case study.

The research findings show that whüe both approaches to disabiliy are
cornminrd to community based services and s

h a similar language of cornmunity, the

k W of comrnunity to which they nfer is not the same. For disability nghts. bas4 on
the independent living philoçophy , cornmunity implies idenuty and belong ing .

Cornmunity d e n to a gmup of like-minded individuais focussed on the rights of
people with disabilities. For comrnunity based rehabilitation howevrr. community is
geographical. Cornmuniry refers to a physical locale. More irnponanrly, and
irmpective of the kind of community images generated, these cwo ideologies tend to
atuibute to the iidea of comrnunity traditionai features of community ihat may not
accurately retlect the reality of present day communiües. thus complicathg our

understanding of the fundamentai processes of community participation and community
organizing related to health.

This analysis has s h o w comrnunity to be a couplex and persuasive concept of
great suaregic utiliey within the international discourse on disability and beyond.
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GLOSSARY

A restriction or lack of ability to perfom an activity in a normal manner.
(WHOin Verbrugge & Jette, 1994, p. 2)

Community Based Rehabilitation . . .
A strategy within communicy development for the rehabilitation, equalization o f

opporninities and social integration of people with disabilities. CBR is implemented
through the combined efforts of disabled people thernselves, their families and
comrnunities and the appropriate health, educational and social services.
(ILOIUNESCOMrHO,1994, p. 2)

Independent Living . . .
A process of consciousness raising and empowerment. This process enables disabled
people of al1 ages and with al1 types of disabilities to achieve equalization of
opportunities and hl1 participation in al1 aspects of socirty. Disabled people must be in
control of this process. bleaningfùl choices must be available in order to exrrciw
control. (DPI,1995. p. 1)

Rehabilitation . . .
A goal-oriented Ume-limited process aimed at enabling an impaired person to reach an

optimum mental. physical andfor social functional level. thus proviâing him or her with
the tools to change her or his own iife. It cm involve measures intended to compensate
for the loss of fiinction or a functional limitation (for example by technical aids) and
other measures intended to facilitate social adjusment or readjument.
(UN, 1983, p. 3)

viii

Science is different from many other hwnan enteprises ... it is the
passionate seurch to conjînn or deny ideas. the vigour of its substantive
debate, and in ifs willingness to abandon ideas th& have been found
wanting. If we were not mare of our own limitatlgons... if we were not
seeking fwlher data ... if we did not respect the evidence, we would have
very little levemge in ow quest for the t ~ h nirotdgh
.
opponunism and
timidity we might then be btflered by every ideological breeze, with
nothirig of lusting value to hung on tu.

Car1 Sagan, The Demon-Haunted World, 1995, p. 263.

Introduction
There is something unsettiing about our present Ume. There is a vague sense of

unease, of disquiet and disillusionment. It seems that society is lacking overall
coherence and that its institutions have failed. Despite intensive efforts to the conuary

.

sociecy seems CO be unravelling at the seams. In the Nonh', an increasing disparity in
wealth ponends a long terrn economic decline for many and the prospect of rising class

cont'ict (Ehrenreich, 1989; Ignatieff, 1994). Globaily , the scientitic and humanitarian
advances of this cenniry have not addresseci the world's social, political, health and
environmental problerns, and arguably have exacerbated them (Alvares, 1992; Jacobs.
1992; Nandy, 1990). Hence. while enjoying the conveniences and pleasures of

a convention, and throughout this thesis. counuies are designated Northem or
Western rather than "developed," and Southem rather than "developing."
t

As

technology unknown to other ages, we k l dissatistled, unfultllled, rather lost and
disconnected , even cynical. Why?
Kingwell(1996) suggests, in his provocative book D r e m of the Millenniwn,
that Our feelings of colkctive insecunty can be captured in the phrase rnillennium
anxiety. Kingwell's assessrnent is that the irnpending passing of one rnillennium and
the dawning of another creates favourable conditions for a new found sensitivity to

popular ennui. However, the fact that we are entering the 21st century alone seerns

insufficient to explain the degree of existential anxiety gripping society. We are
cxperirncing a kind of collective social fatigue, a phenomenon Charles Taylor (1991)
calls the malaise of modemity.
This existentid malaise is not unique to our Ume. Rollo May wrote in 1950 that

wr were living in "an age of anxiety" characterized by a "nameless and fomless
uneasiness." May argued then that the present anxiety sternrned from society's
rmphasis on the free and rational individual and his emancipation from guild. church
and community. The problem as May saw it was how interpersonal community

(psychological, econornic, ethical) was to be reconciled with the values of individual
self-realization, thus freeing members of society from a sense of isolation. May
concluded that cornpetitive individualism "militates against the experience of
cornmunity, and that lack of community is a cenvally important factor in
conternporaneous anxiety " (p. 169).
May's depiction of collective anxiety in the 1950s is an echo of earlier
expressions of a more distant anxiety caused by social transformations at the dawn of

the industrial age. More than a century ago, indusuial davelopment ignited fears about

the ills of capitalism and how it would extinguish the positive features of rural social

life. For those like Weber, Marx, Tonnies and others, the individual pumit of capital
spelled the end of traditional life where reciprocity and caring carried the day (Bell &
Newby, 1971). These social observen protesteci the forced transition. And they

rnourned the loss of cornrnunity.
Today. there are disquietingly similar nimblings. Like a hl1 century earlirr,
rconomic conditions are once again driving these changes in social relations. In the
1990s however, it is the power and irnmediacy of information technologies rather than

rnechanization that lies at the hem of the transformation. We live in an information
age where face-to-face communication is increasingly redundant. But isolation breeds
anxiety. Are social conditions ripe once again for a (re)questing of communiry

-a

yeaming for a better life of the past?
The themes of civil unease, social dislocation, isolation. and anxiety about the
future are recurring ones. So, we must ask whether the contemporary heights of
CO llective

fatigue and vulnerability represent an intensification of these themes. or

whether there is something uniquely different about the present. While one mua
constantly guard against an embrace of the present as unique, there are indications lhat
the contemporary situation is novei in severai respects. Walzer (1994), for example,

argues ihat contrary to eulier periods in history where interdependence was a more
p r i a social value, the present day is overwhelmingly individualistic. Walzer m e s .

Compared to the men and women of any earlier. old-world country, w r are
radically liberated. al1 of us. We are free to plot our own course. plan our own
Iives. choose a career, a parmer (or succession of partners). a religion (or no
religion), a politics (or an antipolitics), a Life-style (any style) free to "do our
own thing." (p. 187)

--

These levels of personal freedom and flexibility have not brought peace and
contentment. Rather, they have added to feelings of listlesmess and alienation.

.

Eventually these feelings can culminate in a deep sense of inadequacy and
mraninglessness. Sardar (1992) States,
We keep asking ... what is wrong with God? With democracy? With
socialism? With art? With sex?: It seems as though we live with the feeling of
an ail-encornpassing crisis without king able. however. to identiQ its causes
clearly. (p. 498)

Walzer and Sardar are not alone. Denzin too (in Sardar. 1992) sees contemporary
sociecy as fundamentaily different from the pan and calls this new period of history
posunodemity. Denzin funher claims that unfettered individualism is only one of its
many new, and mostiy problematic. feawes. Calling it a break with the past. Denzin

describes posanodemity as

an eranire of the boundaries between the pan and the present; an intense
preoccupation with the r d and its representation; a pornography of the visible;
the cornmodification of sexuaüty and desin; a consrwner culture which
objectifies a set of masculine cultural ideais; intense emotionai experiences
shaped by anxiety, alienation, resenanent, and a detachment from others.
(P. M3)
Harvey (1995) adds that posmiodernity is aiso a time lacking mord universals. Tcuth,

.

.

reason and authority are fundarnenraily questioned, and reality ultirnately is rrduced to
interpretation and personai opinion. If we do live in pomnodem times. as DeNin and
Harvey suggea, then it is Little wonder that people feel disco~ectedand alone.
If we are to asaime for a moment that pomnodernity Iegitimately describes our
conremporary situation, deeply peneuated as it is with feelings of insecurity and
isolation, can we also imagine a path to firmer ground? 1s there a way to diminish our
collcctive anxiety?
The concept of community may provide the answer, for community rnay
represent a way out of the indetermime present. Community conjures up images of a
better past - whether or not an ideal f o m of aaditional community e x i d or not. So.
while Temies' search for community was dnven by the feelings of loss he tied to the
industrial revolution, our contemporary longing for communiry may not be so
dissimilar. In emotionally unstable and unsatisfying environments, people may sek out
and cling to ideas, people, and chings (including communicy) in the hope that it will

reduce these anxieties. But are these retrospective imaginings anything more than
sentimentalism? Did an ideal form of cornmunity exist in the historieai p a s and can we
corne to know its qualities and the conditions tequired to recreate hem? What is it

about communiry exady that renders it so atuactive an idea in contemporary times?

Human beings, while attracted to the unknown and the allure of adventure, have
dso likeIy always sought the cornfan and communion of others. In fact, soEe hm of

collective association may define and satisfy the mon fundamental of human needs.
For many, the word comrnunity triggers positive images of sharing and caring, of
5

warmth.

belonging and understanding. Its mention engenders a sense of familiarity and

stabilicy as people recall special people. places and tirnes. Communiry is also a

rasniring word. emphasizing pcinciples of acceptance, numirance and reciproc ity .

The goodness of these recollections coupled with their farniliaricy permit feelings of
consmcy and pdictability ,even control to take root. Hence, community is an
important psychological resource. Community provides solace. It is bedrock.
Community sausfies our longing for ~ecurity.by linking an unknowable future to the

understood past. Comrnunity is the antidote to anxiecy.
Anxiety in contemporary society has not diminished. Furthemiore, we appear

equally unsure whether retuming to pmiously los forms of traditional cornmuniry or
rxprrimental efforts to create new forms of community are the means by which to
secure a more desirable future. This predicarnent too pmduces anxiecy. Harvey ( 1995)
asks, "if no one 'knows their place' in this shifnng collage world, then how cm a

mure social order be fashioned or sustained" (p. 302)? In order to understand our
society then, at lem in io broaden dimensions, and to establish some guidepons for
the future relations within and between the social groups cailed communities, it is

imperative to grasp the meanhg of community - its rhetoric and its reaiity . Research
interesteci in the idea of comrnunity must engage this concept at a level well beyond the
word as commonly used and understood.
To undenake a comprehensive theoreticai investigation of the idea of
comrnunity would entai1 an expIoration of community in ail of its myriad forms and
dimensions in al1 pans of the world. as welI as an explication of its historieal

6

drvelopment and cultural dimensions. The goals and scope of this research are far
more modea. The aim of this research is to explore the language and idea of
community. This analysis is also situateci wirhin the context of one distinct social
group. people with disabilities. More specifically. the analysis focuses on the disability
rights movement based on the independent living (IL) philosophy and community based
rehabilitation (CBR). Stated most sirnply,this research examines the impact of the idea

of community on disability ideology.
To be clear, U s research does not address many other related questions. 1t
does nor, for example. examine who belongs to the community called disabld people.
Nrither does it explore the reasons for seeking membenhip in this group, or suggest
how such cornmuniries might be identifieci or mengthened. It does not address the
question of whether or not people with disaôilities constitute a disadvantaged or
oppressed community. The research does not offer a new definiuon of community.
And finally ,this research does not aim to explore the existence of ideai forms of

community in the historical past. The task of this resrarch is much more narrowly
defmed. It se& only to describe the power of the idea of community in the ideology
of IL and CBR,
A criticai anaiysis of community such as that proposed demands thar ihree

distinct aspects of communicy k distinguished: 1) c o d t y as an idea, a concept; 2)
the rhetonc of community, communiry u a word in language; and 3) the essence or

nature of "reai"communitïes. This reswrch is intent upon explication of die fint two
aspects of community. There wilt k occasions where an interweaving of d l three

7

strands will be necessary. and even desirable. For the most part however, it is
incurnbent upon the researcher to hold these separate strands of community apan. Still.
cri tical andysis requires of the researcher an unfiinchhg regard for the power of

language to infiltrate andysis. As this research aims to illuarate, the concepnial
liquidity of communi~renden it a mon powemil tool of semantic and social
persuasion.

Approaches to Communi[y Snidy
Communities, as physicai groupings of people, have existed from the begiming
of humankind and social relations within these groupings were undoubtedly presenr.
These two fundamental aspects of communiry, geographicai locale and social
interaction, give rise to community 's conceptualization problems. George Hillery 's
pessimistic conclusion in 1955, after classifying 94 defuiitiom of community, was that
the only element common to al1 definitions was that they deait with people. Hillery's

larnent also foreshadows the contemporary difficulties confrontai in efforts to establish

a clearer understanding of the meaning of communiiy (Bell & Newby, 1971; Nisbet,
196'7).

Community can be studied h m a variety of viewpoînts, dependent upon what
mraning of community is taken. For example, the physicai locdities in which people
[ive and work are cornmody caiied communiaes. These Iocalities are spatïaIiy
organized and delineated. Conununi& mdies that focus on a town or a village, for
example, exemplify this appmach. Commtmities can aiso be undentood as units of
8

social interaction chat have linle or nothing to do wirh geographical boundarirs. These
communiùrs may be based on ethnic identity or shared purpose, for example. And of
course, these NO main kinds of cornmunity often overlap substantially. Thus. various
kinds of communities exia and al1 can be the focus of study.
Cornmunities are also organized in certain ways and these suucnires may be the
focus of a study of community. Organizarional hierarehies may be the research focus,
so too could be the process of communicy formation or the ways in which power
operates in communities. Another approach to the midy of communiy is to focus on
the relationship of the individual to the cornmunity, or the relationship between the
cornmunicy and larger society. For this thesis research however, Our interest is in the

idea of community. While seemingly ordinary and cornmonplace, community is a
relatively complex and unexpectedly elusive concept. Studying the idea of cornmunity
is nonetheless important because it repnsents an essential fim sep to understanding
what is meant by those who assen community stanis. Cntical analysis is also the only
way to gain insight into the suategic use of this powerfbl concept.

Purpose of the Research

The idea of community must be studied within a context. This mdy examines
the idea of community within the intemational context of disability. The specific goal

of this research is CO critically analyze the idea of community, a concept embedded in
the ideologies of two emerging trends in disability. the heightened visibility and

viability of the disability rights movement based on the IL philosophy, and a significant
9

mm within professionai rehabilitation toward greater attention to and adoption of

community development mategies and CBR. The primary purpose in studying the idea

of community is to meal the plasticity of this word and dernonstrate its persuasive
power. Alchough very preliminary research in this area has been conducted (Lysitck.

I996a; Lysack Br Kaufert, 1994a & 1996), much work remains.
The purpose in b ~ g i n together
g
these wo trends in international disability is

not to counterpose IL and CBR artificially as "duelling ideologies. " Rather. the
intention is to compare and conuast the ways in which the idea of community is
undrntood in each. The overarching goal is to understand how the idea of cornmuniry
operates in these two models, and what kinds of cornmunicies are assumed and asserted
by IL and CBR on this basis. Hence, the ~ s e a r c hconcerns itself with the following:

1.

A demonsuation of the ubiquity of community language in disability and
rehabilitation in both Northern and Southern contexts;

2.

A critical review of the meaning of community and disabiliry;

3.

An histockal examination of two responses to disability intefnationally, the
disability nghts movement based on the IL' philosophy, and CBR;

4.

The differential construction and use of community by IL and CBR; and

Throughout this thesis, the terms mdependent living (IL), the disability rights
movement, and the disabled consumers movement are used mterchangeable to sithe
organized efforts of peopk with disthemsehes to improve their bes. Whiie
there is significant overlap between these initiatives, there are important castinctions
between hem as welL For convenience, and as a logid coumerpart to the abbreviation
CBR ho wever, IL will be used to sigr@ the efforts of al1 of these sîreams of the
disabiiity movement2

5.

A criticai discussion of how the idea of community permeates and mediates the

theoretical underpimings and contemporary practice contexts of IL and CBR.
The main argument advanced in this research is that despite IL and CBR's significanr

use of cornmunity language and apparent cornmitment to something calleci community
based services. these ideologies uadernand and assert community in two quite different
ways: For IL. the idea of comrnunity is inexnicably linked to issues of personal

identiry and belonging; for CBR. cornmunity is grounded in geographicai place. Both
IL and CBR, however. end also to attach to communicy traditional (perhaps even

mythical) qualities. Comrnunity envisiormi in this traditional sense may bear linle
correspondence to the 'living and breathing" entities cailed communities, however
defined. The idea of community is so maileable that it can be imagined in a myriad of
different f o m and manipulated to conforrn to a diveniry of contexts and purposes.

Rationale for the Disability Context

W h y midy communicy within the context of disabled people? In what way are
insights generated in the disability context relevant more broadly?
First, people with disabilities are representative of the generai population in
many significant ways. While the specifc label disabled is s h e d , disability nfen to a
wide variety of physical and mental conditions (Groch. 1994). IntensiQing this
heterogeneity is that disability may be acquired at any point dong the life cycle,
through accident or by disase. both predictable and not. Men and women. young and
old. and those in every occupational category and income bracket can and do. at some
II

tirne or another, lose some faculty or function and thus become disabled. Thus. people
with disabibies represent humanity as a whole.

Second. people with disabilities as a group have k e n , in North America at
Icast, relatively effective in achieving their goals. In Canada they have achieved forma1
recognition in the Chaner of Rights and Freedoms (1992) and the Canadian Human
Rights Act. Through the mobilization efforts of disabilig nghts activists in the United
States, the Arnericans with Disabilities Act was signed into law in July 1990. At the
international level too. the World Programme of Action Conceming Disabled Persons
(1983) was a landmark document, entrenching the rights of the disabled in officiai
United Nations (UN) policy. People wirh disabilities have assened thernselves as a
group with important claims. And at least to mrne degree. society has responded.
Closer examination of this group rnay r~vealfactors conuibuting to their apparent
success.
Finally, if the old adage is m e , that the goodness of society is measured by the

treatment of its lem privileged memkrs, then perhaps a case can be made for an
analysis of community within the contexi of disability. Then, the experiences of people
deemed most different, and least able, in fart represent the richest source possible of
revelatory insight into the human condition.

Relevance of the Research
The importance of commmity as a guiding concept in the development of
disabilicy policy in Canada is evidenced by iu prominence within the high-profile
12

document, the Obstacles Report, commissioned shonly after the declaration of the
International Year for Disabled Penons in 1980. The importance of community is
pmclaimed in Recornmendation 75 of the Obstacles Repon which states

that the federal govemment pmrnote a morr suitable and cost-effective
alternative to instinitionalization by introducing enabling legislation for consharing with provinces and municipalities the provision of comprehensive
services fo assist disabled persons tu live and fiuicrion independentty in the
convnwiiy [italics added]. (Parliament of Canada. 1981, p. 79)
The Obstacles Repon reinforceci the notion that dl initiatives undenaken to address the
needs of people with disabilities ought CO concem themselves with community.

Cornmunity was dso a prominent concept intemationally. For example, both IL
and CBR (as alternate approaches to the redress of disability problems) anempt to target
dirir disability education carnpaigns "at the commtinity." Both also rely upon an

undrrlying "sense of community" to support their local initiatives. With respect to

CBR specifically, we read the following:
Community based rehabilitation is emerging as a primary contender in the
search for a practical and successful means of providing health care to a greater
percentage of the disabled population. Its aims are CO rehabilitate and train
disabled individuais. as well as to fmd ways to re-imegrate them into their
comrnunities [italics added]. (World Health Organization [WHO],1981).
The IL position is simiiar. The World Programme of Action Conceming Disabled
Persons (UN, 1983) states their purpose is "to pmmote effective meanires for
prevention of dwbility, rehabüitation and the realization of goals of full participation
of disabled people in social life and development, and of equality' (p. 1). As officiai

international disability policy statemenü however. the WHO and UN proclamations
offer little practical guidance. Where is the "full participation of disabled people"
meant to occur? How is human social life fully realized by people with disabilities?
Could it be "in the community"?
At fim glance it appears that community is implicated in these processes. and
upon closer examination of disability policy this suspicion is confirmed. For example,
Helander (1993) writes,
Cornmunity-based rehabilitation is a strategy for enhancing the quality of lifr of
disabled people by irnproving service delivery, by providing more equitable
opportuniues and by promoting and protecting their human rights.. .. At the
community level. CBR is xen as a component of an integrated community
development programme. It should be based on decisions taken by its rnemben.
It will rely as much as possible on the mobilisation of local resources. (p. 8)
Expanding upon the role of local disability organizations. the World Programme of
Action stresses the vital contributions of people with disabilities themselves:
The role of these organizations includes providing a voice of their own,
identifying needs, expressing views on priorities. evaluating services and
advocating change and public awareness.. .. In view of their vital importance in
the process of participation, it is imperative that their development be
encourageci (UN. 1983, p. 8).
As evident from these statements, the overall objective of the disability movernent
based on IL philosophy and CBR is directly related to community. Sometimes the
word cornmunity is itself explicitly used to describe the airns and methods of IL and

CBR. Other times, closely related words like participation. equality. development and

social life are used, thereby creating conceptual linkages between these ideas and
community. At still other times, quite diffennt phrases are used to generate
communicy irnagery. While "a voice of Our own," for example, might not at first sound
like it is related to community, it generates cognitive connections with fundamental

.

ideas like democracy self-detemination and citizenship, that are related to the idea
community. Frorn the perspective of "language as persuasion" done, this is sufficient
reason to examine the discourse of community. However. there is a more compelling
reason for doing so. That is because ir is at the interfan between ideology and practice
that conditions for accessible, relevant and meaningful disabilicy services are produced.
If the language and imagery of cornmunity alten this context, then cornmunity
represents so fundamentai and formative a concept in the ideologies of IL and CBR that
critical analysis is imperative.

Social Action for Health
A final word about the reasons for midying the power of an idea such as

community is warranteci. Are the insights to be gained in the course of this analysis
more widely applicable?
Disability was chosen as the specific context for this research because it offen
the opportunity to explore the emergence of popular social action. As in many areas of
health today, disability has seen a major resurgence of public interest. local knowledge

and advocacy. If the r d t s of this research focussed on the operations of ideologies
provides insight into community f o d o n and collective action more generally, then
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snidy findings will hold value for al1 persons interested in promoting community based

health initiatives.

One might reasonably think that the notion of comrnunity as a basis for a social
movement of disabled people and a reorienting of professional rehabilitation services
came about because of the inadequacies of vaditional medical explmations for il1 health
and the weaknesses of professional, mostiy institutional, remedies (Ife, 1995;

Hrlander. 1993; WHO, 1982). However, a more nuanced explanation forces an
evaluation of the emotionai attractivenes of the notion of community itself. For
instance. the idea penisu that communities (whatever these are) provide a numiring
context for consciousness raising and personai development (Riger, 1993; Rissel,
1994; Holmes, 1993). Within nich an "empowenng" environment, a deeper

understanding of the forces impacting on one's heaith are thought to emerge. thereby
lessening feelings of powerless and contributing to a sense of control. In mm, this is
bel ieved to enhance heal th (Balcazar, Mathews, Francisco, Fawcett & Seekins, 1994;
Cocks. 1994; Wallentein, 1992). But does this actually occur? And mon important

here, is this what iL and CBR provide with their community based approach?
Influenced by the notion of community, people with disabilities and rehabilitation
pro fessionals alike have expanded their understanding of disability and broadened thei r
domains of expertise to encompass social and political issues, not only clinical and
therapeutic maners. The idea of community is thus clearly a powemil force in the
idmlogy and activities of IL and CBR.
In sum. the comparative fmework of IL and CBR is an ided way to study the
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reciprocai impacts of widespread consumer activisrn and professional heaith services on
the idea of community, and in tum. on the subsequent process of disability policy
formulation. As Labonte has stated elsewhere (1994). understanding the reasons for
increased public and professional involvement in community based health initiatives, as
well as the precise suategies ernployed to define and control the forms of community
participation generated by it, will have widespread implications within the realm of
health and beyond.

The Tûeoretical Framework
An analysis of the idea of cornuni@ and iu function within IL and CBR can

best be elucidated by an approach that considen the social meanings of community .
This approach necessitates close scrutiny of oficial ideologicai documentation, the
viewpoints of critical informants, and also informai opportunities to observe the
everyday practices of these groups. There are many competing interests and
motivations within IL and CBR, including those of its most fervent ideologicai
proponents and those for whom disability services are provided. people with disabilities
themselves. The task of capturing these multiple perspectives is best accomplished
from a theoretical perspective influenced by social constructivism. (see Figure 1. The
Theoretical Framework)

CRITICAL POSTMODERNISM
contextual understanding
normative foundation
fundamental scepticism
Figure f

The Theoretical Framework
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Social Constructivism
Social consuuctivism posits dl knowledge is socially constructeci. Thrre is no
"real" rediry "out there" driven by immutable laws of nature (D. Harvey, 1990;
Kellner, 1990).

"Reality"

is actuaily "multiple realities, " contextuaiized by the lives of

individuais whose experience Iife is. As it pertains to this research, social
constructivism requins capturing the diverse perspectives of those participating in IL
and CBR. as well as examining the widest possible breadth of program and social
policy materials percaining to IL and CBR. The scope of such an undenaking is
considerable, especiaily because for social consuuctivism knowledge creation is the
product of consensual and interactive inquiry (Morrow, 1994). This approach takes
time. as interpretations mua repeatedly pass through a researcher-participant feedback
loop until agreement on the meaning of information is reached.
For the comctivist remcher. the process of knowledge creation is not only
lengthy, it is dso delicate. Again, this is because of what knowlrdge is. In nark
contras to positivism where the "building blocks of sciencen are nimmarized in Urned p p e d and context-fne generaiizations (Morrow, 1991). social constructivism holds

to a nibjectivist epistemology. in Lincoln's (1992a) words,
The inquirer and the inquired-into are merged inro a single, interactive entity,
and fmdiigs that result from the inquiry are literaliy created by the interaction
between the rewarcher and the cesearcheci. The traditional ontologyl
epistemology distinction is not oniy challengeci but etiectively disappean.
(P. 380)
Consrructivia researchers mus dso be cognizant of their own personal influence on the
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knowledge creation process. The researcher must be retlexive, rhat is, be aware, as

D e ~ (n1994) puts it, of the seps that rake us " from field to ten to reader" (p. 501).
Al theide and Johnson (1994) have ewnined refiexivity in some detail, and defme it as
the self-conscious and ongoing awareness "that the scientific observer is pan and parcel

of the sening. context, and culture he or she is trying to understand and represent" (p.
486). In an innicate and iterative dialrctic of analysis. critique and reanalysis, the
researcher must simultaneously preserve,

COherently

integrate and represent mu1tiple

knowledge perspectives.
Methodological challenges aside, the advantage of a social constructiv ist
approach is that it cakes apan (Le.. deconstructs) the phenornenon of interest reveding
conuadictions, ambiguities, values and interem suppressed far beneath the surface of
the positivin's "facu" (Agger, 1991; L. Harvey, 1990). This approach therefore
offen the oppomnicy to discover how values and motivations. culture and experience
contribute to Our understanding of social groups (Krefting. 1990; Yach. 1992). It also
offers rhe possibility of observing the cornplicated ways in which social, historicai and
political processes mediate this process (Baum. 1995; McKinlay , 1993). S*mehuman
health is inaicately tied to the hopes, beliefs and undentandings of individuais. the

construcavis paradigrn offers significant potencil for heaith and disability research.
There are, however, significant drawbacks to a theoretical framework wholly
commined COsocial constructivinn (Morrow, 1994). Fim. the question of power is
Iargely ignored because conmuctivists exclude the analysis of socioeconomic structures
and refuse to engage the idea of causality. Second, there is the potentiai danger of
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infinite regress into expressions of difference. The consuuctivist's unwillingness to
assign supenor status to any one of the many "multiple voicesn virnially precludes any

"correct" point of view, rendering the determination of usehi social insights and
formulation of policy recommendations problematical. Third, cons~uctivistsexempt
methodology from their critique. But as Monow (1994) points out, the asaumptions
upon which Our theoretical frameworks are grounded have direct implications for
wlection of research questions, topics and methods. He writes, "Methodology is ...
inevitably prescriptive because it attempts to legitirnate the use of panicular methods in
ways that are consistent with the development of the specific theory in question" (p.

36). For this reason precisely the thesis research, originaily conceived as a

conventional ethnography of IL and CBR programs, evolved inro a midy of much
broader theoretical proportions.

Critical Theory
In its broadest sense, critical theory sees social phenomena as related to other
phenomena within a prevailhg social structure maintaineci through the exercise of
political and economic power (L. Harvey, 1990). Such power is legitimated through
ideology. At iu core, critical theory is concerned with unveiling this ideological
mystitkation. W l e the differential delivery and impact of IL and CBR programs
could have been shidied as a comparative ethnography guiding by social constnictivin.
investigating the idea of community in IL and CBR, and understanding IL and CBR as
ideology could not. Thus, criticai theory with its emphasis on ideological critique was

investigated as a guiding frame.
Criticai theory is often associated with the so-cailed Frankfurt School, a term
which refers to the work of members of the Institute for Social Research established in
Frankfurt. Gerrnany in 1923 (Kellner, 1990). Horkheimer. Fromm and Marcuse. and
later, Adorno and Neumann, were some of its moa ralented theorists. The purpose of
the Institute was to elucidase "the fate of human beings, insofar as they are parts of a

community, and not mere individuais. It concem itself above ail with the social life of
people: state, law, economy, religion, in short, with the entire materid and spiritual
culture of humanity" (Horkheimer, in Kellner, 1990, p. 13). Irnponantly , the original
project of critical theory was supradisciplinary. It represented an attempt to involve
researchers from various disciplines in the construction of a histoncal and qstematic
cheory of contemporary society.

Th* methodology therefore "locates" specitic

phenornena in histoncai context and is intent upon anaiysing its ideological
manikstations and processes (L.Harvey, 1990).
Critical cheory is an important influence on this resemh because it endeavoun
to be a form of

social or culrural criticisrn. Many of the basic assumptions of criticai

theory are therefore shared by this rese;uch, including

that al1 thought is fundamentally mediated by power relations that are social and
historicaily constituted; that f a can never be içolated from the dornain of
values or removeci ftom some form of ideologicai insuipaon; that the
relationship ktween concept and object and between signifier and signified is
never subie or fixed and is often rnediated by the social relations of capitaiin
production and consrrmption; that language is centrai to the formation of
subjectivity (conscious and unconscious awareness). (Kincheloe & McLaren.
1994, p. 139-140)

With critical theory as a guide thrn, the structural features of IL and CBR are mbject to

scrutiny. Issues such as professional power and elite connimer control of the disability
agenda, for example, can be engaged. In addition. and unlike social constructivisrn,
critical theory does not exempt methodology from its critique. Critical cheory
acknowledges that "knowledge of the context and conditions in which particular
research findings are produced can be relevant to their evaluation and ultimate
validation" (Morrow, 1994, p. 236). Since dl of our skills and knowledge are
grounded in, and oniy become possible through, our experiences and prejudices,
denying hem or ~ppressingthem can only diston the pursuit of knowledge.
While critical theory inforrns the thesis research, it is not entirely beholden to it.

One of the fundamental tenets of critical theory is that it aspires to confront social
injustice and aim for a bener world. In its classical sense, critical theory is deeply
rooted in the Mmin tradition which sought to shape the conscioumess of the working
class (D. Harvey, 1990). Strong versions of critical theory advocate politicai
transformation. This research, while critical and reflexive, is distinctiy nonprescriptivr
in orientation. It is not cornmitteci to a panicipatory action framework of research, for
example. Nor does it make any radical claims about its power to transfomi Society.
As a bnef aside. it is imponant to acknowledge that participation in research is
sren to be of panicular significance in situations where research is conducted within
disadvantageû contexu as disability rnight be considerd to be. The problem. simply
%

put. is that people with disabiliaes are historicdiy thought to have been neglected with
respect to participation in and development of research that penains to rhem as a group
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(Krogh & Petric, 1994). The daim is chat traditional research procedures have
oppresscd disabled people, reducing them to passive objects. Oliver (1990). for
example. States: "Disabled people have felt viciimired by pmkssionals.. .. For thoz
rasons more and more disabled people are refusing to participate in research over
which they have no control and which they regard likely to funher their oppressiont*(p.

7-9). This concem is well known to the author.

It is therefore

incumbent upon her to

includr the subjects of the research in the research process. Both a social constmctivist
and a critical theory approach permit (or require) this, aithough in different ways. A
constructivist approach, attentive to the "various voices" of people with disabilities,
goes sorne distance in addressing this problem (Fer~uson,1985; Lincoln, 1!Wb). A
critical theory appmach, concerned as it is with the transformation of oppressive forces,
does so as well (Liggen. 1988). Whether the researcher becomes a "passionate

.

participant" (connnictivism) or a "transfomive intellecnialw(critical theory) the
researcher has an explicit responsibility CO those researched (Guba & Lincoln, 1994).
The thesis research. while not emancipatory. does aim to address the issue of
nsrarch participation. The resarcher panicipated alongside peopk with disabilities in
local consumer movement meetings and national conferences Cocussed on the disability
movement and the IL philosophy, for example. Presentations and papes were
devsloped in conjunction with disabled consumen and targeted at that audience. In al1
Of

these instances, the perspectives of disability spokespenons were deliberately sought

and emphasued in the production of written materials (Lysack. 1996b & 1996~;

Lysack & Kaufert, 1994a). On occasion, these collaborative efforts culminated in shon
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articles published in consumer-orientated magazines (Lysack. 1996d). Other papers
reached an international IL and CBR audience (Lysack, 1996a; Lysack & Kaufen,
i 996).

While critical theory is adrnittedly a very important influence on the research,
one aspect of the approach presents some difficulty. In short. its comrnitment to social
trarubrmation means that certain basic premises of IL and CBR cannot be easily
examinal. For example, people working to improve the qualiry of life for people with
disabilities (Le., IL and CBR advocates), do not appreciate having the legitimacy of
their cause quenioned. The motivations for participation in IL and CBR are not easi ly
challenged either. A close adherence to criticai theory prevents the researcher from
asking the central question: 1s the cause, aims, purpose, ideals, activities, motivations
and ideology of IL and CBR legitimate? If a classical critical throry approach was
adopted it would commit the researcher to seeing the oppression of people with
disabilities as a given, and the respective missions of IL and CBR as right and good.
It musc be emphaacaily stated that the researcher is aware of the rasons why
people with disabilities are nniggling to achieve equality viz a viz dominant sociery. In
addition, she stands solidly behind their efforts. However, there is still a need to stand

back from this issue (i.e., not wholfy embrace critical theory) in order to achieve the
thesis purpose. An approach that dernands complete commianent to the ernancipation
of people with disabilities leaves no room for a cornparison of the sometimes competing

claims of disabled people and other disadvantaged communities, the claims of disabled
people and dominant society, or even that the claims of people with disabilities can be
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viewed as ideology . This poses a serious problem for the research because it is

intrrested in the idea of community and its role in IL and CBR ideology. A perspective
that accrpb the notion of community as assened by a particular cornmunity leaves no
room for critical anaiysis of ihis concept, or more broadly, a critique of any aspect of
IL or CBR whatsoever.

Postrnodernism
The third and final theoreticai influence on the research is postmodemism.
Postrnodrrnism is not easily encapsulated in one phrase or idea, but is rather an
amdgarn of ideas put forward by a number of scholars. David Harvey (1995). in his
brilliant book, nie Condition of Ponmodenzity, describes how an intenveaving of many
intellectual traditions resulted in this eclectic tapesvy of philosophical thought that
encompasses the ans, Iiterature, economics. architecture, philosophy and science.

.

Rosenau ( 1992)has examineci community health organizing specifical Iy and has
provided a usehl summary of postmodernism's key elements. She describes
pomodemism as profoundly scepticai of r e a m and mth and deeply suspicious of
authority and expertise. Pomodern thinking hris no room for essentialist chinking
which tends to treat historical and social constructions as fixed, natural and absolute.
Rejecting al1 "grand narrativesn and "Iogocenuic worldviews" as Sardar (1992) also
notes. postmodemity encourages a reconsideration of penonal knowledge, with radical
venions clairning no moral universais whauaver, only subjectivism. and
interpretation.

This research adopts a more moderate position. Like Sardar ( 1992) and Sui
( 1994). this

research takes postmodemism to represent a new cntical sensibility that

involves a heightened scepticism about truth claims and how they are represented. As
it penains to this study, the major advantage of

a postmodern appmach is this

preservation of scepticism. The postmodem researcher is dismstful of authonry and
rxpen opinions, and does not privilege one account of reality over another. The
postmodern researcher suspects dl truth claims as masking and serving panicular
interests in local. cultural and political struggles. Finally, and because of
postmodsmisrn's concern with language and meaning, it becornes possible to analyze IL
and CBR as discourse. While not constituting a proper discourse anaiysis (Lupton,

1992), a postmodem approach ni11 attends to the rhetorical devices and structures of
discourse, that is, to the style as well as the subject matter of communication, and the

manner in which ideology is reproduced in them. There is thus considerable
attractiveness in adopting a postmodem theoretical approach for research focussed on
the purpose of the language and imagery of cornmunity in the international discoursr of

IL and CBR.
As with connnictivism and critical theory. embracing a radical version of
postmodernim also creates a special set of problems in the case of disability research.
First, it may be that personal visceral experience is extinguished. As DiGiacorno
(1992) notes, in the mandatory reûuction of experience to iext, "the politics of language

is the centrai concem and reduces living, ill, or dying persons to foomotesn (p. 125).
Second, and in this way similar to social connnictivisrn's subjectivim, the postmodem
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critique is vulnerable CO nihilism and inaction (Marwick. 1995; Rosenau. 1992). This
is a serious problem as this thesis research endeavours to provide some guidance with

respect to the development of disability policy. A pure postmodern approach would
shun prescription. however. Therefore. the unique suengths of social constructivism.
postmodernism and critical theory were combined, bringing together contextual
understanding, nepticism, critical reflection and a normative foundation. The label
applied to this hybrid of theoretical arength is criticai postmodemism.

The Social Context for the Research
Generally speaking, al1 research in the critical tradition cakes the form of selfconscious criticim. In other words, the researcher is aware of the ideologicai and
rpiscmological imperatives which influence her work at the same time that she is aware
of their subjective interpretations and normative daims. It is therefore crucial to detail

the social context of the research and the researcher's nlationship to those researched
(Atkinson, 1990).
An exploratory qualitative midy of hdonesian women's volunteerisrn in CBR

was the focus of the author's Master's research (Lysack. 1992). Interest in the
community as a place of social power originated during these studies and has only
deepened since that time (Lysack, 1995; Lysack, 1996a). The researcher has
panicipated in national and international conferences on this topic. and during the

course of this doctorai research, has become a voiunteer for a disability advocacy
organization. The author is also an occupasional therapin. Alshough not currently in
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clinical practice. her contact with the profession continues through scholarly activiries
with clinical and academic colleagues and informal personal networks. These

rdationships provide ample room for role conflict and cross-cutting Ioyaities. The
mtlexive researcher must be ever vigilant to sufficiently appreciate and account for
rhrir influence upon the entire research process.
Gaining access to the network of international disability researchers, disabled
people's organizations (DPOs) and the sub-group of rehabilitation professionals active
in CBR was imperative for this research. Although the author was relatively well
known to key international IL and CBR leaders and spokespersons, signitïcant effort
was nonetheless necessary CO identify new contacts, locate unpublished documents and

rstablish rapport and trust. This process was partieulady cnicial to gaining access to
disability activists. The number of people engaged in the international disability field is
relatively small and it is acknowledged that the IL and CBR informants in this study
retlect the researcher's even smailer network of contacts. There are also historical
tensions benveen certain IL and CBR representatives. Access to research materials and
infonnanrs, and ultiiately the development of credibk study findings. were thereforr
highly dependent upon the level of respect the researcher was able to eam. as well as
upon her discretion, diplomacy, perceived fairness, sensitivity and availability.

Organization of the Thesis

This first chapter of the thesis has set out the study purpose and argueci for its
importance. This Chapter has also discussed in some detail the theoreticai framework
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guiding the research. The remainder of the thesis is presented in the following way:
Chapter 2, Assenions of Community and Disability, pmvides the historical dimension
to the research. The analyses containeci in Chapter 2 illustrates the ongoing evolution
in the meaning of community and disability and examines the specific forces that impact
upon this evolution. This background is essential to a cornplete understanding of the
developrnent of IL and CBR and their respective community based approaches to
disabilicy. Chapter 3, Study Design. Methods and Analysis, drtails the mechanics of
the research process. Specific information about research sites, research data, ethics

and study limitations is provided here. Chapters 4 and 5 provide the ernpirical data to
substantiate the overall argument about the use and purpose of community language in

IL and CBR. Representing Communiry (Chapter 4) focuses on the distinction between

.

IL and CBR with respect to the meaning of cornrnunity showing chat for IL,

cornmunity is based upon identity, while for CBR, cornmunity is geographical.
Community and its Discontents (Chapter 5) deepens the analysis of cornmunity,
focussing in more specific detail on the problems associaied with assertions of

community. Chapter 6, The Good Society, concludes the thesis research. This chapter
surnmarizes study findings and discusses their implications for social policy formulation
and theory development. In its entirety. this research is offered as a modest

contribution to both the theoretical debace about, and the practical realities of,
communities in action for health.

ASSERTIONS OF COMRWMTY AND DISABEITY

Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the evolution in the meaning of

community and describe IL and CBR, two comrnunity-based approaches to international
disability. The chapter is divided into four major sections and proceeds as follows:
First. the ubiquity of community language is demonstrated, drawing on evidence from
the disability and international health policy contexts. Second, the meaning of

communiry is explored. This section includes a review of the sociological and
historical origins of this concept and describes a distinctive tum in its contemporary
usage. In the third section, the historical developrnent of the meaning of disability is
exarnined. This includes a discussion of the historical attitudes toward and ueatment of
disabled people in the North as well as the South. The final section of the chapter
describes the historicai emergence of professional rehabilitation and the disability
rnovement. This review of the licerature is a necessary prerequisite to an investigation
of the idea of community in IL and CBR.

The Languap of Community
At Alma-Ata in 1978, the WHO made the landmark Dedaration of Health for

AI1 By The Year 2000 (WHO, 1978).

This proclamation launched an unprecedented

international revival of interest in weliness, prevention of illness and local conuol of

services to improve people's health (Brownlea, 1987; WHO, 1975 & 1981). The
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Declaration formally alerted the health services sector in many countries that physician
care and hospital prograrns were inadequate to address the stated health needs and
interests of its citizens. Rather, attainment of good health was thought to center on
srncspts with an underlying democratic vision, concepu like community participation,
rmpowennent, health promotion and collective action. The health challenges identified
and the suategirs proposed to rernedy these, spoke of reducing inequities, enhancing
coping. fosrering mutual aid. mpponing healthy environrnents and generating heaithy
public policies (Charles & DeMaio, 1993; Delong, 1993 ; Hancock, 1993; Stevenson
& Burke, 1992). Integral to these ideas was the concept of comrnunity.

Community and International Heaith Policy

The Alma-Ata Declaration had global ramifications. It was, for example, a
criticai influence on the Ottawa Charter on Health Promotion (WHO/Health and
Welfare CanaddThe Canadian Public Health Association. 1986). Canada was
intimately involved in the drafting of the Ottawa Charter which moved health policy
one step funher in iu orientation toward integrated solutions to persond and population
health problerns. The Ottawa Charter states as priorities creating nipponive
environrnents and suengthening community action. With respect to the former, we
read as follows:

Our societies are cornplex and interrelated. Health cannot be separated from
other goals. The inextricable Iinks between people and their environment
constinites a basis for a socio-ecological approach for health. The overall
guiding principles for the world, nations. regions and communities alike, is the

need to encourage reciprocal maintenance - to take care of each other, our
cornmunitirs and our naairal environment. (p. 426)
The Ottawa Charter is aiso explicit in its cornmitment to community action. Hue too.
the idea of cornrnunity is prominent.

Health promotion works through concrete and effective community action in
setting prion tiu, making decisions, planning strategies and implementing them
to achieve better heaith. At rhe hem of this process is the rmpowerment of
comrnunities. their ownenhip and control of their own destinies. Communiry
drveloprnent draws on existing hurnan and matenais resources in the community
to enhance self-help and social support, and to develop flexible systerns for
strengthening public participation and direction of heaith matten. (p. 427)

.

Unfortunately these health poücy documents contain no analysis of the community
concept. If community is a place, we are not told where to find if. If community is a
feeling or a sentiment, we are not told what emotions characteriz it. let aione how CO
svengthen it. Thus, constituencies and their representatives are left ro interpret
cornmunity in the way they see fit. The unfortunate outcome is that people have
difkrent understandings of what comrnunity is. or they mistakenly assume a shared
understanding when they in fact have none. Either way, significant pmblems emerge.

For example. the nature or features of real comrnunities cannot be discemeci.
Furthemore, few wonhwhile recommendations about the community can be formulated
if rhe dissonance between the features of comrnunities describeci and the features that

exin are too substantial. Despite the imponance anached to the concept and its
persistent use in international heaith, it is miking how littie sustainai examination of
community has occurred.

As a formative ideological principle. comrnunicy has b e n embraced by

govemments. health professionals and nonprofessionals alike. While seemingly

cornpetiton for social resources, these gmups al1 appear to find in community an
attractive and useful idea. Community can be used to describe the reorientation of state

tunded and professionally delivered rehabilitation services. and similarly, CO describe
the social advocacy activities of movements like that of disabled people. How dors a

situation like this arise?
Perhaps the utility of community is related to the widespread perception that
community implies advantage. One of the more intriguing aspects of community is the
intuitive sense that it is a good thing that has aiways been there, and that somehow,

modern life has rendered us incapable of capitaiizing upon its benetits (Heller, 1989).
McKnight ( 1987 & 1994). for example. defmes community as a flexible structure which
recognizes hurnan fallibility and provides oppormnity for experimentation and learning.
Claiming that communities are not vested in dominance or hierarchical relations.
McKnight says community affiliation ensures divenity, creativity and consensus.
Heller (1989) adds thar community gives expression to our "needs for intimacy,
divenity, usefuhess. and belonging" (p. 4). Walzer ( 1994) states: "It is only in the
context of associational activity that individuals iearn to deliberate. argue. make
decisions, and take responsibility" (p. 189). Most outspoken about the rewards of
community is Amitai Etzioni (1993) who says community association mengthens the
very "moral infrannicain" of sociecy (p. 142). The extent m which communities of

any son acaially possess such qualities, however, is a matter for empirical
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investigation. The important poim here is that cornrnunity is a powemil and
strategically useful word.

The Goodness of Community
The attractiveness of cornrnunity mua be amibuteci. at least in part, to its
apparent goodness. At tint dance, this goodness seems related to a romantic vision of
the pan. an enchanonent with the primitive and naturai. Nearly 20 yean after the

Declamion of H d t h for Al1 however, Jewkes and Murcoa (1996) state that
incredulously, community has been naively "assurned to be a coherent unit, whose
members would operate together for shared purposes" (p. 558). But the near absence
of anaiysis of the concept of community ia health necessarily means that conceptual
ambiguities and problems abound. While we might expect the word to be as valueneutrai as other t e m of social organization like nace, nation. and sociery, we observe
rhat communiry seems never to be used unfavourably. Comrnuniry cypicaily connotes

something sociaily good and constructive which should be supporteci and susraineci
(Butchart & Seedat, 1990; Hawe, 1994).

"Communiry the good" has cenainly taken root in health. Labonte (1989)
asserts that cornrnuniry has become an essential adjective to every hedth program. This
is not a phenornena remicted to the West. Writing about his expenence in Southeast
Asia, Woelk (1992) states "project proposals are more Iikely to be approved and
funded, if the phrase 'community panicipation' appears at least sonzewhere in the texn

(p. 419). In contras to the 21s of society, communicy is believed to be the repository of
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ail happiness and securicy. While cenain aspects of contemporary cornrnunity serm to

dit'fer from rhat of traditional cornmuniy, the positive connotations persin. Berger
( 1988)captures the

enchantai dichotomy this way :

In the literature of sociology the concept of community has, since the nineteenth
cenmry. been contrasteci with the ideal of society. Cornmunity is tradition;
sociery is change. Community is feeling; society is rationality. Comrnunity is
femaie; society is male. Communicy is warm and wct and intimate: society is
cold and dry and focmal. Comunicy is love; sociecy is. well, business.

(P. 50)
Thus, when we distinguish cornrnunity from state or society. we elicit powerful mental
images, whether we are aware of it or not.

The preponderance of positive community language may not mercly represent
unthoughtful and naive usage. A more nuanced explanation is that the word community
can be strategically asserted to achieve explicit goals. The ephemed and fluid nature

of the community concept makes it an ideal word to use in occasions calling for

arnbiguicy, diplomacy and persuasion. Still. the possibility that the ernergence of the

d and deepening collective public concem for health
notion of comrnuniry signities a r
should no t be disnissed p r e m r e l y . It may signai a genuinely new direction in heaith
organizing. However, the preponderance of cornmunity language may aiso represent "a
widening of the profesional gaze." as Foucault (1965) cails it - an expansion, and no<
reduction, of professional domination and state controi; a public abandonment of
traditionai domains of rqonsibility and not the reverse. The following section
explores these possibiiities. And the anaiysis supports our growing realizanon thar
cornrnunity is a complex and powemil force.
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The Sociological Origins of Community
With the ubiquity of community language and its goodness established, the stage

is now set for a more detailed examination of the origins of the community concept.

Cornmunity as a forma1 connnict in philosophical thinking likely emerged in the
latter pan. of the 19th cennrry during the Enlightenment (Bell & Newby , 1971). The
hailmark of this period in European history was the primacy of rationality. The
Enlightenment took human ratiooality as an article of faith, as period philosophers
assurned human reason was the vehicle that would lead to progressive social change,
die means by which people would "throw off their chains. "

Not everyone was enarnoured with the rational and mechanistic world view of
the Enlightenment. The German Romantic Movement, propelled by its two moa
prominent proponents, Herder and Goethe. argued that the true human quen is for free,
creativr expression. not "empty rationality" (Koch, 1993). Emerging in the mid-1880s.
the Romantic Movement therefore challenged the pnmacy of the rational mind as the
ben pach to knowledge. They saw the rational-scientific ontology of the dawning

Eumpean industrial age as negating the emotional chamter of Me. The Romantics
deemed this an affront to human essence and resisted it.
The Romantic Movement's ideas were perpetuated by nich intellectuals as
Comte, Weber, Thnies, M m and Durkheim, some of sociology's mon eminent
founding fathers, and it is at the dawning of the twentieth century that the ongins of the
modem idea of community are commonly traced. These thinkers saw, in the expansion

of indusvialization and growing urbanization. a negative social force. the dark side of
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the indusrrial revolution - the rupture of traditional aes CO village. farnily, church and
guild. Their views provide a usehl sraning point for a discussion of community.
Community, viewed by Auguste Comte, was man's natural habitat. Comte
larnented what he saw as a breakdown of the traditional and the aiienation of mankind.
Ernile Durkheim too feared disintegraaon of saciai relations into "anornie," a state of
nomlesmess where the= was complete social breakdown. They believed the
upheavals of industrialization would give these feelings hl1 rein:
Indusuial society - and its ecologicai derivative, the city -- was typified by
cornpetition, corzfIict, utility and contracnial relations; community - and its
ecological derivative, the village or at the mon, the small town - was the
antirhesis of these. The impenonality and anonymicy of indusuiai society were
highlighted by reference CO the close personal ties of the community. (Bell &
Newby, 1971, p. 22).

To Max Weber too. the world was moving toward "mechaniaxi peuifcation" by
hierarchicai adminisuators and control by the "rationai machine" known as
bureaucracy . In this essentiaiIy modem condition, individual worth was 10s; the
individual was nirned into a cog in the social machine (Koch, 1993). Because their

"tirs of community" consisteci of "images of the good life," as Bell and Newby (1971)
report, community's perceived pasring "was to be deplored, feared and regrened"
(p. 21-22).

If a prominent hinorical farher of cornmunit-can be idrntified it is Iikely
Ferdinand Tonnies who formaiUed much of the eariier sociological thinking about
comrnunity (Adair-Toteff, 1995; T6nnies, 1957). In his book Gemer'rzsch@ ami

Gessellschofr (Community and Sociery) published in 1887. T 6 ~ i a distinguished
s
Gasellschaft, the large-scale, impersonal and conuactuai ties that were seen to be on
the increase with capitalisn, fmm Gemeinschaft, thought to be the home of al1 vime

and morality. In Gemeinxhaft, T6mies wrote. rnernben were relatively homogenous
and immobile in social and geographicai ways. Their hurnan relationships were
intimate and enduring based on who people were rather than what they achieved.
Community in this sense meant more than local geographical community. it
encompassed religion, work, family and culture. It referred to social bonds
sharactrrited by emotional cohesion, depth, continuity and fullness. At the very core
of communiry was the sentimentai attachment to the conventions and mores of a
bloved place and its people (Thmies, 1957).
The mm of the twentiech century represented the zenith of community study.
By the mid- l9OOs, as Day and Murdoch (1993) report, the concept of community was
largely discardeci from the vocabufary of sociologists, except in smailer and related
tirlds like cornmunity developrnent.
(Community) was seen as inherently bound up with a discrrdited functionalism,
which resuited in an excessively integrated mode of analysis leading to a reifed
concept of cornmunity as an active social entity. This tended to be accompanied
by a conservative consensualism which subordinated ail groups and individuais
to these cornrnunities.... Cornrnunity was generally agreed to be a confused and
chaotic concept, impossible to defme clearly, and canying al1 sorts of dangerous
and unacknowledged cargo.. .. Bell and Newby's textbook account of this
tradition (1971) tu&
out to be, in effect, its death knell. (Day & Murdoch,
1993, 83-84)
The absence of cornmunity in sociology ftom 1960 to 1990 and the charge that

cornmuniry studies were seen to commit the "heinous crime of spatial determinism"
(Day & Murdoch, 1993). meant that the concept dl but disappeared. The absence of

community as a guiding theoretical c o n m c t in sociology did not mean community was
not a formative concept elsewhere however. Most notewonhy was its appearance and

penistence in international community development.

International Community Development
The term community development came into popular use after World War II,
supplanting such t e m as mass education, village improvement and rural development.
Village level workers were the backbones of these program at the local Level (WHO,
1977). The earliest community development efforts consisted mosdy of mal!-scale

projects. frequently administered and supported by church groups and other reformist
organizations, or were undenaken in cooperation wirh univenicies or regional
drrrlopmrnt organizations.
Community development expanded rapidly in the 1950s, in great part due to its
political endorsement by the U.S. goverment. The scope of chose development
projects varied widely. The Rockefeller and Ford Foundations, for example, were
frequent sponsors of srnall-scaie crop cultivation projects and industry cooperatives.
The kind of community development exemplifiesi by these initiatives is ben described

as selchelp. At the other end of the spectrum were huge agencies like the UN and
World Bank, where community development often meant technical assistance for
nation-wide imgation and vansportation networks (Christenson & Robinson, 1989).
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The international community development movement had reached irs peak by
1960 and most community development prograrns were faliering by 1965. Drarnatic

reductions in funding from donon and disillusionment with the performance of many
community development projects were the primary reasons for its decline (WHO,
1977). Voth and Brewster (1989) add that the decline cm also be panially attributed to

problems which persiaed between the technical and self-help aspects of cornmunity
development. Once American support for large-scale, publicly supporteci international
projects began to wane, it was apparent that community developrnent at l e m on a large
scak would disappear. As practised by churches and NGOs from which it originated,
cornmuniry development continues to be a widely used and viable strategy in many
Southern countries.
Why was community development a suategy specifically targeted at the South?

Some have concludeci that the primitive view of naturally occumng communities dovetailrd nicely with the economic reality of severely limited fiscal resources in the South

(Foster. 1982; Woelk, 1992). Rifken (1985) and Stone (1992)argue that local
govrmments saw in community participation the moa con-effective alternative to
approaches chat would draw heavily on scarce state resources. Thus. comrnunity
projects replaceci institutionai ones when the necessary capital to fund the latter was
lacking. Morr cynical however, is Rahnema (l990),who asks whether the West
expected to fmd community more ofkn and more easily in the South because it views
the South as Iess tainted by indumializarîon, more narural and primordial. DO
prrdominandy rural communities whose memben share a common history, culture and
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religion present the ideal oppominity for implementation of so-called development

projets? Are we "exporthg our nostaigia" to borrow a phrase from Cameron and
Gatewood ( 1994)?
Even more critical is Esteva (1992) who writes that the ideas of development
and modernity are undeniably intertwined. Modemity is the association of tmth with
the dominant culture's perspective, and the appropriation of the history of other

cultures under its own. It cm do this because privileged knowledge of the direction of
change is claimed by those who declare themselves furthest advanced dong its course
(Sachs, 1992). Developrnent roo always implies a favourable change. a step from the
simple to the cornplex, from worse to better, just as modem@ implies progress from
the primitive. Development in this context is a reminder of an undesirable undignified

condition which effectively provides nvo-thirds of the people on eanh with a reminder
of what they are not (Sachs, 1992). However, as Young (1990) States. these categories
inappropriately perpeniate an insideloutside distinction that not only emphasizes
exclusion but also implies that one side is inferior to the other. "One sidr designates
the pure, authentic, good, and the other the impure. inauthentic, bad (p. 303).

Heaith is not unaffecteci by this son of modem thinking about development. In
k t , health may be a "carrier of modernity." intimately shaping the views of people's
relative underdevelopment and compelling them to "catch up." As Escobar (1992)
suggesu, by panicipating in health projects affiliateci with the WestMonh cornes the
s u u e of advaneing into the modem. Nanavatty (1988). in his review of the Southeast

Asian situation, agrees. He hirther argues however, that the entire process of Western
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rconomic development created tùnher class and caste (i.e.. comrnuniry) contlict, not
lrss. 'The critical poor" were never involved in any way, and furthemore. vested
interests within the country "got a free hand to usurp the resources of development in
its own interests, rather than sharing the fruits of development with the deprived and

mglected sector of local cornmunities" (Nanavatty, 1988, p. 97). Nanavatty 's
pessimistic conclusion is chat due to the CO-potationof cornmunity and participation, the
potential advantages of development were never fully reaiized.
Recent evaluations of the WHO'S strategy for decentraiization of health services

and cornmunity participation in heaith confirm Nanavatty's point of view (Rathwell,
1992; Rondinelli, Nellis & Cheema, 1983). These authors and others argue that, in

the South, the ideai of achieving development through the processes of community
participation and empowerment has not been successful (Drake, 1992; Eldridge.

1984). The major madblocks to comrnunity health project success continue to include:
threats to professionai stanis/expertise (Green, 1991); top-heavy and inefficient
burraucracies (Foster, 1987); govemments with much higher national priorities (Lele,
1993; WHO, 1991); and finally. corruption as powemil elite interests capture the

mechanimis of cornmunity participation and ernpowennent to funher their own
personal goais (Collins & Green, 1994). The mon radical scholars in the South
challenge the very idea of development itself. seing lirtle in development but
exploitation by the West (Alvares, 1992; Escobar, 1992; Esteva, 1985; Marglin &
Marglin, 1990; Nandy, 1990).
Community is indeed a complex and rnulti-faceted concept. On the one hand, a
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modem perspective views communities in the South as undrvrloped and inferior. But

on the other hand, the community is also seen to be an important repository for unique
knowlrdge about local conditions. Hence, the community can be viewed as primitive
and inferior, or altematively. as primitive and ideal, embodying the characteristics and
traditions of vaditional comrnunity apparently absent and cenainly lamented in the
North.

Contemporary Communiey and the Idea of Empowerment
In contrast to the elements of goodness and predictability chought to be
characteristic of communities in the Southern context and of the historical pan
rvsrywhere, the contemporary vision of community appean to be one of immediacy
and choice. While it might be said that in former tirnes and far away places people
wrre bom into communities, today community status is essentially chosen. Elshtain
(1993) and Walzer (1994) assen that contemporary sociey is also characterized by a

grnrral loss of public confidence in government and the representativeness of the
democratic system. Within such a context, the idea of communicy has become dreply
individudistic and minimalia. Contemporary community aftiliation is also somewhat
tlreting as multiple comrnunities jostie for the attention of the individual. in contras to
traditiod cornmuniey members' devotion CO a shared comrnunity purpose, individuals

in contemporary communities rend to sever their aes when the group no longer m m
their needs. As Berger (1988) says,

In the postindustrial world our quests for freedorn and alternatives mran that we
share the minimum culture necessary for social order; we idmlogically disagree
about the rest, and bring to bear our highly differentiated, particular and
segmented subcommunities in political struggles over what we are obliged and
conmaineci to accept and what we are free to choose, dissent from, and rebel
against. (p. 52)

In her recent review of cornmunity health organizing, Rosenau (1992) expresses doubt
about whtxher something cdled cornmunity cm even exist in the contemporary era

"where society is fragmented and personai identity is difhse and changing" (p. 3 11).
Rosenau also states the public is sceptical about the intentions and motivations of socalled communities, considering many oppressive and a threat to personal privacy. In
contras to the notion of communiy as cornmitment and responsibility to the group
then, the purpose of many traditional communities, the modem view of community
appran to have as central a growing sense of personai entitlement. The purpose of

communiry today therefore is not so much to protect some traditionai values as it is to
band iogether in large enough numbers that the fight for individual rights will be

Also important in the discussion of contemporary community is the concept of
ernpowerment. Empowerment may provide the mechanimi by which the benefiu
thought present in community actually accrue.
The historical origins of empowerment rest with grassroots community
development projecu which initiateci the idea that empowerment consists of a basic
stmggle and conhntation with those wielding power (Alinsky. 1969; Freire, 1971).
In conternporary use, empowerment has retained this element of confrontation, but the
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term is also used in rather vague ways to indicate sorne son of good social process

(Grace. 1991; Rissel, 1994). Contemporary defmitions also tend to focus on
smpowerment's consensual aspects, for example human rights and abilities, as opposed
ro deficits and ne&, thereby encouraging nonconflictual goals such as leaming and
personal growth (Rappapon, 1987). It is in this sense that empowerment has found
itself at the hem of a widespread trend towards greater control by citizens in many

areas of health, including medicine (Illich, 1976 & 1977) and the self-help movement
(Rappapon, 1985). The promise of empowerment is that through enhanced gmup
capacity. disadvantaged groups will improve their stams relative to more powemil
groups in society.
While the idea of empowerment as self-determination and collective power may
k traced to the civil rights and community development activities of the 1960s. the

word itwlf has only become prominent more recently (McLean. 1995; Zirnrneman,

1990). In the Lalonde era in Canada, for exarnple, healch policy was typically
formulated in terrns of individud deterrninism. Individuai efforts enhanced health, not

group efforts. As the broader sociai determinans of health becarne recognized
however, the word empowerment came to the fore. Regrettably though, and like
community , empowerment is ill-defmed, both as a concept and as a process (Israel,

Checkoway,Schulz & Zimrnerman, 1994; Labonte. 1996; Riger. 1993). In the
Ottawa Charter on Health Promotion, for example, empowerment is equated simply
with enabling people to increase their ownership and conuol over their own endeavours
and deninies. At least as it relates to health, empowerment has also k e n variously
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interpretrd as enhancing personai growth (Keiffer. I N ) , increasing feelings of control
and mastery over one's life (Rappapon, 1987; Zimmerman. 1990), and improving

persona1 competence and self-esteern (Lord & Hutchison, 1993). But empowerment is
also used in ways that conflate feelings about personal eficacy or self-esteem with that
of acnial decision-making control over societai health resources. As Rissel (1994)

notes,
The ambiguity surrounding the concept is a major stumbling block for the tield.
Being practical and problem oriented, and largely atheoretical, health promotion
(and public health) tends to borrow somewhat haphazardly from more theorybased disciplines such as political science, psychology and sociology. As a
result, theory laden terms are used in health promotion without considering the
tradition behind these terms empowement king one of the latest in fashion.
(p. 39)

-

.

This haphazard bonowing or, more cynically stripping the intellecnial context of
ernpowerment (Grace, 1991; Stevenson & Burke, 1992) has severai consequences.

For example. use of the term empowerment rnay disguise "top-down" implrmentation
of so-callad participatory prograrns. The Ottawa Charter, for example, acknowlrdgas
social inequalities and challenges professional control of health. but it stops short of
cailing for major political change. This leaves the door open for an expansion of the
rhetoric of participation and empowerment without a meaningful transfer of power.
A vague meaning of empowerment coupled with the arnoeba-like quality of
comrnunity leads to a second significant problem (Wallerstein, 1992). Who exacdy is
empowered

- cornmunities or individuds?

Does empowerment mean that some

individuals or groups gain at the expense of others? If empowerment really implies a

fundamental redistribution of resources within a panicular social group or within a
givrn geographical location (a community?), then some people will benefit and others
will not.
A ttiird problem is that at their core. empowerment and community may be at

odds (Riger. 1993). As Riger (1993) asks: 'Does empowerment of disenfranchised

people and groups simultaneously brhg about a greater sensr of community and
strengthen the ties that hold our society together, or does it promote certain individuals
or groups at the expense of others, increasing competitiveness and lack of cohesion?"
(p. 290) Riger concludes that the essence of empowerment is autonomy and contlict
rarher chan cooperation among groups and individuals. conuol rather than communion
and connectedness. Paradoxically then, situations which foster community may be the

opposite of those which foster empowerment. When interdependence is no longer
nwrssary, then the psychological sense of community rnay disappear as well. This may
enplain, in part, both the drive to be part of a community (to be empowered) and the
fragmentation of communities (because of competition between communities).

The Features of Traditional and Contemporary Community
The foregoing review of the literature suggests that a distinct shift has taken
place in the meaning of community. In short, it seems that because conternporary
comuniues seem to have 10% many of the positive characteristics thought comected to
traditional communities, then the idea of comrnunity has been dtered as weI1. A brief
review of the feaaires of community believed loa in conternporary times is therefore in
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ordrr.

The image of uaditional community includes a grographical dimension where
persona1 relations between comrnunity memben are grounded in locality. Memben are

wrll known to each other and they are loyal, both to each other and the goals of the
comrnunity as a whole. When forced to choose however, members of traditional
communities place the needs of the group ahead of their own. The uaditional
cornmuniry is also a place where the rnajority of people's ne& are met. As a result.
the community is relatively homogenous. Sharing a sirnilar socioeconomic background

or ethnic heritage and frequently holding similar social values. traditional cornmunity is

an hmonious and equitable place where reciprocicy prevails. Traditional community
is a good place where individuals contribute to the welfare of othen during good times,
but can be assured of protection in times of need.

Contemporary cornmunities stand out in sharp relief against the uaditional

image of communities pas. Contemporary communities need not be anchored in

.

phy sicai locality nor do they require face-to-face relations. They can exist free of
conventional tirne and space limitations, ofien achieving nich Iiberatory %anisvia
communication technologies. Internet communities are an example of this. Members
of contemporary communities are typically very heterogeneous, and they usually satisS,
only one need through their involvement with a particular comrntinicy. Contemporary
individuais aiso interact in many different communities simultaneously, ending and
reconstituting new relationships repeateâiy. Cornmitment is rare as their purpose is
nearly always rime-limited and issue-specific. Finally. since diverse individuals join
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comrnunities to achieve personal gains, contemporary comrnunities can be selfish and
cornpetitive sites where contradictions abound.
We may ask, to what extent are the features of what we here cal1 traditional and
contemporary community actually evident in cornmunities, either in the present day
North or South, or in communities of an earlier historical period? While the m e r to
this question lies beyond the scope of this thesis research, it is crucial to discem the
extent to which communities daim or are asmed to possess these traditional katures.
This research argues that communities of the past and cornmunities in the South are

described and understood in very specific ways, irrespective of whether they ever
rxisted in this fom. Rightiy or wrongly, this research contends, both IL and CBR

assrn a form of cornmuniry imbued with vaditional feanires, causing innumerable
difticuliies with respect to the implementation of comunity based disability initiatives.
Whik not ail feanires of either a traditional form or a contemporary form of community

neai be present in order CO label it accordingly, these features provide a u s e h l way of
distinguishing between two quite different Ends of community. The Comparative
Features of Traditional and Contemporary Community are presented in Figure 2.
This fim half of -ter

2 has examineci in some detail the concept of

community. The argument advaricd is that selective features are attached, both
unknowingly and knowingly, to communities. The second half of this Chapter will
focus on the meaning of disabiliry and the emergence of IL and CBR as two rwponses
to disability. This review prepares the ground for a systematic investigation of the idea
of comrnuniry in IL and CBR.

The Meaning of Disability

There have been many attempts to det-me disability as an observable. meamrable
and meaninghil constn~ct. These efforts nonuithstanding. a comprehensive
understanding of the concept remains elusive for historical. ideological and cultural
Rasons. This section identifies the mon salient feamres of disability. and describes the
historical development of thinking about disability and its rernediation.

Working; Definitions
Any discussion of disability is problematic without first operationalking a

definition. The WHO classification system of impairment, disability and handicap is
proposed (UN. 1983; Verbmgge & Jette. 1994; Wood. 1989). acknowledging that
considerable controversy exists regardiig the legitirnacy of this system (Batavia. 1993;

Hahn, 1985 & 1988; Oliver, 1984 & 1990; Wendell, 1989).
In the WHO schema, impairment refen to any loss or abnomiality of bodily
stmcnire or hinction. Disability is any restriction or lack (resulting from impairment)
of ability to perform an activity in the manner considered normal. Handicap refers to a

disaâvantage for a given individual (resulting from impairment or disability) that l imits

or prevents the fulfiiment of nomial social roles (UN.1983, p. 3). The following
example clarifies the distincaons: A blind (impaid) penon may have difficulty
wnting a letter (disabifity). If, as a d

t ,

he is regardeci as incompetent, then he is

considered handicapped. (see Figure 3) These working definitions guide the remainder
of the thesis research.

DISEASE

(intrinsic pathology or disorder)

IMPAlRMENT

(loss or abnomality of psychological,
physiological, or anatomical structure
or function at organ level)

DISABILITY

(restriction or lack of ability to
perform an activity in normal manner)

JHANDICAP

Figure 3

(disadvantage due to impairment or
disability that limits or prevents
fulfillment of a normal role (depends
on age, sex, sociocultural factors) for
the person)

Impairment, Disability and Handicap
(Adapted from Verbnigge & Jette, 1994)

Throughout history, disabled people have stood in smk contra to society's
ideal ized images of human perfection (Barnes. 19%; Stone, 1995). Perfectly shaped
powrmil young bodies are society 's ideal. With respect to the disabled, however.

images of darkness and superstition abound. Visible physical disorden in particular

produce feelings of feu and awe. Eberly (1988) writes,
Children bom with major physical abnormalities have evoked a religious
response since as least as early as 2 0 0 B.C.. when some 62 binh defecu,
whose appearance arnong Assyrian newborns was painstakingly exarnined and
interpreted by professional sooihsayers, were drscribd in clay tablets found in
the library of Nineveh. (Eberly, 1988, p. 58)
Warkany , in Eberly (1988) continues,
In Rome. hermaphroditic children were sumrnarily dispatched; other children
with visible defects were panicularly valued for sacrifice in tirne of emergency.
Indeed, the old tenn for children boni with marked deformities was rnonster, a
word deriveci from the Latin n w ~ ~ ~ t n something
un,
marvellous. originally a
divine portent or waming.. .. (p. 58)
This belief in the aipemaniral nature of the child bom with a congenital defect
continued thmugh the Middle Ages and into the Reformaiion. Kanner (in Eberly ,
1988) repons that Manin Luther himself "labellecl one severely retarded child as no
more than massa carnis, a soulless rnass of flesh, and went so t'ar as to recommend that
the child be disposed of by drowningw(p. 60). Disabled people were thought to be evil

omens, curses fiom God, and reincarnations of the animal and spirit worlds (Eberly,
1988; Miles, 1995). EberIy (1988), in her examinaiion of disability folklore,

convincingly argues that many beliefs about the supernaairal. changelings and fairies in
fact describe congenitally deformed infants and children whose conditions today would
be givrn a medical explanation. Where alternative expianations are lacking however.

traditional (and usually erroneous) beliefs are often maintaineci.

In film and popular literature too, people with disabilities have been
characterimi as Other for centuries. People with disabilities have historically k e n a
source of shame and embarrassrnent to their families and themselves. Zola (1986 &
1982) and others (Bogdan. Biklen. Shapiro & Spelkoman. 1982; Phillips, 1990) have

sketched this history from Frankenstein's monsters, the Hunchback of Noue Dame,
Dicken's Chrismias Carol. and the evil witch in Snow White, to more contemporary
disabling images like those in the movies Mask, Elephant Man and Chariots of Fire.
Disabled people have been depicted as not onIy frighteningly disfigurecl. they are
teducrd to what Phillips (1990) calls damaged goods. Henry Enns. Executive Director
of Disabled People's International (DPI) nates,
Commonly held myths are that handicapped people are psychologically
maladjusted, that they are "sick," feeble-minded, in need of sheltenng and
protection and are asexual.. .. We see the disability, the white cane. cnitches,
hearing aid and wheelchair. but not the penon. (Enns. 1982, p. 1)
Another powerful force in shaping the meaning of disability is language (Anspach,
1979; D' Aubin. 1991; Susnan, 1994; Wang, 1992). Everywhere we read people
sz@kr frorn acthritis or are f l i a e d with leprosy. They are confined to wheelchain.

And they are the victUns of landmines and AIDS.

Disabiliry in the South
With the notable exception of the ethnographic work of Scheer and Groce
( 1988)

and Groce and Zola (1993), there is strong evidence to niggest that in rnany

parts of the South in panicular, people with disabilities are characterized as defectives

(Miles, 1995). Most ofien, the experience of disability is reduced to one of two
sterrotypical depictions: people with disabilities are ponrayed as piti fùl and neglected ,
or. thry are believed, particularly the mentally disabled, to possess special powers that
clevate their aaais to that of shaman or special elder. While both scenarios do occur,
their prevaience is far less common than widely thought. Recent archaeological
rxpeditions have unearcheci skeletal evidence calling Inuit infanticide practices into
question, for example (Scheer & Groce, 1988). Newcomer and Bard (in Enns, 1982)
have also recorded numerous instances during the Ice Age where people with severely
broken limbs, amputations and blindness were cared for by the members of their social
groups. A more accurate pomyal of the ueatment of the disabled in ancient societies
may be that disabled persons participated quite broadly in their villages, vibes and

clans, and for the mon pan. those societies were more accommodating of this one
aspect of hurnan diversity than previously irnagined.

There is a vemendous spectrum of variation in the South as far as the culairal
characterimtian of disabiiity is concemed (Dwlieger, 1995; Talle, 19%). While more
research is reqired to inform this issue, culture dependent meanings of disabiiity are
our fint concem. Some mild and moderate forms of disabilities and cenain specific
types of disabilities may not be identified as such in certain Southem countries (Groce
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& Zola. 1993). For example, mild Parkinson's disease, a mild limb deforrnicy. and a

lcaming disability, might not be detected either by mothers or rurai medical services.

In addition, the label disabled may not be attached because the person functions in al1
mraningful ways without difficulty. Recipmcally however, within some cultures,
traditional beliefs about the causes of certain disabilities tend to increase the
stigrnatizacion of nich individuals. For example, if a child with cerebral palsy is
thought to be possessed by evil spirits. then reacuons and treatment of that child will be
mon negative than if the cause is understood to be a uaumatic binh (Lysack, 1992).
For disabiliv to be understood, therefore, the historical and sociocultural context musc
be similarly understood. Woodward (1985) describes how Indonesians, for example,

still adhere to many traditionai attitudes about disability, including strong beliefs about
the role of spirits and the supernaairal. In rural areas especially, where levels of
education are much lowe:, disability is typically descnbed as "God'ç will - a
punishment for sins in a former life" (Deschesnes, 1995, March). Various myths about
the origins of disability also abound. For example, and during previous research in
Indonesia, Lysack (1992) observed a medical doctor on his bicycle swerve to avoid a
snake, crashing and injuring his leg. In discussions afterwards, he conceded his
behaviour was "probably inational, " but "he didn' t want to cake any chances" during
his wife's first trimester. As a partial consequence of these superstitions, many rural
Indonesian villagers think *people with disabilities have to accept it because nothing can
be done" (Deschesnes, 1995, March). Many too are ashamed of disabled family
members, refusing to allow them to participant in village events and organized
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nhabilitation activities (Lysack. 1993). While there is significant variation in reactions
to disability in the North and in the South, it can still be said that disability is viewed as

an unforninate occurrence. one which would be reversed, if it were possible.

The Response to Disability

.

Historically people with quite different disabilities have nearly always been
grouped into a single inferior class (Niben, 1995; Silvers, 1995). Since. being
disabled meant king unable to work, disabled people were reduced to objects of sociai
concrrn. This concem was first expresseci through religious charity on the part of the
superior class, and was rnuch envied by other downvodden gmups such as the ablebodied poor who were denied such charicy. Greenwood (1985) details the passage of

the Poor Laws in Britain and how growing concems about the expense of sociai aid.
resulted in harsh treatrnent for the able-bodied poor. The "undeserving. wilfully
malfunctioning poor" as Silvers (1995, p. 44) says. were condemned to work in
punitive workhouses (Scull. 1990). The distinction between these groups was not that
sophisticated however. Lumped together with the sotailed unwilling paupen were
some physically and mentally disabled people. Michel Foucault vaces the genealogy of
the institutions established to care for the poor and disabled in such classics as Mcrdness
and Civiliztztion (1965). The conditions in the asylums were indecent, and veaunent
was less than human by today's standards. By the tate 1800s however, there was a

growing feeling of humanitarianimi and the poor at lest were accorded full rights as

citizens. An increasing recognition of different disease etiologies also led to the
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separarion and treaunent of the "misfitsand defectives" from the "unwilling poor," and
slowly more humane practices emerged. Silven (1995) summarizes the subservient
social position the poor and disabled found themselves in 100 years ago. that in some
respects, is still present today:
In view of their defmitively deficient m e , the dewrving poor are not
conceivably capable of themselves of the responsible use of whatever means
char@ bestowed on them. So another social group emerges: care-givers,
persons whose profession it became to channel charity by administering it
properly to damaged individuals. Thus, as a social class, the disabled becarne
required by definition to be non-productive. They also became the means of
production for members of another group. professional care-givers. (p. 44)

The most dramatic change in the evolution in the status of disabled persons came in the
tïrst half of this century in the aftermath of World Wan 1 and II. The advent of new
medicines and the reniming injured soldiers uiggered the early development of
nhabilitation as a profession, with services mandated by the state and delivered by a
cadre of newly uained rehabilitation experts. Rehabilitation programs were developed
rhroughout Europe and North America and rehabilitation specialties emerged shonly
afier this tirne (Bowe, 1978; Gritzer & Arluke, 1985). While charitable relief

continued for children and the aged, new social welfare systems and insurance
programs emerged that began compensating people for industrial accidents and fatal
illnesses. This was a major tuming point in that disability benetiu were not
apponioned solely on the basis of charity. For those deemed permanently
incapacitated, the key principle b a r n e compensation (Greenwood. 1985). However.
in order to compensate the disabled, the fundamentai problern of who counted as
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disablrd needed to be addressed. This task fell to die profession of medicine.

Prokssional Rehabilitation
The World Wars spurred the development of many new drugs, the most
imponant class of which was antibiotics. Through the combined power of medicine
and science. it appeared that many chronic batties against disease would be won
(Conrad & Schneider, 1980). In reai terms. lives were saved, and serious illnesses
were prevented, even cured. Under the medical rnodel, treaunent for the disabled
became lrss punitive and there was less blaming of individuals for the moral
deficiencies thought to cause their disabilities. There was a downside, however.
Disabled people became, by definition, deviance from the nom, with pathologies
residing in their sick bodies. Rehabilitation becarne the medicaily sanctioned path to
cure (Bowe. 1978; Crawford, 1994; Navarro, 1974). Through cornpliance with
expert guidance, prescribed regimes and specialized technologies. the deficient body

systems were rectifieci and disease was overcome. In his now classic contribution to
the sociology of illness, Panons (1951) defined the social processes that in cime came

to be called the medicalization and professionaiization of disability.
The power of this legacy has been described by severai of its critics (Coburn,
Torrance & Kaufen, 1983; McKinlay. 1977). Williams (1991) says the medicalization
of disability represented a "dilation of the medical gaze, " accomplished in such a way
that "therapeutic failure can be blamed on forces outside the domain of medicine itself:
the noncornpliant patient or the obtrusive environment" (p. 520). In that way, medicine
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could retain its pmfessional power. In a finer enurneration of the process of
medicalization, Zola (1991) contends that by retaining absolute conuol over key
technical procedures and control over the label illness. medicine was inappropriately
rxpanded to wider and wider arenas of life. "By the latter hdf of the twentieth century

mrdicine had becorne so powemil a force in society that it was joining, if not nudging
aside, religion and law as a major institution of social control -- in other words, as an
arbiter of what was good, important, valuable in lifen (Zola, 1991. p. 301).

Prirnary Health Care
By the end of World War II it was apparent that efforts to meet the health needs
of Southem countries through conventional Western technical services and national
health structures "would nquire financial and personnel resources far beyond the
capacities of the countries concemed" (Foster, 1982, p. 183). Innovative low cost
approaches, socidly and culnirally appropriate to these countries, had to be developed.
Primary hedth case (PHC)was the strategy designed to cope with the basic health
needs of Southern counuies, set in the context of integrated socioeconomic
development.
As with community development more broadly,

PHC has deep roots. and early

attempts to meet basic community health needs can be found in rnoa Southem countries

as early as the 1940s (Christenson & Robinson. 1989). The term itself however, and
operational defulltions, took a further 20 years to appear.

The first study to describe and analyze successful attempts to adapt health care
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to the needs and resources of Southern countries was commissionrd by a

WHO-

UNICEF Joint Committee on Health Policy in 1971. By 1975. the 28th World Health
Assembly formally approved the policy in an officiai resolution. Later that year. as
Foster (1982) reports, the WHO'S Director-Generai responded to this resolution with
Promotion of National Heaith Services Relating to Primary Health Care. This
statement was further etaborated at the Dectaration of HeaIth for All Conference held in
the former USSR in 1978. At Alma-Ata, PHC was defined as "essential health care
made universally accessible to individuals and families in the community by means

acceptable to them, through their full participation and at a cost that the community and
country can affordn (WHO,1978, p. 34). Other essential elements of PHC include the

use of effective traditional healing practices; recognition of community felt-needs as
the basis of PHC activities; recruitment and training of PHC workrrs selected with the
participation of the community; the use of locally available and sustainable mateeriais
and funds; and finally, an intersectord governrnent approach at al1 levels (WHO,

1975). Important as the development and provision of basic services was. Foster
(1982) adds that "the development of local initiative, individual and community

reliance, self-confidence, and a cooperative spirit" (p. 187) were also essential and
were stressed as weil. Thus, PHC had a significant social dimension. The basic
philosophy of PHC was that "working on those problerns which the cornmunity
perceives as its own prionties will lead to community satisfaction and confidence in its
own achievements" (WHO, 1975, p. 115).
The field of medical rehabilitation was attracted to PHCs pragmatic approach
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and its cornminnent to the ideal of community participation (Finkenflügel. 1993).

Wishing to integrate disability into existhg PHC networks in the South. efforts were
made to enhance the quaiity of life for persons with disability thmugh medicai

rehabilitation aelivered to the villages where disabled permns lived. That approach

came to be catled CBR.

Community Based Rehabilitation
The concept of CBR is generally believed to have originated in tandem with

PHC in the 1970s as rehabilitation was recognized as an asential pan of the movernent
toward community participation in heaith (WHO, 1981 & 1982). Like PHC,CBR as a
local grassmots initiative was initiaily investigated for its viability in bridging the gap
betwern the increasing "burden" of disability in the South and scarce professional and
tinancial resources. After some preliminary success in mialler projects, CBR was
formdly endoned by the WHO in 1978. and large-scale dernonstration projects were
rstablished in Africa, India and Asia (UN. 1986). Specid CBR publications such as
WHO'S Training in the Community for People with Disabilities were also
comrnissioned and disseminateci broadly (Chemiak. 1990; Helander, Mendis, Nelson
& Goerdt, 1989;

WHO, 1982). As McColl and Paterson (1995. September) note. the

UN further promoted the ideal of greater participation by disabled people themselves by
proclaimiog 1983 a> 1992 the International Decade of Disabled Penons, and afforded
the notion of

CBR global recognition in its repon entitled the World Programme of

Action Concerning Disabled People (UN, 1983 & 1986).
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The models of CBR are many and vary widely (Helandrr. Mendis. Nelson &

Goerdt. 1989; Kisanji, 1995; Miles, 1993; Peat, 1991b). While large rehabilitation
centres exist in the South, they are vimially aiways located in cities, completely
inaccessible to the majority of people with disabilities. In indonesia. for example, it is
enimated h t only 5 % of disabled people have access to the urban centres (Johnston &
Tjandrakusuma, 1982). O'Toole (1981) eshates ihat in Southem countries generdly.
rehabilitation centres treat at mon 1-296 of people with disabilities. As a result, CBR
has continued to expand ever since the late 1970s.

CBR today is promoted by many organizations, governmental and NGO alike.
CBR is viewed as a way of building upon the resources of disabled people. their
families and communities, and extcndiig services in an affordable and cul~rally
sensitive manner to a large proportion of otherwise under served and often rural
disabled people (Peat, 1991a & 1991b). CBR projects are often planned as national
programs under the auspices of a country's heaith ministry, as in d i t : case of Indin and

Vietnam. for example. Sorne projects are heavily intluenced by the WHO'S mode1 of
CBR. for example, Botswana. the Philippines, Nigeria and Burma (WHO.1982). In
some other counmes. they are developed as individual projects targeting a single
village. This is more ofkn the case when the CBR project is supponed by a mialler.
Likely pnvate NGO. Projects may include the senrices of medieal professionais, but
this is not a necessity. IncfeaSingiy, many CBR pmjects focus on vocational training

and income-generation

- one of the highest pnonties of disabled people themselves.

CBR is dso usuaily closely affiliateci with PHC and the social welfare system. In this
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way CBR acu as a bridge betwern the comrnunicy and instinitionaiized services (WHO.

1981 & 1982). In al1 such projects however, CBR's primary aim rernains the same:
raising awareness about disability, prornoting positive attitudes toward people with

disabilities. early detection of disability pmblems. and provision of simple equipment
and interventions (ILO/UNESCO/WWO, 1994). The ultimate goal is improving the

everyday lives of disabled people, not only through medical cehabilitation, but also
through social inclusion and political equality.
Two definitions of CBR illumate the range of ideas encompasseci by the CBR
philosophy . The fint definition reflects a Western orientation. In 1994, after one year

of extensive consultations, the International Labour Organization (ILO),United Nations

.

Educationaf Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and WHO jointly issued
their consensual international definition. They deftned CBR as follows:
A strategy within cornmunity development for the rehabi litation. equalization of
oppominities and social integration of people with disabilities. CBR is
implemented through the combined efforts of disabled people themselves. their
families and cornmunities and the appropriate health, educational and social
services. (p. 2)

The second definition refiecu a Southem NGO perspective. This defulltion guides

CBR implementation at the YPAC (Yayasan Pembinaan Anak Cacat, or the indonesian
Society for the Case of Disabled Children) CBR Center in Indonesia which has been
training CBR workea in nual Indonesian villages for more chan 30 yean (Sutopo.
1993).

CBR involves efforts to change the community ' s prrcep tion and bchaviour
(including attitudes. knowledge and skills), so that comrnuniy memben are able
to reaiize the various problems the disabled face (rhat is. socioeconomic.
sociocultural, medical. psychologicai problems) and are able to provide the
disabled with a good amiosphere in which they can solva their problems and in
the end improve their quality of life. (p. 7)

The Disability Movernenc
Professional rehabilitation as the appropriace response to disability created a
number of serious problems from the perspective of people with disabiliues and has
been attacked on severai fronts (Albrecht, 1992; F~edson,1970a & 1W O b ; Gritzer &
Arluke. 1985). One of the major difficulties relates to the presumrd dichotomy

between the normal and disabled under the medical model. When can it be said that
within the broad continuum of human variation normalcy ends and disabilicy begins?
Disability may have a contexnial component. After dl, what is considered a normal
role for one's age, sex. and culture? Do standards of nomalcy not depend upon the
sociecy within which they are generad? (Wendell. 1989) Much about what is
disabling about one's physical condition is also a consepence of social arrangements.

Rewarchen in the area of menopause for exarnple, have compellingly argued that such
human pmcesses are socialiy c o m c t e d from biological reaiity (Kaufen & Gilbert,

1986). The boundarÏes drawn between the social and the biologicd rnay be quite
anificiai and a universai biologicai definition of disability may be an illusion.
A second major difficulty is that the label disabled applied by medical

definitions may wt fit the people to whom it is anacheci. Thus Mme people are

percrived as disabled who do not experience themselves as disabled. On the other
hand, some people whose bodies cause hem great physical. psychological and

economic struggles are not considered disabled because the public, and especially the
rnrdical profession, do not recognize and ofticially sanction their disabling conditions.
From the perspective of people with disabilities too. the medicalization and
professionalization of disability is objectionable on many gmunds. First. they argue,
the doctor-patient relationship of domination reinforces notions of sickness and

dependence (McKinlay, 1977; Zola. 1986 & 1993). Funher. it impedes the goals of
autonomy and self-determination, the benchmark of the disabled consumers movement
(Boschen & Krane, 1992; Jongbloed & Crichton, 1990). One of the disability
movement's first targets, then, was the medical profession and their control over the
definition of disability. They opposed the medical definition of disability because it
implied deficit (Valentine & Vicken, 1997). Moreover, they challenged the notion that
disabiliry resided in their bodies, and rejected the argument that rnedical science
provided the cure. Instead, disabled consumers advanceci the IL model, a model where
the penonal experience of disability was not discounteci, a model where disabled people
were encourageci, not discourageci, to seize control of their own lives (Schlaff. 1993;
Sutherland. 1981; Zola, 1982; Williams, 1983). The IL philosophy meant chat
disabling aninides and environmental barriers were Society's problem; accordingly.
society becarne responsible for a more positive response.

Independent Livine,
During the 1970s and early 1980s there were indications a new social movement
of people with disabilities was developing around the world (Driedger, 1989). In many
respects, the movement was drarnatically fuelled by a growing consumer mentality. the
1960s civil rights ideology, and the impact of retuming Vietnam War veterans in the

United States (Ddong, 1979; Moms, 1991; Scotch, 1988 & 1989). As in so many
other areas of Canadian life. ideas about disability activism spilled over the border from
the United States several years later. Enns (1982) and Valentine (1994) trace the early

struggle for disabled people's independence in Canada and detail the distinctions
between Canadian and American versions of the movement. For al1 activists, however,
the new movement congealed when the concept of consumerism was integrated into a

rnovement of people who, sensing power in their shared experience, united CO resist
what they viewed as socieial and medical oppression. Influenced by the IL ideology.
disabilicy advocates thereafter have claimed that: (1) disabled people are not sick. and
that (2) no one knows better what disabled people need than they themselves (Derksen.
1980). This new way of thinking conuibuted to the idea that disabied persons were far
more like an oppresseci minority than sick patients (Oliver, 1984 & 1990). This
hindarnenral shift in the idea of disability, from a medicd to a sociopolitical notion,
meant that neither charity, medical care. nor financiai compensation would characterize
funire disability policy. Disability was not penonai tragedy and disabled people were
not victims. The new watchword was political inclusion (Batavia, 1993), and the new
principle guiding uxiety with respect to disability becarne equd opportunity (Derksm,
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Mon basically, the IL philosophy asks that people with disabilities be

rrcognized and ueated as equals. Two definiaons of IL illustrate the range of ideas
rncornpassed by the term IL. The fint definition, refiecting a Western orientation. is
providd by DPI. the world's largest international crossdisability organization of
people with disabilities.

IL is a process of conscioumess raising and empowerment. This process
enables disabled people of ail ages and with ail types of disabilities to achieve
equaiization of oppomities and full participation in ail aspects of sociecy.
Disabled people must be in conrrol of this pmcess. Mmingful choices must be
available in order to exercise control. (DPI,1995)

The second defuiition is cumntly the accepted definition of IL in Indonesia and first
appeared in the Manuai of Self-Help Organizations of Disabled Penons published by
the Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacit'ic at the UN in 1991. This

detinition was adopteci at the Asia-Pacific Regionai Conference of Rehabilitation
International (Ri) in 1995, the same Conference that proclaimed open the Asia-Pacific
Decade of the Disabled.

Independent living means living just like everyone else - having opponunities
to make decisions fhat affect one's life, king able to pursue activities of one's
own choosing - limited only in the same ways that one's non-disabteci
neighbours are lirnited. Independent living should not be defined in terms of
living on one's own. Independent living has to do Mth self-detefmination. It is
having the right and the opportunity to p u M e a course of action. And, it is
having the fitedom to fail and to leam fiom one's failures just as nondisabled peuple do.

-

-

Iust as the medicalization of disability wrought problems for disabled people. so too has
the adoption of primarily a sociopoliticai defuiition of disability. One significant

pro blrm has been the applicability of this approach to the South. For example. are
individual rights and advocacy a priority in contexrs where protection of the Less
fortunate is a dominant cultural value and when basic health needs have yet CO be
addressed? Funhermore. Western liberal notions of self-determination and autonomy
may not aiways be appropriate in Southem contexts. Although the community and

family are frequentiy identified as untapped resources for sick and disabled persons. the
affectionate desire to help and pmtect disabled people has the potentiai to maintain them
in a state of dependency. While the rights and independence of people with disabilities
are still issues of central importance to the disability rnovement in the Nonh. it remains
unclear how the IL ideology can successhil uansfer these founding principles to the
South.

S-rg

The first part of this chapter describeci the widespread use of community
language in international heaith. The section that followed provided important
background about the sociological origins of the idea of comrnunity and its
contemporary meaning. in that section, a dininction was drawn between the ideas of
traditionai and contemporary community and it was argued that through a pmcess of
abstraction, traditionai -f

can be applied to communities of various kinds. The

third section of this chapter reviewed the evolution in the meaning of disability and
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explorrd the characterization of people with disabilities as Othrr and unforrunate
victirns of fate. Whiie there has been an evolution in their ueatment frorn charitable
care to professional matment, for the rnoa part, this group has been excluded from

mainsueam society . The final section of the chapter describeci IL and CBR. huo
altemate approaches to disability. While bath favour the redress of disability pmblems

in the community, CBR,originating as it did frorn professionai rehabiiitauon, views the
solution in terms of proviSon of basic services to under serveci populations. IL.
representing as it does a social movernent of disabled people, remains commined to a

hurnan rights agenda.
The thesis research aims to critically investigate the poaver of the concept of
community within the international disability discourse. With a review of the concepts
of community and disability and the approaches of IL and CBR now complete, we can
mm to an explication of method.

STtTDY DESIGN, METHODS AND ANALYSIS

The Research Design

Studying the idea of community and its function within the context of IL and
CBR requires an historical and reflexive theoreticai approach. Such an approach, as

argued in the introductory chapter, must preserve the contextual understanding of social
constructivism, and combine it with the normative foundation of critical theory and the
scepticim of posunodernisrn. 1 calleci this hybrid critical postmodemism and adopted
it as the guiding frame for the research.

Methodologicaily however, the research has several funher requirements. For
example, its comparative aspect demands a research design that is flexible and
responsivr to unanticipaied occurrences of significance. The design must also follow
logicaily fiom the research goai as well as the pragmatics of the situation (Srnaling.
1994). The occasions for data collection in this research were varied and included field

visits in Canada and Indonesia, review of ofilcial international health policy and

spcxific IL and CBR program documents, as well as interviews with key IL and CBR
leaders. Since the primary aim of the research was understanding the importance of the
idea of community in this complex comparative context. a case saidy design was
selected t'or the research.

The Logic of a Comparative Case Study
The thesis research was onginaily formulated as two conventionai case studies

iocussed on the implementation of IL and CBR programs. As the awareness of the
centralicy of the idea of community in the assenions of IL and CBR developed
however, the research evolved into an analysis of IL and CBR as ideologies and the
goal of the research became an etion to reveai the function of the idea of cornmunity

within them. (see Figure 4) Although demanding, a study lacking this scope would be
inadequate in several ways. Only an international comparison encourages scrutiny of
the impact of IL and CBR ideologies, developed as they are in the West, on disability
prograrns delivered in the S m h , for ewnple. There may also be trends in the use of
language in the concepatalization of disabilicy. Since detecting, tracing and explaining
the variations in the language and meaning of cornmunity are a centrai concern of this
research, the comparative framework was essentiai.

Research Settings

Data were gathered in four geographical locations, two in Canada (the North)
and two in Indonesia (the South). For simplicity, they are designated: CBR Nonh, IL
North, CBR South, IL South.
Like the focus of the research. the research senings evolved from the onginai
pmposal. As the research broadened to encompass the idea of community and its
function within ïL and CBR ideology, the defuiition of the research sites also expanded,
more properly becoming research settings rather than conventionai field sites. While
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the North-South dimension of the original research was preserved. the importance of

specific organizational sites diminished as the irnponance of settings where usehl
ideological data could be obtained increased. Figure 5 presents the Research Setting,
Location and Organizations. Figure 6 identifies the Key Data Events and Opportunities
in the four research settings. The organizationai participants are identified and
descn bed shortly .

The Canadian Setting
The Canadian (North) research setting was twofold: Winnipeg, Manitoba and

Kingston. Ontario. These settings provided data about IL in the North. and CBR in the
No rch, respectively .

CBR North was the International Cenue for the Advancement of Community
Based Rehabilitation (ICACBR). ICACBR was established in May 1991 in Kingston,
Ontario as one of six Centres of Excellence fundeci by the Canadian International
Devrlopment Agency (CIDA). The Centres of Excellence program was established to
"encourage and support bold and imaginative reaching, training, research and public

.

awareness related to international development" (ICACBR. 1993. January p. 2).
CIDA was the principal hinder of ICACBR,providing $5.5 million in support over a
six year period. Affiliateci with the School of Rehabilitation at Queen's University and
more than 25 individuais representing 11 parmer agencies in Bangladesh, Canada,
India. hdonesia and intemationally, ICACBR is the location of greatest CBR research
and program development in Canada. Four Standing Cornminees are currently in
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S€rrING

LOCATION

C8R NORTH

Kingston, ON

IL NORTH

Winnipeg, MB

DPI & CCD

CBR SOUTH

Solo, lndonesia

YPAC Prof. Dr. Soeharso
CBR Center

IL SOUTH

Jakarta, lndonesia

10th Annual Asia-Pacific
Conference of Rehabilitation
International

Figure S

ORGANIZATIONS

Research Setting, Location and Organizations

CBR AND IL NORTH
Asia in the 90s: Meeting and Making a New World, An
International Conference on Asia sponsored by Studies in
National International Development and ICACBR, in Kingston,
October 1993.
Progress Through Partnerships, The National lndependent Living
Conference, in Winnipeg, August 1994.
Health Reform Around the Globe: Towards Equity and
Sustainability? The Second Annual Canadian Conference on
lnternational Health, in Ottawa, November 1994.

CBR AND IL SOUTH
Reaching the Unreached, The 10th Annual Conference of the
Asia-Pacific Region of Rehabilitation International, in Jakarta,
Indonesia, October 1995.
Asia and Pacific Adaptations of lndependent Living and
Community Based Rehabitation, IDEAS Workshop on IL and CBR,
held in conjunction with the RI Conference in Jakarta.

-

The Future of CBR Crucial Issues, a Pre-Conference Workshop
on CBR, held in conjunction with the RI Conference in Jakarta, at
the YPAC CBR Center in Solo.
Evaluating Community Participation, Workshop sponsored by
ICACBR and Queen's University, in Kingston, October 1996.

Figure 6

Key Data Events and Opportunities
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place at ICACBR: Demonsuation Projecü, Evaluation, Leaming Fora. and Research.
Representatives from parnier organizations enable ICACBR "to enrich our own CBR
experiences. while adding to the body of knowledge about the theory and practice of
CBR" (ICACBR,1993. lanuary. p. 3). ICACBR was thus the primary source of
acadrmic and policy related CBR dm and the main source of CBR program evaluation
repons. As a result of continuing collegial relationships between the researcher and
several scholars at ICACBR,informal opportunities to discuss CBR and IL issues
continueci over the 3 1R year period of the dissertation research.

IL North, located in Winnipeg, consistai of two organizations: DPI and the
Council of Canadians with Disabilities (CCD). W i ~ i p e gis the site of several major
disability organizations. The history of the disability movement is therefon intluenced
by this geographical concentration os key individuals and local histoncai events. As

EMS (1982) and also Valentine (1994) report in some detail, the Coalition of Provincial

Organizations of the Handicapped, evennially renarned CCD, was founded in Winnipeg

in 1976. This national cross-disabilicy umbrella organization has claimed to be the
voice of d l disabled Canadians since its incepaon. Today CCD represents more than
1300 connimer contmlled disability groups. CCD is not a direct senrice providei
however. Its primary mission is the formulation of disability policy and collective
social advocacy.
Winnipeg's prominence on the international disability stage was established
when the UN proclaimed 1981 the Intemational Year of Disabled People. and

exceptionai disabled Canadians like James Derksen. Allan Simpson and Henry Enns
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began to lobby the kderal government to provide accessible services, like

transponation for example, to disabled people just as they did for al1 other citizens
(Drirdger, 1989). Once again. the histoncal narrative of the movement was defieci by
local disability advocates. One year prior to the swing of this worldwide event the
World Congres of RI convened in Winnipeg. Driedger (1989) details how tensions
between people with disabilities and rehabilitation professionals at the Congress empted
ovrr the issue of representation in the

RI Asembly. The collective energy generated

by the c h a r h a of prominent Winnipeg activists. coupled with the mastefil
orchestration of the disabled delegates in attendance. resulted in the binh of a new
inremarional organisation of disabled people. Iater to become known as DPI. DPI,with
7

its international headquanen in Winnipeg, clairns over 100 counuies in its

rnembership. It is the larges disabled consumer organization guided by the IL
philosophy in the world. DPI and CCD are both actively involved with the disability
movrmenr in the South and fmanciaily nippon disabiliy projets in numerous counrnes
in Southeast Asia. Africa. the Caribbean, and South America. Ideological and
programmatic data about the dïsability movement and IL phitosophy were obtained at
both DPI and CCD-

Secondary IL program data were c o k t e d from the Independent Living

Resource Centre (ILRC)in W'ipeg. The ILRC is one of 21 consumer orienteci selfhelp organizations in Canada. As the researcher served as a voluntary cornmittee
member for a fimd raising initiative at the ILRC h m September 1994 to September

1995, relevant information was occasionaily presented CO the researcher for "inclusion
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in hrr sntdy." Becoming aware of the more mundane and everyday workings of this

disability organization contextualized the more formai data thereby providing a more
complrte understanding of the Canadian disability scene.

The Indonesian Seninp;
The Indonesian (Southem) research setting consisteci of Solo (CBR South) and
Jakarta (IL South) respectively. CBR South was very familiar to the researcher as her
Master's research was conducted there. Solo is situated in Cenual Java where Yayasan

Pembinaan Anak Cacat (YPAC),the Indonesian Society for the Care of Disabled
Children, has ban involveci in CBR activities for more than 30 years (ICACBR,1993,
September). Founded in Jakana in 1953, WAC today includes 16 centres for children
with disabilities throughout Indonesiê In 1978, after realizing institutionai

rrhabiliration services for rural children would likely remain extremely limited for the
foreserable future, YPAC and Dr. Handojo Tjandrakusurna began developing their
ideas about community nhabilitation. In 1983. YPAC developed their fint series of

manuals for training village volunteen to detect disabilities and provide simple
interventions. In 1986, realizing a sepante organisation within YPAC was necessary
CO focus on CBR exclusively, the Prof.

Dr. Soehano CBR Development and Training

Center was enablished in Solo and Dr. Handojo was appointeci Director.
The Solo CBR Center, complet& in 1989. consias of office facilities. a Iibrary,
conference hall, several smaller l e c m roorns and a 22-room dormitory The facility is

used for training CBR cadres and for various CBR conferences and workshops. Center
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staff work closely with the Indonesian Depamnent of Health and Social Welfare.

.

Prrsenrly the Center' s primary efforts are aimed at developing CBR programs in 8

districts in the province of Cenval lava, with the intention of extending CBR to the

entire island. The CBR Center is a high-profile CBR organization in Southean Asia
w ith growing expertise in the development and dimibution of educational materials for

CBR. CBR Center activities are currently funded by the Dr. Ip Yee Charitable Trust in
Hong Kong and the Sasakawa Fouadation in lapan. In a fortunate mm of events viz a
viz the thesis research, the CBR Center hosted an intensive week long PR-Conference

Workshop on CBR in September 1995 in conjunction with the 10th Annuai Conference

of the Asia-Pacific Region of RI. Enatled The Future of CBR - Crucial Issues, this
m s a unique opportunity for 36 invited participants. including this researcher, a,

discuss the future of CBR intemationally.
The finai setting, IL South, was the Asia-Pacific RI Conference mentioned
abovr with the confè~ncetheme, Reaching the Unreached. This umely event provided

numerous interview opportunities. It also facilita& collection of unpublished, and
notoriously dit'tlcult to obtain?archivai materiais from numerous DPOs active in IL and

CBR in the South. A nuinber of prominent Eumpean disability and rehabilitation
spokespersons were also in attendance at the Conference, including representatives
from the UN, IL0 and WHO. n i e Solo Pre-Conference Workshop on CBR was

another opportunity to interview disabiIity leaders.

[n the South,

the demarcation

between IL and CBR is not as clear as in the North. ûpponunities to cofiect CBR data
ofren overlapped with those for IL datê in combination however, the research settîngs
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and data collection opportunicies pennined at lest a preliminary glimpse into the

intemal operations of international IL and CBR. While geographicaiiy accessible and
familiar to the researcher, thcy also represent logical choices. These organizations are
the best known and most highly respectai in the field of IL. and the meetings and

conferences were unique oppomtnitia to gather international perspectives on
community based disability and rehabilitation efforts.

Data and Collection Methods
The case study incorporates three major data collection methods in its design:
key-informant interviews, review of archival documents. and field observation. Keyinformant interviews are crucial data sources as they provide new data on the microhistories of IL and CBR. Although some documentation of the histories and
development of IL and CBR is available (Driedger, 1989; Helander, 1993). these
resources are selective and Often serve specific organizational and poli ticai purposes.
Archival documents are ai% important data sources because they represent the primary
means by which IL and CBR disseminate their ideology to peopie with disabilities and

those supponive of community based iniaatives more generdly. Field observation was

the final method of data collection in this study and proved essential in establishing the
credibility of key-informant and archival data. Time in the field ensured that
ideological poücy, both spoken and written, were actually correlated wîth the reality of
cornmunity baseci disability pmgrams.

Research Participants

ICACBR, DPI, CCD and the YPAC CBR Center were the primary
organizational participants in the research. With their assistance. key-informants were
identitïed and interviews were arrangeci. Thirty-eight interviews were conducted. A
Profile of Key Informanu is provided in Appendix A. Infonnants included directors
and former directon of IL and CBR organizations. editon and contributors to
international disability newsletten and journals, prominent disability researchen, IL
and CBR project managers. and cornmunity based disability cadres and trainers of
cadres. Approximately one-ha1f of these individuals were disabled themselves.
Informants interviewed for the thesis research retlect the researcher's network of
international IL and CBR contacts. The sarnple of convenience is acknowledged.
There are other important (albeit less accessible) individuals within IL and CBR whose
views could not pracucally be captureci in this mdy.

The key-inhrrnant interviews were deliberately qualitative and unsmctured .

The Guiding Interview Schedule is provided in Appendix B. The specific questions on
the interview schedule also varied sornewhat between IL and CBR participants. in
general however, al! were asked about their involvement and cornmitment to these
movernents and how they understood disability. comrnunity, empowerment, IL and
CBR. Questions were posed about the providers and usen of disability services and
how deeply L and CBR ideology permeated program activities and their respective

conniaiencies. Finaiiy,aii informanu were asked to comment on the impact of
personal. organizationai and politicai factors on the success of the community based
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disability projects.

Ideological spokespersons for IL and CBR were asked to detail the ideological
histories of these approaches and comment on their success within a broader societal
context. They were aiso asked how effective they believed th& specific pmgrarns
were in addressing the srated ne& of people with disabilities.
People with disabilities who participateci in IL and CBR programs were
similarly queried about the details of IL and CBR philosophy and how relevant and
effective they felt these programs were. individuals were also asked about their daily
living situation and what kinds of disability assistance and services they found rnost
helphl. Interview questions were open-ended and flexible so that unexpected and

interesting tums in the discussion could be carefully purnieci.

The rnajority of the 38 interviews were audiotaped and typically laned 90
minutes, although five interviews were quite lengthy, lasting between 2 1R to nearly 4
hours. To avoid missing unxheduled spontaneously occumng interview oppomnities,
nine of the interviews relied upon fieldnotes only.

Textuai Data
Key-informant interview data were evaluated within a framewotk Muenced by
internarional health and disabüity policy . Poticy documents thus became a centrai
texnid source of data for the research. Official international materials such as the
WHO'S Alma-Ata Declararion on Health for Al1 and the UN'S World Programme of
Action Concerning Disabled People were core documents. Since IL and CBR ideology
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is also shaped by specific organizations and their respective missions, officiai position
statements and other prominent documents from these organizations were central to the
analysis as well. The official program mandates of these organizations were also
important because they growided the ideas of the ideology in concrete programmatic
terms. These data added another dimension to the textual data already denved from the
international policy context.
In addition to policy and program level data about IL and CBR. there is a small
but gmwing academic literature on IL and CBR. As the research evolved into a study
of language and ideology. it became apparent that al1 scholarly papers about IL and
CBR were potentially crucial data sources for this research. Published manuscripu

such as those by Peat (1991a & 1991b) for example, provided data about the
development and structure of' CBR. Evaluations of CBR projects, both published
(Armstrong, 1993; Lagerkvist, 1992) and unpublished (Miles, 1985; Periquet. 1989:
Sutopo, 1993) were also important sources of CBR data. The disability movement has
produced somewhat fewer official documents. but they were nonetheless equally
important. The proceedings of the World Congresses of DPI (DPI,1982 & l992), for
example, were crucial sources of data. Reports about IL sponsored disability projects
in the South are less likely to be published than those of their relatively better resourced

CBR counterpm. Therefore, reliance upon a well-known network of IL and CBR
informants was imperative for a balanced anaiysis. Miles' (1985) When Then is No
Rehab Plan and Kugelmass's (1990) Indonesian System of Caring are examples of
important sources on disability needs and social responses to disability in the South.
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Thesr documents were included as data in this research. Materials for training
disability workers were also important sources for gaining insight into the difierential
cmphasis of governments and NGOs wirh respect to disability projects. Poedjangga
( 1991, May) and Soepangadi (1986) provide examples of

such materiais. Finally ,

practical IL and CBR project information is most frequently communicated in
international disability magazines and newsletters. The following publications were
reviewed for this research: Vox Nosna, A Voice of Our Own, ActionAid Disability
News, CBR News, CBR Update, CBR Fmntline Digest. Disability in Action, and

News on Health Care in Developing Countries. In sumrnary, a plethora of policy
documents, position papers, magazine articles. academic papers and historical treatises
relating to [Land CBR were examined. Data distillecl from these archival sources were
integrated with interview and participant-observation data. Al1 data became text for
purposes of data analysis.

Enhancing Data Tnistworthiness

One of the critical issues in case study research is establishing the
trustworthiness or puality of study findings. Lincoln and Guba (1985) describe
strategies for addressing both validity and reliabiiity concerns.
Perhaps the greatest concem rests with the study's overall credibilicy. sometimes
called conmuct validity. C o m c t validity refers to the likelihood that the study has

successfully captureci the phenornena of interest. In other words, how can we be sure
char the questions asked and the documents reviewed. for example, are really the ones
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chat rnust be studied in order CO understand the topic? The question of whether other

researchen would have reached sirnilas conclusions rem, in large pan, with the
expertise and integrity of the researcher herself (Denzin, 1994; Punch, 1994). There

are three ways to address the credibility concem.

The fira technique is to retum data gachered via indepth interviews to the
original informants for checks on data cornpleteness and precision. Lincoln and Guba
( 1985) cal1 this

technique member-checking. Due to time conscraints in the Southem

(Indonesian) research setting, bis was not possible. The interviews were only
transcrikd after renirn to Canada. In the Northern setting (Winnipeg and Kingston),
participants who wished to review interview transcripu, did so. This technique
enhanced data accuracy.

Data accuracy is only one aspect of conaruct validity, however. Memberchrcking does not address the interpretation issue, chat is, whether the researcher has
properly understood and represented informants views on a given topic. The
interpretation issue is addresseci in this research by employing the constant comparative
method in the tradition of Glaser and Strauss (1967). Throughout data collection, the
researcher came into repeated contact with her key-informanrs. Thus, informally there
were oppomnities to clariQ rneanings and beliefs about disability. IL and CBR. There
were also fornial opportunities to do so, such as in the production of papers for
publication. Three papen were undenaken in this spirit: a discussion paper on CBR
prepared for a DPI Congres in Sydney, Aumalia (Lysack & Kaufen, 1994b). a
magazine article for a Canadian disabled consumer audience (Lysack, l996d). and
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finally. an academic conference paper coauthored and presented with a disabled

consumer (Lysack. Maninez & Kaufen, 1996). In their preparation, these papers were
circulated for comment among IL and CBR spokespersons. This was an iterative
process where original vanscript material, over time, was incorporated into a more
integrated analysis.
The second technique to enhance study credibiliry is CO collect data over an
extended time frame so that study participants feel comfonable with the researcher and
vice versa. This technique is called prolongesi engagement in the field (Lincoln &
Guba, 1985). Prolonged engagement in the field is advantageous in that it permits tirnr

to check deuils and seek hinher clarification when confusing or particularly interesting
data emerges. The researcher's "insider sranis" was an advantage in this regard as
researcher and participants were already familiar with disability t e m and practices
(Marshall & Rossrnan. 1989). During previous study, the researcher had corne in
contact with several prominent disability scholars and also visited a high-profile CBR
project in Solo, Indonesia. Hence, it was unnecessary to devote large amounts of timr
to become familiar with the cunent issues and concems of international disability.

The

data collection phase persisteci over approximacely 18 months. This pmvided more
time for relationships between researcher and participants to develop. The
suengthening relationship was evidenced by the increased arnounts and kinds of
information gained in the second, third and fourth visia that were not revealed in
earlier contacts. For example, the earliest stages of data collection produced primarily
historical information about the development of IL and CBR and general program
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information. Later data consisted of documents typically circulated intemally to tmsted
members of IL and CBR organizations. Informai reciprocai commentaries about the
past behavioun, positions and actions taken by representatives of II and CBR ideology

werr also more frequent toward the end of data collection. As the literature supports,
data that could be consmied as somewhat negative in nature or bat opposed popular

consensus were more likely to emerge in later meetings than earlier ones (Silverman,
Ricci & Gunter, 1990). Toward the end of data collection, IL and CBR informants

would contact the researcher on rheir own accord when they perceived issues of interest
ro hrr were developing.
The third and final technique to enhance mdy credibility is popularly called
methodological triangulasion (Greene & McClintock, 1985). This technique requires
that multiple infomants be queried and multiple documents analyzed. Trianplation as

a strategy irnplies utilization of multiple independent sources of evidence so that when
convergence is obtained the researcher has greater assurance that the information is
val id (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Krefting, 1990; Ratcliffe & Gonzalez-del-Valle, 1988).

Richardson (1994) claims however. chat in Our posanodeni world "a rigid, fixed, nvodimensional objet" (i.e., the triangle), should not be the central image for research
validity. For Richardson, the preferable image is the crystai because of its cornplexity
and multidimensionality. It is wonhwhile to consider Richardson's viewpoint. In her

words:
The centrai image is the crystal, which combines symrnetry and substance with
an infinite variety of shapes, substances, transmutations. multidimensionalities,

and angles of approach. Crystals grow, change, alter, but are not amorphous.
Crystals are prisrns that reflect externalities and refract within themselves,
creating different colon. patterns arrays, casting off in different directions.
What we see depends upon our angle of repose. Not triangulation.
crystallization. ... Crynallization. w ithout losing structure, deconstrucü the
traditional idea of "validity" (we feel how there is no single cruth. we see how
texts validate themselves); and crystdlization provides us with a deepened,
complex. thoroughly partial, understanding of the topic. Paradoxically , we
know more and doubt what we know. (p. 522)

How does methodological crystallization penain to this research? It means that the
researcher take al1 points of view and al1 evidence as necessarily partial, fundarnentally
incornplete. Because no ultimate tmth is possible, the best that can be done is to suive
to fairiy represent contending perspectives. To do so requires the use of multiple
sources of data and multiple methods of data collection. In this study, observationai
oppomnities associated with the research were purposefully incorporateci into the
overall study design. Observations were critical and sceptical. however. as critical
posunodemism comrniu the researcher to the position that reality can be represented
not only unconsciously. but also deliberately and strategically. Al1 fomis and sources

of data must then be treated as discourse that requires deconstruction. No data can be
accepted at face value. The researcher mua be consciously renexive throughout the
data collection and analysis stages, well aware that al1 data is generated in a social
conrext and mon often is created for a social purpose as well. A search for counterintuitive evidence is therefore also essential. Data collected in this way is then
compared with data collected at meetings. from key-informant interviews and archival
review. Self-report data are evaluated aiongside observations of actud behaviours and

actions. The use of multiple sources and kinds of data was a dcliberate strategy for
overcoming the weaknesses and limitations of individual methods alone (Brewer &
Hunter. 1989; Sechrest & Sidani. 1995; Yach, 1992). Although individual methods
contain flaws. the tlaws in each are not identical. The multimethod strategy thus
provides a rnethod with multiple but nonoverlapping weaknesses and a combination of
complementary mengths. The primary benefit of the multimethods appmach is the
broad range of data it generates and the oppomities for cornparison this divrrsity
affords. Al1 of these techniques were utilized in this research.
The second major concern for case study research is external validity, or the
transferability of the fmdings. This test refers to the generalizability of study findings.
For case studies, it is important to recognize that the crucial test is not whether the
findings generalize to other cases, but whether study ftndings generaiize to theory (Yin,
1994). Like the classical experiment. the case midy relies on analytical, not statistical,

generalization. As Krefting (1990) states, transferability is enhanced by providing a
rich drtailed case description - a study recognized by knowledgeable others as a

.

"shared experience. " This recognition notwithstanding the reader is still required to

engage the researcher' s interpretations. The case mut be describeci in "suflïcient
descriptive narrative so that readers can v i c ~ o u s l yexperience these happenings, and
draw their own conclusions" (Stake, 1994, p. 243). The overail worth of the smdy
chen. is judged by the reader herself.

The f d test of mstworthiness is reliability or dependability. As Yin (1994)
states, reliability refen to the likeiihood that another researcher, employing the same
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procedures and studying the sarne case, would draw similar conclusions. Fastidious
attention to detail is the ben guard against reliability problerns. An experienced
researcher who deploys a multimethod data collection saategy, extensively described
above. is also at an aâvantage in this regard. Al1 of the measures described were

ernployed in this research. Of course, as with every study. the final interpretation of
research findings remains the author's alme.

The Fieldwork Scheduie

Fieldwork comrnenced in the spnng of 1995 and concluded in November 1996.
( s e Figure 7) While the overall data collection penod lastecl 18 months, there were
specific time periods during which largeteci data collection activities occurred. For
example. 5 weeks were spent in Indonesia in September 1995 where collection of IL
and CBR program data was the primary activity. Ideological CBR data were collected
during two separate visits to Kingston, Ontario in June 1995 and October 1995, for a

total of 6 weeks of intensive CBR data collection. Whik in Indonesia and Kingston,
data collection focussed on interviews with prominent disability and CBR

spokespersons, academics. program p e r s o ~ eand
l service recipients. in addition. al1
pertinent written documentation ihat could not be copied or rernoved from the sites was
studied in the course of research activities in these locations. To maximize the
rfficiency of the time gent in the field, transcription of interview data and formal
analysis of interview data and archival data were commnced only afier the cesearcher's

retum to Winnipeg. Data collected from DPI and CCD were collected more gradudly
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as these data were available in Winnipeg. The data collection and analysis phases in

this sening were cornbineci. This process comrnenced in November 1995 and was
completed in Apnl 1996.
One of the moa svategic data collection opportunities was participation in
international meetings and conferences. While the researcher had already b e n a
participant in three conferences in Canada with a disability cornponent dunng her
doctoral research, narnely, the International Conference on Asia sponsored by Studies
in National Internationai Development held in Kingston in 1993, the National
Independent Living Conference held in Winnipeg in Augua 1994, and the Second
Amud Canadian Conference on Intemational Health held in Ottawa in November

1994, two additional oppominities for data colIection presented thernselves. These

occasions were: the Ana-Pacific Regional Conference of RI in Jakarta, indonesia in
October, 1995. and the Evaiuating Communicy Participation Workshop sponsored by
ICACBR held in Kingston in October 1996. These evrnts bmught the researcher into

contact with disability xholars. iL and CBR program managers and people with
disabilities interested in intemational disability issues. The duration of data coIIection
ai= allowed the researcher repeated contacts with key individuals. This tirne not onIy
permined the sea archer recurring opportunities to check data interpretations, it aiso

ailowed an historical perspective on their interpretations to be estabiished. Chaily, it
m m be said that conferences as a f o m for articulation of IL and CBR idedogy mus

be understood as selective sources of data. Community baseci disability stakeholden

who participate in and those who are exciuded from such forums must be recognized.
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Conferences provide data from an elite perspective. but this elire perspective remains
important for rhis research because of its role in the formulation of IL and CBR
idwlogy .
Finaily, attendance at international conferences and t h e in the tteld afford
participant-observation opportunities. huing the time in the South especially, there
were opportunities to investigate the reai "impact on the gmundwof comunity based
disability projects. Ln a sense, observation of disability projecu "in action" provided a
kind of counterpan to the "talcw about disability projects found at official meetings and
conferences and within archival sources. One senous challenge for the research was
determining the breadth of both CBR and IL'S constituency. Obsenration of program
activities and concomitant levels of consumer involvement in IL and CBR projeas shed
light on how deeply CBR and IL ideology peneuated the local level. This combinauon

of data sources ultirnately permitteci a synthesis of key-informants' pemnal experiences
contextualized by culture, history, socioeconomics and politics, as well as by pragmatic
and programmatic rdities.

It mua be acknowledged that varying data colIecaon time horizons have an
impact on both the type and quality of data collecteci. In general. data gathered in the
South could not k as comprehensive as that in the North. One signifcmt rnitigating
factor was the mearcher's prior experience and contact with Indonesia and many Other
international infofmants. In the South, to some extent, this famiiiarity compensa& for
the limiteci time in the field.

Ethical Considerations

Informa1 efforts to m e u r e interest in the m d y were undenaken in discussions

with CBR and disabüity movemnt/U leaders and spokespersons during the fdl of
1994 and winter of 1995. Official support was soliciteci from IL and CBR

organizations in March 1995. Formal Ietten outiining the purpose of the research were
then sent to participahg organizations. For organizations Iocated in Winnipeg,
personai visits were arrangeci to seek nippon. Oficial permission to interview
individuals in these organizations was granted shortiy thenafter.
During this preliminary period, the research proposal was drafied. After

approval of the proposal at the Departmental level. it was ~brnittedfor review by the

Human Subjects Cornmittee of the Faculty of Medicine at the University of Manitoba.
Officiai approval from this Cornmittee was granted in Iune 1995 and the m d y
commenceci.

The general organizational consent, obtained through discussions with the
directors of participahg organiations. permitteci the researcher to access the libmies
of these organizations and obtain significant amounu of IL and CBR documentation.
Annuai reports, position naamen&, media releases and prognm reports were typical
kinds of wrinen materiais. It should k noted that a significant amount of the archival
material exim in th public domain. For the public domain data, no specific individual

consent procedum were undertaken.
Prior to ananging individual intecviews, prospective participants were given a
Snidy Information Sheet and Consent Form. either in w r i ~ or
g alternative media
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format. (see Appendix C) The researcher also explaineci the purpose of the research
and solicited informed consent. Anonymiry was offered to d l participants. In al1 but

one case, this was waived. Participants were aiso informed that prior to publication of
mdy findings. al1 comrnents and quotations directly attributable to any one smdy

participant, and its context, would be provided in writing to the participant so that
accuracy and propciety couid be checked. Participants were also told that any portion
of their rernarks could be cornpletely withdrawn at any time. The participants'
pnference was final with respect to changes of memory and insistence on
nonattribution.
Toward the end of data coitection, the researcher made the decision CO not

always use participant specific information in the presenianon of research findings.
Thus, the identities of research participants were not always revealed, even if earlier
consent had been pmvided. This decision was made in part because of the sensitive
nature of the data obtained, aithough this possibility was not unforeseen. The original
research proposal submitted to the Human Subjects Committee for ethical approval
anticipated the possibility of prrsmting the findings as blended case midies. Since the
numbers of intemational IL and CBR leaders and spokespemns are so few,the source
of cenain Uiformation is obvious to the knowledgeable reader. A higher standard of

confidentiaiity could only be guaranteed by rnaintaining anonyrniv.

Data Anaipis

In general cerms, d i data were d y z e d in a Nnilar fashion. The analysis
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process was one in which the researcher irnmersed herself in the data, listening to the
taped interviews. examining and re-exarnining the interview data. In mm, the data
were uanscribed. coded. and analyzed, using the connant comparative method (Glaser
& Strauss, 1967; Marshall & Rossman, 1989). Through this method, important ideas,

evenu, language and beliefs held by IL and CBR spokespemns and people with
disabilities emerged. Each were assigned a specific code which represented a specific
theme. The defuiition and categorization of these thernes were continuously considered

and reconsidered in light of each new piece of data.
Competing ideas and undemandings gleaned from the examination of archival
documents and data recordeci as fieldnotes were also compared and contrasteci with
interview data. Data analysis was thettfore an iterative proceu whereby new data
continuously informed developing interpretations. Lupton (1992) wites:

The extensive use of the actuai textual material used in the analysis is vital, for
it allows othen to assess the reseanhers' inteqretations and follow the
reasming pmcess from data to conclusions.. .. The coherence of a set of
analytic clairns will stand itself as testimony to the effcctiveness of the anaiysis.
if both the broad paneni and micro aspects of a discourse have been explaineci
thoroughly and with insight. (p. 148)

To be clear, the "textsn that were deconstnicted in this discourse analysis included a
wide range of formal and informai materiais. For example. personal conversations.
official interviews, published manuscripu, policy natements, and intemal
organizational memorandums were al1 wbjected to critical review. While ail such data
were relevant sources of data in this mdy, they were not treateâ as equivalent. By

adopting a critical pomnodem position for this research, a process could be undenaken
that sought to determine the relative value of the various pieces of data collecteci in the
course of the thesis research.
To the greatest extent possible, research fmdings use the language of the
participants. Quotations €rom archival materials were extracted verbatim. Quotations
from interviews were ~arucribedwithout change except for very light editing to make
spoken language intelligible in writing. Because this research is committed to a critical
analysis of the officiai discoune of disability rights and CBR, it is concemed with far
more than the manifest context of the text however. In i u entirely, this research sought
"CO display

the reproduction of ideology, and the more subtle forms of conuol,

persuasion and manipulation in the meanligs inherent in discourse" (Lupton. 1992, p.
149).

Ideaily, case m d y research must demonstrate completeness, evenhandedness
and a thorough exploration of rival interpretations. Data collection for this research
therefore continued until a plateau was reached where the researcher did not feel fùnher
data added to the centrai thesis. The major themes e x m t e d through this prwess
provideci the foundations for the presentation of study fmdings.

Limitations

The limitations of this study relate prirnarily CO the pnctical restrictions of short
term research in a cross-cultural contem, and the theoretical limitations of social
research employing the case study methodology.
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The first limitation reflects the unilingual English background of the researcher.
Key IL and CBR inforrnants were interviewed only if the interview could be conducted

in English. The language accessibility of key international disabiliry figures was not a
major issue as most are tluent in English. However. interviews with recipients of IL
and CBR services (particularly people with disabilities outside of North Amerka) were
more limited, in that views were solicited only from those fluent in English. It is also
important to make speciai mention of the validity of certain parts of interview data.
again. panicularly from disabled participants in the South. The problern is that some
participants in CBR and IL pmgrams may be quite unable to articulate the CBR or IL
ideology within the context of an interview. Although limitations are acknowledged.
these data were nonetheless included to the fullest extent possible, as they provide a
significant piece of the overall research punie.
Second. it mua be recognized that conducting the study and presenting the case.
while inextricably entwined enterprises, require quite different ski11s. To move beyond

a rnere report, the literary aspects of presentation are crucial. A compelling case study
as Denzin (1994) says, mua have vitality. "Wnting of this order. writing that
powerfhlly reinscribes and reîreates expenence, invests itself wi th its own power and
authority. No one else but this writer could have brought this new corner of the world
alive in this way for the reader" (p. 505). The reader of the completed work is the
ultimate judge of whether this sense of discovery is successfully comrnunicated.

Fiily, in the course of exarnining the conceptual power of the idea of
comunity, it was impossible at times not to treat cornmunit. as if it were a fixed
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benchmark radier than a moving target. Every effort was made to address the

contingent, sometimes arbitrary and at other tirnes purposeful way in which community
is drfined, understood and asseneci. However, the language of comrnunity obscures

intricate relationships and networks of social power. The idea of community is a
powemil cool of social persuasion. An examination of IL and CBR ideology is
therefore a usehl enterprise to the extent to which it provides much needed insight into
the relationship between language and power.

Introduction

The previous chapters have examined the evolving mranings of cornmunity and
disability , and detailed the theoretical approach to the research, its design and
procedures. The objective of the rernainder of the thesis is to present the saidy findings
and discuss their implications.
The purpose of this chapter, Representing Community, is to analyze the
conceptualization of cornmunity by IL and CBR. The anaiysis focuses on the officiai
public discourse of these models, and therefore draws heavily on wrinen documents for
its evidence. The chapter consists of three major pans. The tirst pan shows how, for
both IL and CBR, the idea of cornrnunity arose in reaction to the problems associated
with institutionai rehabiliration. The second part describes how the historical

dwelopment of these models gave rise to CBR's view of community as geographical
locale, and IL'S view of comrnunity as identity and belonging. The third pan of the
chapter discusses IL and CBR's tendency to romanticize their differential

.

understandings of cornmunity an issue to be examined in greater detail in Chapter 5.
Chapter 5, Community and its Discontents, uivestigates three aspects of IL and

CBR implementation. They are: (a) identification of community needs. including the
issue of cornmunity representation; (b) the process of community-building, including
the issues of motivation and coinmitment; and fmdly, (c) comrnuniry mobilization,

which includes the selection of disability workers. Unlike Chapter 4 where archival
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materials were the prirnary data sources. this analysis draws more heavily on keyinformant interviews. Interviews are occasions for thoughthil exchange about the
challenges confronting cornmunity based disability projects. Rather than representing
the ided situation as official U and CBR documents might. these data focus on the
practical dificulties related to the delivery of education, programs and equipment to
usually poor and rural people with disabilities in the South.
Chapter 6,entitled The Good Society, concludes the thesis. The purpose of this
final chapter is to distil the study findings and examine their applicabiliry in other
domains. The chapter consists of four sections. The first section provides an
explanarion for nostalgie conceptions of comrnunity. The second section speculates
upon the nature of contemporary comrnunities of geography and identity. Social policy
implications are discussed in the third section. The thesis concludes with a brief

summary of the key theoretical insights generated by the research.

CBR and the Development of CommUILity

Close scrutiny of the purpose of CBR highlighu the reasons for the ideology's
strong emphasis on community as the solution to disability problems. CBR was
developed to deliver services to those who could not access institutional rehabilitation
services. primarily for reasons of coa, but also to establish a mode1 that would avoid
some of the most significant problems anociated with institutions. already well known
in the Nonh. It was known, for example, chat institutions were too dependent upon
highly uained professionals. Hence, CBR was developed as a practical means of
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rxtrnding basic rehabilitation services to predominantly nird populations with the
highest priority given to "the quantity of service coverage of the disabled population"
(Menon, 1984, p. 84).

CBR developed in many different ways in different paru of the world. Hence,
there is no single model of CBR. Rather, there is a trernendous heterogeneity of
project styles and initiatives calleci CBR. While most attempt to incorporate a
cornmuniry development dimension, IL has rernained sceptical of CBR's cornmiment to
community development principles such as social equity and human rights - fearing
CBR represents a new f o m of professional domination (Enns, 1982; Friedson, 1970a;

McKinlay, 1977). Criticisms of both IL and CBR are inveaigated in greater detail in
the sections to follow. But first, a closer look at the historical reasons for the
rmergence of CBR.

The Failings of Institutional Rehabilitation
The original impetus for CBR carne, at least in part, with the recognition circa
1980 that while conventional rehabilitation models had expanded in the South, they

would not be able to addnss the overwhelming rehabilitation needs in these countries
(Chermak, 1990). Dr. Eiar Helander was one of the original participants in the
development of the WHO'S model of CBR during the lace 1970s. In his 1993 book,
Prejudice and Dignity: An lntroduaion to CBR, Helander presents his vision of what

CBR in the South ought to be. In the opening chapters, he describes the reasons for the
Mt inadequacy of conventionai rehabilitation:
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The planning of (rehabilitation) services is mostly done by experts with
preconceived ideas about what to do. More often than not, disabled people
become passive recipients of such services. In many instances they are never
consulted because the "expertswknow it dl.. .. The disabled person cornes to
the institution and receives training from the professional personnel there. Most
of these institutions are located in the capital city. In rural areas. they are few
and far between. This systern should, in theory, produce services of excellent
quality, even though for only a mail group of disabled people. In practice, this
is rarely so. This is unially because of the lack of contact with the family and
the community, or due to environmental constraints such as problems with
farilities, equipment. utilities or transportation. (p. 120)
Dr. Malcolm Peat has also written extensively about CBR and the role of institutions

within a community framework (Peat, 1990; Peat, 1991; Peat & Boyce, 1993). Whilr
a prominent figure within international disability circles for some years, Peat, unlike
Helander, was not an original participant in the development of the WHO model.

Presently Executive Director of ICACBR in Canada, Peat has of late aiso become a
leading innovator with respect to CBR in Eastern Europe. In his retrospective
assessrnent of the histoncai value of institutional rehabilitation, Peat concludes this
mode1 has provided much needed comprehensive clinical expenise delivered by welltrained personnel. Peat (1990) concedes, however, that the institutionai model also has
some serious shoncomings including fragmented coordination of services, regionai
inadequacies and disparities in accessibility. duplication of services. and chmnic
shonages and poorly distributeci practitionen.

CBR proponents in the South do not we the failings of institutional rehabilitation
much differently from their counterparts in the North like Peat and Helander. For
rxample, in his assesmient of the situation in the Philippines, Periquet (1989) States,

These facilities, pattemed very much like their counterpans in developed
countries, are expensive to build and incur high mming costs. They are
operated by specialists and other highly trained personnel. Sophisticated pieces
of equipment are required and when those fail to function, repairs are a
problern; spare parts are dificult to find. Only a limited number of patients are
served by these centres. (p. 95)

Elsewhere, Periquet (1984) adds,
Given the distance between the city-based institutions and the rnajority of
disabled persons who live in the rural areas, many do not or cannot avail
themselves of the services. Also. while the quality of services during
continement is high, the follow-up system has been found inadequate. Away
from the support of the extendeci family and farniliar surroundings, it has also
been observed that patients exhibit psychologic dimirbances afier periods of
long continement. In countries where it is the traditionai practice to have
sorneone at bedside, confinement in an institution would result in a loss of
productive time for the able-bodied cornpanion. (p. 9)

The prominent Indian physician and CBR activia Menon (1984) agrees. He
surmarizes the worldwide disability challenge facing the institutional rnodel of
rehabilitation as follows:
The rstirnaced tota1 number of disabled persons is approxirnately 400 million, or
roughly 10% of the world's population. It has funher k e n estimated that at
least two-thirds of this vast section of humanity are not exposed to any fonn of
rehabiiitation services.. .. In the case of developing countries, lack of manpower
and finances in s t a g g e ~ gdimensions stand in the way of providing any
significant rehabilitation services of the traditional institutional type that could
claim even part coverage of their vast populations. According to a special
Technical Repon of the World Health Assembly. the outcome of a feasibility
study conducted in an African country indicated that it would take at Ieast 60
yean to develop adequate manpower and about 200 years to provide
rehabilitation services m the entire popuiation if the hitutional model of
service delivery is to be adopted. It is obvious that the present model of
instiaitionaii~grehabilitation is totally inadequate to meet the problem at lean
with reference to developing countries. (p. 64)

Whils the diverse origins of CBR mus1 be acknowledged, it is still the case thar CBR
has historically been dnven by professional and institutional interests.
0 t h

CBR onginators

work within conventional rehabilitation suucnires and their networks include

organizations such as RI that retain an institution bias even in their models of
community rehabilitation. Professional influences also shape the formulation of
rehabi litauon problems. For example, the inadequacies in institutional rehabilitation

are often formulated in terms of technical effciency. Thus, from the perspective of
many CBR proponents, the primary barder to expansion of rehabilitation delivered

within an institutional framework is thought to be inadequate medical and financial
resources. and a lack of infrastructure like transportation and communication systems to
support it. However, the problems of innitutions identified by health professionals and
govrrnment officiais are not those typically identified by the usen of CBR services.
Miles (1994, November) is one of the few "CBR experts" who has documented
rehabilitation "problems" from the point of view of people with disabilities. Using
blindness as an example. Miles says that while a blind penon needs to know whether
expert medical treatment (Iikely found in institutions) can b h g improvement, there is

important related information that the specidin is unfikely to be able to provide. This
lack of information often presents significant difficulties.
If the eye speciaiia could not help your eyes, you niil n&ed to know how to
move amund at home, how to go d o m the street and how to €id some work
that you couid do. In the village. the healer knew your home situation. and
could advise you and your family about everything. But the eye specialin in the
city institution, might not know anything about your uniai life at home. (Miles.
1994, November. p. 2).

To be sure. Miles is critical of institutional rehabilitation and his statement highlights

iu two fundamentai failings. First, technical and logistical barrien prevent people
from using institutional rehabilitation. This is the problem of acceu and distribution of
resources. The insufficient supply of pmfessionals coupled with the population's
dimua of professionais only heighten the pro blem. Second, professional experts may
not be in touch with the felt-needs of people with disabilities. This is the problem of
relevance. Together, these problems led to the conclusion that expansion of
institutional rehabilitation was inappropriate for the South. CBR in the community

k a m e the solution.

Community as Geographical Locale
Developed to address global disabiiity through an efficient appmach to local
disabilicy prograrns linkeâ to national heaith infrannicaires and referral systems, the
core intention of CBR is to ensure a basic level of rehabilitation service for dl. For
example, CBR frequentiy uses the administrative structure of towns and villages to
organize and deliver monthly o u t - w h visits from hospitais and health centres. The
disabilily/CBR component is tacked on to enablished health initiatives such as
irnmunization carnpaigns and under-five nutriaon projects. for example (Helander.
1993). Hence, CBR is not really an "innovative approach" evolving, as Chermak

(1990) noted, fiom WHO'S Health for Al1 by 2ûûû mategy. Still, it was the approach
thought to hold the most promise in terms of reaching the maximum nurnber of persons
with disabilities (WHO,1981).

By commining itseif to service provision and efficiency. that is. to meeting the

needs of the largest proportion of people with disabilities in the shonest possible time
and most cheaply, CBR committed itself to a geographicai detinition of cornmuniry .
Only by thinking in geographical t e m was it possible to devrlop a system whereby
local CBR cadres could be linked with regionai health centres and health professionds
for purposes of medical refend, for example. Only by thinking about the cornmunity

in grographical r e m could synems of (=BR training be coordinated at village, district
and country-wide levels. The assumption of geographicai cornmunicy was also

necessary CO design a mode1 where CBR cadres would ultimately be assigned
households and junsdictions for purposes of disabiliv screening and disability
education (Poedjangga, 1991, May; Tjandrahisuma & Muni, 1992). The notion of
gmgraphical c o ~ n u n i t yspatially bounded the task of CBR.
Examination of WHO documentation confirms CBR's geographicai definition.
The WHO. the fint international organizacion CO launch large-scale CBR projects.
defined cornmunicy in 1977 in the WHO'S Resolution Conceming Prirnary Health Care.
A community consisrs of people living together in some form of social
organization and cohesion. Iu memben s h in varying degrees political,
economic, social and cultural charactetistics, as we11 as interests and aspirations,
including heaith. Communities Vary widely in sise and socio-economic profile.
ranging from clusters of isolated homesteads to more organized villages, toms
and city districts. (WHO, in Helander, 1993, p. 17)

This tumed out to be a formative definition. From 1977 onward, geographical
comrnunity became the assumecl comrnunity of CBR. While social cohesion premised

on the commonality of ethnic identity, language and common values was asnimeci
presenr and thought to enhance CBR activities. it was physical locaiity chat became

CBR1sde facto community.
Given that the aim of CBR is to "reach the unreached," it should corne as no
surprise that for CBR. comunity is largely geographicai. What is less expected is that
such a centrai concept to CBR as cornmunity has not spawned a plethora of competing
community definitions. or propagated vigorous debate about its meaning. Communi ty
has not ben deconstmcted in this way. Recognizing the intemal diversity of

stakeholders and constituencies within IL and CBR however, perhaps there have been
reasons for leaving the term ambiguous.
An extensive review of the CBR licerature since 1977 reveals only one other

published definition of conununity. Incerestingly, this defmition does not emanate from

an intemationai CBR agency. but rasher exisu as an aside in a relatively obscure paper
by Schaffer (199 l), although SchalTer himself is an experienced medical professional in
international heaith. Schaffer's definition of community is,
Al1 the people in a geographicaily defieci area within which every family knows
every other family and wherein dl feel wiited by cornmon responsibiiities, and
known leadership. This would not normally exceed 2 0 0 people. In a nomadic
context it may be only M people. (p. 74, italics in the original)
Schafîer's definition is very similar to the defmition of community offered by the WHO

15 yean earlier. Both definitions recognize social cohesion or a sense of community
spirit as a necessary but not sufficient condition for community. Ta be a cornmunity

.

physical location must be its detining feanre. Recalling chat CBR suives to be a

community development-style ideology, the scde of the geographical definition is
important. Too large a population renders the panicipatory activities typically a part of
these mtegies too unwieldy . Since CBR is a service delivery model, focussed on the
effective organization and efficient dispersion of personnel and resources, the
geographical sire and boundaries of cornmunity are central.
Unfortunately, the CBR literature provides no other detïnitions of community.
Thus, CO obtain more information about the meaning of community for CBR we must

study the descriptions of CBR itself to leam what these imply. While descriptions of

CBR offer an imprecise lem through which CO discem the meaning of community, these
instances of communicy are one of the few sources of insight there are.

Ot'ficial Sources of CBR Discourse

One major source of information about CBR, and thus an opportunicy to
understand community for CBR, is the ICACBR literature. ICACBR has been actively

in involved in CBR hplernentation around the world and also in iû evaluation. A
preliminary glimpse of the meaning of community is obtained h m the Background
Information on the CBR Concept, an annex to the ICACBR document entitied Centre of
Excellence for the Development of CBR Pmgams for the Physically Disabled

(ICACBRy 1990). in the amex, CBR is described in the following way:

CBR is based on the principles of community development rather than a medical
model and has as its ultimate goal incorporation of the disabled, wherever

possible. in their comrnunity as functioning members of that comrnunity.
Actions to help the disabled and to change comrnunity attitudes about disability
are viewed as part of the total development effort which will eventuaily allow
the disabled full participation, social integration and equalization of oppominity.
Similar to the philosophy behind prVnary health care. lasting social change for
the disabled can only be brought about when families and communities cake
responsibility for that change.. .. Cenval to understanding CBR is viewing it as
a philosophy rather than a program. Although there are a number of principles
basic to CBR, there is no singie b a t approach to its implementation in a
panicular community . One of these guiding principles is that the cornmunity
itself becomes the primary resourte used to provide assistance to the disabled.
Community resources does not mean rehabilitation services are offered in the
community (as institutional oumach) or that community memben may be in
some way involved in service delivery. Community involvement means
bringing together different elements in cornmunity. building Iinkages so that a
collaborative mechanism is created from and by the cornrnunity. (p. 45)
Unforntnately. as an anempt to clarify the concept of community. the amex is
somewhat lacking. In this description of CBR, aithough the word cornmuniq is used

13 cimes. it is never defineci. Considerable clarification around the comrnunity concept
has b e n accomplished by

ICACBR of late. the moa noteworthy ewnple king the

ment ICACBR Report by McColl and Paterson (1995,September). Yet, the early
inattention to a guiding definition of comuniry has generated a level of confusion
around the term that continues to the present. The situation has created some
conuoversy too, as some factions within the iL movement see the ambiguity in the
meaning of CBR as an example of renewed pmfessional conuol over matters of
disability.
Examination of the documentation penaining to ICACBR Demonstrauon
Projects l9%Z-l993(ICACBR. 1993)provides hinher evidence of what communicy

rneans for CBR. The most signifcant feature of note is geographical. In the Bombay

CBR Demonsrration project for example. two rural and one urban community ware
selected for study. The ofilcial texnial representation of comunicy by ICACBR is as
follows:
This community consists of a group of villages, Juchandra. Kaman, Poman,
Pelhar, Sativali, appmximately 40 km from Bombay. The population of this
area is approximately 25,000. The predominant caste of people in this
community is Agns which is one of the original tribes of Maharashua.
Hinduism is the primary religion and the occupations are mainly agriculture and
working in sdt pans. (p. 2)
Community in this document is obviously an administrative district, defined in terms of
its size (i.e.. the total population) and its %ope (Le.. which villages are included in the
community). This description is typical. Later in the sarne document, a dernonstration
project established in Allahabad India was described as "fivevillages of Sirathu Tehsil
of Allahabad district" and project materials stated "about a thousand families live in this
area." and "around 300 families have at lem one person with a physical disability.

In the North, the equivalent geographical description of CBR is exernplified by
an urban program like the Yee Hong Community Wellness Foundation in Scarborough,
Ontario, an ICACBR demonstration project in Canada. The scope and emphasis of this
project is clearly influenced by geography. Parnes and Tjandrakusurna ( 1993) describe
the emphasis of this project as foI1ows:
This pmject fonises on the unique demographics of this large borough of
Toronto in which there has been a significant increase in Chinese speakiig
residents, many of whom have sponsored older relatives who now live with
them and are at risk of sunainhg cerebrai vascular accident. (p. 6)

The purpose of the CBR project at the Yee Hong Wellness Foundation is to develop a

self-sustaining stroke club and to design and produce an information pamphlet for
Chinese patients and their relatives on the management of recovery from a stroke.
Published program evaluations provide yet another source of information about
the meaning of comrnunity for CBR. While once again. community is never defined in
these publications, it is apparent from their description that cornmunity refen to a

g~graphicaipopulation, most often a rural village, although increasingiy urban
populations as well. For example, Mitchell, Zhou, Lu and Watts (1993) evaiuated
CBR in China and identifiai Guangzhou city as the community for purposes of their

.

Adrninistratively the city is divided into local government areas (LGAs) or
'Sueets'. Jin Hua Street is typicd of the LGAs in Guangzhou. The inhabitants
of this community live in an area of approximately 0.44 km2 within which 146
nanow and short lanes spread irregularly like a maze.... The translated ATDP
(Attitudes Toward Disabled Persons mrvey) was administered to a random
sample of 500 subjecu. 250 from Jin Hua Sueet and 250 abjects from the
control 'Street'. ... Then were equai nurnben of males and females in the
samples from each comrnunity. (p. 180-18 1)
The CBR examples examinod in both the North and South confirm that a metaphor of
space is central to CBR's assertion of comrnunity. Community refers to a population
with identifiable physicd bounds, whether that be a borough, an urban slum or rural

IL and the Development of Community
In contrast to the geographical emphasis of CBR. the impetus for a new social
movernent of people with disabilities and their interest in the community was
dramatically fielleci by the 1960s civil rights ideology in the United States and a rising
consumer consciousness. Rejecting a definition of disability that implied individuai
deficit. they embraced the IL philosophy that held individual autonorny and selfdetennination as core.
The relationship between people with disabilities and the community is fraught
with contradictions however. Historically, the community institutionalized people with

disabilities in cases where families were unable to cope with thrit complex special
nreds. The community (meaning society) then, was in large part responsible for the
widrspread insitutionalization of people with disabilities since the 1800s to the mid1900s. It is interesting io note that even after the contemporary trend to

deinstitutionalite people with disabilities. the community as society has still assumed a
relatively minor mle in advocating for people with disabilities (White, 1992).
Notwithstanding the deep penetration of comrnuniry language in the ideological
documents of IL, society has often rejected attempts to repatriate people with
disabilities back to their homes outside of institutions.

There are indeed complicated dimensions to the IL-comrnunity relationship.
Nevenheless, and generally speaking, iL did grow out of a rejection of the medical
model. To a significant degree, the movement's greatest histoncai efforts have been to

nsist ihe medicalization of disability and the institutionalitation of people with
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disabilities iabelled sick and abnormal by medical professionais. Thus. for IL, the
institution remains a potent symbol. The institution represents oppression, abuse, and
mrdical control. By gmunding itself in the ideological opposite of the idea of the
institution, however, IL has been able to recapture the positive features thought
associated wi th cornrnunity. In this way, IL becornes a desirable place of mutual
support, a place where a devaiued identity and shaken sense of belonging cm be
rrdiscovered. Community offen hope. We examine these assenions in detail in the
final section of this chapter. But fint. we must investigate the extent to which

community for IL is constructed in opposition to the institution.

Detining Cornmunity in Opposition to the Institution
A wide range of poiicy documents and the words of IL'S key ideological

proponents demonstrate that an irnponan! component of the idea of community for IL is
its noninstitutional nature. As with CBR, the archivai materiais of IL rarely providr a

definition of community. Instead, the word is sharply contrasted with a very negative

image of institutionalization. The World Programme of Action Conceming Disabled
Persons (UN, 1983), perhaps the greatest policy achievernent of international IL.
provides an example of how this juxtaposition is achieved. The World Programme

Many persons with disabilities are not only excluded from the normal social life
of their communities but in fact c o n f i i in institutions. While the leper
colonies of the past have been panly done away with and large innitutions are
not as numerous as they once were, far too many people are today
institutionalized when there is nothing in their condition to justify it. (p. 20)

Inaimtionaiization is depicted as illegitimate -- an affront to the frerdorn of the
individual. It is simply wrong to exclude people with disabilities from participation in
normal life. By casting community and institution as opposites however. one term
becornes good, and the other bad.
It goes without saying that the asylums of the Victonan period are totally

antitheticai to the ideal of IL (Foucault, 1965; Goftinan, 1961). Institutions represent
societal neglect, abuse and imprisonment. Unfortunately, the worst asylums of
yesterday and the best institutions of today have a iendency to become connected in
people's minds as symbols of medical conuol (Friedson. 1970a and 1970b). The image
of disabled people king historicaily shut away by professionais is therefore an easy one
ro imagine. Curtis (in Driedger, 1989) is an IL advocaie who is very criticai of the
process of instiaitionalization. He equates life in an institution with "cruel
incarceration" and the experience of disabled people there as -fundamentally unjust
suffering." People with disabilities, according to Curtis. have b e n ,
killed at binh. denied education, denied the nght to vote. denied the right to
empLoyrnent, denied the right to marry, denied the right to have families, have
been sterilized, scientifically experimented upon and imprîsoned in institutions
under the moa inhumane conditions. (Curtis, in Driedger, 1988, p. 104)
In comecting the image of the institution to medical dominance in this way,Curtis
creates a powefil picaire of wrong-doing systematically perpetrated on the disabled by
an uncaring, able-bodied and more powerfbl majority. Curtis does not provide a

positive alternative mode1 however. We are left to assume that a noninstitutional

approach would be superior. but we are not told what form that might take.

Institutionai Constructions in the South
It is interesting to note the extent to which the meaning of institution reflecu a
Western conmuction that has been exponed, concepaiaily intact, to the South. An
examination of key IL documents is illuminating in this regard. The DPI Manifesto,
for example, is intended to represent the viewpoint of people with disabilities
worldwide. This document confirms that life beyond institutional walls is not only
preferable, it is natural and a right. The DPI Manifesto States: "Disabled people have
the right to grow up and live in their natural environment. We therefore reject al1

forms of segregation. and we refbse to accept lifetime isolation in special institutions"

(DPI, 1982. p. 54). In another DPI document. the Statement on Equaiization of
Oppomnities (DPI. 1987. January), we also read how institutions prevented people
with disabilities from king involved in the mainsueam of society life, and apparently,

only recours to commwity living can remedy the wrong:
Traditionally , disabled people have been warehoused in institutions in the
Western world. and in some of the developing nations. Because of this,
disabled people have k e n cut-off from the mainmeam of the community. To
participate fully in society, disabled people must live in the community like
everyone else.. .. Institutions most ofmi are steriie and impersonal places w here
disabled people have littie privacy and control over their person lives. (p. 4-5)

These excerpts f'rom DPI materials are interesting for several reasons. In the first
place. by claiming that the process of institutionalization cuts people off from the

mainstream, the separation berween the cornmunity and the institution is enlarged.
Second. as life in the cornmunity is the only life thought to be normal and namral, it

logically follows that institutionai life is not. Comrnunity offers the superior life;
institutional life is not only inferior. it is removed as a legitimate option entirely. There
is plenty of additional evidence to mggea that IL maintains a sharp separation between
institution and cornrnuniry, both at the Ievel of actuai human groups and at the level of
ideas. For example, in her historical account of the emergence of DPI. Driedger
(1988) describes the extent to which DPI opposed institutions this way:

DPI believed that no person should be institutionalireci because it was like king
imprisoned for life. It contendeci that independent living in the community
should be encourageci everywhere.. .. Many of those who lived in institutions
experienced beatings and sexual assault, and were prescribed drugs to keep hem
passive and easier to control in an institutionai sening. DPI considered nich
treatment torture. and inhumane and degrading treament. (p. 105-106)
IL ideological leaders hold institutionalization in mch conternpt. that for çome activists
in the South, it is difficult to accept the Western articulation of IL. Because Sourhem

cauntries Iack the basic medical and social safety net assumed in the Euro/North
American system however, IL in the South has as one of its pmminent goals greater
attention to disability by the medicai profession and national healch minisuies, not les.
The issue of institutionai rehabilitation is a complex one and disability activists in the
South do not wish to becorne alienated €rom theit supportive allies in the West. The
socioeconomic differences between the two contexts are so substantial however, that at
times. these relationships cm become mained. An example of this tension was

revealrd in an international IL survey undertaken by the Worid Institute on Disability

(WID)in Oakland, California in 1995. WID mrveyed rnember organizations on the
status of IL in their counuies. While the survey findings suggened that overail.
organizations in the South have managed to sustain midl voluntary disability projects,
the socioeconomic challenges they confront are significant. The following comments
received as part of WID's tnteniational IL Survey provide a glimpse into the situation:
We have no finances for Independent Living but our pnonties are education of
children and development of technicai devices (Cameroon).

The disabled are a burden to society. even farnily. If the farnily is poor, the
person with a disability may be deserted (Madagascar).
The concept of independent living is not entireiy the same as the U.S. concept
owing to the lack of funding support From the govemment. Disabled people
have to fend for themselves. There is nothiig in financial support from the
governrnent (Philippines). (WID,1996. p. 8)
Southem countries are not the only councries having diffculty mobilizing resources for

hralth and disability. Eastern Europe has also becorne a world focus for humanitarian
efforts as poli tical structures and social institutions have crumbled under conditions of
civil unrest. The situation of people with disabilities in Romania is illumative. In
response to WID's iL Survey, the Romanian respondent wrote,
The increased international attention on Romanian orphanages somewhat
overwhelmed the national psyche. There was international embarrassment, and
it Ied to denial and de-valuing of the Lives of the disabled. Even now, constant
images of HIV,met chilchen, etc. It creates a backiash against historical gains
in disability attitudes. 0,
1996, p. 10)

The s m e respondent continued,

It was and ni11 is sharnehil to have, know or be a disabled person. There is
legislation dealing with disability and there is even an elaborate network of
services. But they are paternalistic. The concept of protection is niIl centrai.
It is not integration. Today, change is very slow because of the cnppling
economic situation. People with disabilities are very dependent upon their
families. Economic competition is so great and society support so minimal that
disabled persons will fail without significant individual courage. (WID,1996,
p. 9)
David Wemer is a prominent international disability activist who appreciates the
challenges confronting those dedicated to improving the lives of people with disabil i ties
worldwide. Werner, who has a rnedical background and a mobility disabilicy, has
played an integral role in bridging the cornrnunity-institutional rehabilitation divide
(Werner, 1985 & 1988). His famous books, Where ïïzere is No Doctor and Disabled
Village Children have k e n translated into many languages and are today mandatory

reading for everyone interesteci in international disability.
Werner's approach incorporates a suong community development focus with
rducation and communication assuming prominence. Werner also stresses the idea of
appropriate technology development as the key to disabled people's social and
economic niccess. Wemer has always been an outspoken critic of conventional
rehabilitation strategies that have aimd to replicate institutional programs in the South.
Examination of Werner's viewpoint therefore provides important clues about the

meaning of community. in a speech given in 1994, Wemer pmvided a stinging
indictment of traditionai rehabilitation:

Unfomnately. most services for disabled people rernain very institutionalized
and top-down. Delivered by conly professionals in hospital or large urban
centers, they reach only a thy portion of those in need. Many of these pataud
urban centers are equipped with ail the mon modem, expensive therapeutic
rquipment, importeci from the North. Too often, however. much of the therapy
executed on disabled clients tends to be at best ritualistic and at worst,
counterproductive. Even special seating is often thoughtiessly standardized:
children of ail sizes and disabilities are mapped into oversized chairs that
increase, rather than help comct spasticiry and deformiry. in some of rhese
institutions you get the feeling that disabled people are lovingly dehumanized,
on the assembly line of an elaborare roboucs fxtoiy. (p. 2)
Werner's words are deliberately airneci at medical personnel who work in cenualized
nhabilitation institutions while claiming a community and IL focus. His criucism of
institutional rehabilitation must be undentood in this context. But again. by viliQing
the institution. the stanis of its opposite, the communiry. is enhanced.
There can be no doubt that the collective experiencr of those people with
disabilities who were institutionalized was a powefil force on the eventual founding of
the disability movement worldwide. Funhemn, ir is not unreasonable to expect that
the rviis of institutional life motivateci an embrace of everything institutions were not.

In this way ,community came KI syrnbolk ail that was desirable about the goals of the
disability movement. It got disabled people out of institutions, and perhaps more

.

impomtly reinstilled a long absent sense of autonomy and self-determination. The
groundwork for a politicai movement was thereby laid. By defining their movernent in
opposition to the prevailing Wtutional and medical discourse, people with disabilities
rstablished not oniy theV own cornmunity of identity, but established a legiùmate place
for thernselves in the community as society. This had the significant effect of

increasing the moral goodness of the idea of cornmunicy.

Joint Constructions of the Discourse

The IL movement is not exclusively anli-institutional. This is an important
point. There are l e s polar dimensions of the disabled consumer dixourse. There are
instances, albeit i n f q e n t , where the utility of inninitional facilities is recognized.
These instances have hinorically also been the occasions for joint consvuction of the
disability discourse. In other words, both the disabled consumer agenda and the
professional rehabilitation agenda were a d d r e d in the reprexntation. For example.
The Standard Rules on the Equalization of Opporainities for Persons with Disabilities
states:
Al1 persons with disabilities. including persons with severe &or multiple
disabilities, who require rehabilitation should have access to it.. .. Al1
rehabilitation services should be available in the locai community where the
prrson with disability lives. However. in some instances. in order to atcain a
cenain training objective, special tirne-limited rehabilication courses may be
organized. where appropriate, in residential fonn. (UN. 1984. p. 19)

In a second example, The World P r o g r m e of Action (UN.1983) states:
Rehabilitation senrices are aimed at facilitating the active participation of
disabled penons in regular comnninity services and activities. Rehabilitation
should take place in the naairal environment, nipponecl by cornmunicy-based
services and speciaüpd institutions. Large inninitions should be avoided.
Specialized institutions, when they are necessary , should be organited so as to
ensure an early and lasting integration of disabled penons into sociey. (p. 6)
These joint conmuctions iiiustrate that iL does not explicitiy d e out the possibility of

institutional services in some cases, as long as those cases are clearly demarcated.
Complete endorsement of institutional rehabilitation services is, of course, out of the
question. To avoid the slippery slope back to the acceptance of institutiondization, IL
must take a firm stand against the peneuation of professionals and institutional
structures into the lives of disabled people. Indeed, there is some evidence to suggest
chat the movement is committed to a complete separation between professional
rehabilitation and comunity services and IL. The revised DPI Constitution adopted in
1993 Iays d o m the guiding principles for the international disability movement. The

Preamble to the Constitution reads as fotlows:
Whereas rehabilitation is a process aimed at enabling a perms to reach an
optimum physical, mental and/or social hctioning level in order to provide
chat perwns wilh the tools to direct hisher own life. independent living and
comrnunity services are not and should not be, pan of that process. (p. 1)
Comrnuniry and institution therefore anain their present sacus as mumally exclusive
categories. As Derkm (1980) points out. this position is imperative for the IL
movement because "only by limiting the rehabilitation concept to a treatrnent mode1 can
disabled people assert themselves in society as healthy, and normal" (p. 3). By placing
professional rehabilitation on one side and conuasting it with iL and comrnunity
services on the other, and by emphasizing the moa unfavourable attributes of
instinitions, al1 conceptualizations of communiry are rendered very positive indeed.

Analysis of the iL discourse provides many irnponant clues to the meaning of
comrnunity. First and foremost, IL sees itself as a social movement. Unlike CBR,
which sees iwlf as extemal to the community, an approach applied to the geographicai
cornrnunity , IL sees itself as an integrai pan of the community. As a result, there are
important differences between what comrnunity means to each.

Firn of dl, for E,comrnunity is a symbolic place where personal identity and a
sense of belonging can be found. This is achieved through memben' cotlective efforts
ro sharr their disability experiences. A new sense of unity and cohesion emerges as
rnembers of the movement also mumally reinforce each other' s feelings about the moral
correcrness of the cause of disability rights. Disabiliry activins intenriewed for this

research from North and South similarly agreed that the element of shared experience is

a critical component in the generation of identification with IL. Ron Chandran-Dudley,
a Fulbright scholar and graduate of the London School of Economics, and the Founding
Chair of DPI says,
1 really feel our empowerment is what Iegitimizes the disability movement. The

acceptance of each otkr is where the power of the movement rests. And within
t h , we want to show that people with disabilities have capabiiities, to play a
role in their commUNties and to be accepteci by lheir comrnunities. Everybody
has to have a sphere of influence. Why is it that the women's movement has
this amount of recognition. this arnount of pwer? 1 klieve bat is because, firn
and foremost, it had communication, woman to woman, Lie the movernent of
the socialists. If you didn't have the workers coming together, they were
isolateci and they came under their parents, their lords, theù maners, theu
shahs. But when the workers began to link up together, whether they were in
the peasanay or othenuise, they began to f d a lot of power!

While Chandran-Dudley does not say precisely what community means to IL. it is clear

from his statement that identification with like others is a prerequisite. Shared
undrntanding and support are also necessary ingredients for people with disabilities "to
play a role in their comrnunities and to be accepted by their comrnunities." The

importance of shared personal experience is so central that it is nearly impossible to
belong to IL without king disabled oneself. A young disabled man and former
employee of DPI in Winnipeg States,
I do think that personal expenence of disability is very important. Or, an ability
to listen and accept people's own definitions of themselves. That's very diffcult
for everyone to do -- to listen to a person and accept their definition of
themselves, without arguing with them. No judging. Who am I to say this is
your expenence of disability and this is what you need? Because that's the
point, you sa. The point is that the movement validates dl the concerns. It is
the same with the women's movement, and the Black civil nghts movement, the
Black power rnovement. It is the same as ansicolonialism. The movement is
there to validate al1 the concems of individuals. It is like a safe place. So, if a
person who does not validate those concems cornes into the movement, it won't
work. And that peron won't be there long.
The corn muni^ is certainly a place of solidarit- and support if "the rnovement is there

to validate al1 the concerns of individuais." Apparently then. the community of

disabled people is not judgmentai either. It welcomes those who wish to belong. albeit
on the condition that individuals sufficiently embrace the principles of the movernent.

in addition to providing a place of identity and klonging, the idea of

cornmunity serves to inspire people with disabilities to recornrnit themselves to "the
cause." Irene Feika,

a prominent Canadian disability activist and representative of

DPI, spoke at the World Congres of DPI in Vancouver. She said.

I believe that one day history will look back on us and realize ... we began to
take back conuol of our lives. No longer will we. as people with disabilities.
tolerate king treated as second class citizens.. .. Today. and in the days to
corne, we c m and will make a difference. The days will be long and the work
will be hard. At times we will feel exhausteci and wonder if the effort is worth
the results. We can make it wonhwhile for the knowledge and skills we depict
are many. The counuies and cultures represented in this room are nurnerous
and diverse. Under other circumstances, these differences might prevent us
from working together. but the commonality of disability unites us. Our
concerns, our issues, and our solutions may Vary at times and yet. Our
sirnilarities should enabie us to overcome al1 the barriers in our way.. .. By
sharing our ideas and experiences we can become stronger. We are in a very
powemil position to raise a "Voice of Our Own. " Let us be heard around the
world! We will be heard and listeneci to for we demand Our rights as citizens as
full and panicipating citizens. United we stand svong! (DPI. 1992, p. 7)

The words of Feika and other prominent IL leaders have a real and powerful effect on
the formation and ongoing sumival of the disability movement. While there are very

r d resource challenges that continue to frustrate the emergence of any comprehensive
expression of IL in the South, there is also a fragile network of DPOs that continues to
reprewnt their interesrs (Solo CBR Workshop, 1995). This midl network of
indigenous disability project managers, academics, medical personnel and NGO
directon continues to nnrggle to ensure a place for disabiiity on the agenda of national
govermenu and inlemational humanitarian Organizations and aid agencies. The
strategic assertions of community by prominent disability activists and elite
organization leaden have been essentid in this regard. While the notion of cornmunicy

has not always k e n explicit, it has played an integral role in constnicting a bener
mode1 for disabitity and rehabilitation services in the South. These assertions mess
cornmunity relationships based on social justice. Feelings of belonging and solidarity

are rmphasized, and by implication, the sense of belonging to a community that cases
about the situation of disabled people is strengthened as well. Individuals who chose to

align themselves with international efforts to enhance the lives of disabled people are
chsreby inspired to do more. Community for IL is hence a place of mccess and power
for people with disabilities.

Ot'tTcial Sources of IL Discourse

In addition to generating enthusiasm and commitment within the IL movement,
there is strong evidence to suggest that IL is concemed with building a solid
relationship with society. The first step toward this relationship is accomplished by
stressing the idea of community. The argument of IL therefore proceeds essentially as
follows: Community is essentially good, so belonging to any community is good as
well. It follows that since society consists of a collection of diverse communities. then

recognition of diversity (including people with disabilities) should lead to increased
solidarity between dl communities, and this increased level of solidarity within and
among communities is good for sociecy overall.
Rachel Hurst is a British wornan and longtirne wheelchair user as a remit of
congenital muscular dystrophy. She is also a spokesperson for Disabled Awareness in
Action in London. In her role as a disability advocate. Hurst plays an imponant role in
influencing public attitudes toward people with disabilities. At the 3rd World Congres
of DPI, Hunt chaired a special forum fofussed on the power of media in shaping
attitudes about disability. In that forum. Hum put the argument articulated above into
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action. She proposeci that al1 of society is characterized by diversity and since
diversity related to disability is just another kind of diversity, it too should be
accommodated. Hunt made this argument in the following way:
There has b a n a long, long history of the negative portrayal of disabled people.
In western folk taies the wicked witch or evil person is always ponrayed with a
crooked back and using a stick. Tribai societies taik about the disabled persan
as k i n g be-witched, possessed of evil spirits. Religions emphasize disabled
people as bearing the burden of sin. These images have had a profound effect
on how the world has looked at us and treated us. They have enaired that we
are seen as different. as social outcasts. We are a people who, because of our
differentness, rnust be treated differently. What is even worse is that we are
expected to behave differently too. We cannot be ordinary people we have
several stereotypes to fulfil we can be pathetic or passive, or we can be brave,
smiling through the tragedy. or super heroes overcoming appalling adversity.
Because of the continual drip-feed of these images by the media and by social
conditioning, it can be very hard for many disabled people not to conform to
one or another of these images. ... We cm, of course, try to become like a nondisabled person and appear to be more acceptable. If we make a reai effort. no
doubt we could really completely alter Our whole k i n g and fit into the present
structures, j u s as women are often seen as having equality if they behave like a
man or ethnic rninorities become acceptable if they accept as thein, the whole
c u i ~ r dand social structure in which they live. This is plainly absurd. Society
needs difference and color and varïety and each human being should have the
right to contribute his or her uniqueness. So. it is not the individuai who should
change, it is society that must adapt.. .. And we must get this definition of
disability across. Until it is grasped that we are perfectiy ordinary members of
society with Our own particular, very valid characteristics, we will never fully
participate in our own communities.. .. Women and black people have also said
to the world: "We are a people in our own right. a people who cannot change
but for whom society must give equal opportunities and nght to full
participation.. .. If the media can ponray a society in which disabled people are
h l l y and equally participating, then they will reflet what a society should reaily
be. If Our talents and contributions are fiilly recognized, then the world will
benefit. (DPI,1992, p. 28-29)

-

-

The community of everyday life is where the disabled and able-badied interrningle.
Community therefore provides an ideal opportunity for the abilities of disabled people

to be noticed. For IL, this is clearly an objective. because a world that recognizes and
wrlcomes different abilities is thought to be indicative of a good sociery.

In another textuai example from DPI literamre we read as follows:
The rapid expansion of DPt is a reflection of the enthsiami and cornmitment of
its members. A popular DPI motto is: "No one cm stop an idea whose time
has come." The time has indeed come for disabled people to gacher from
around the worid to create a uniteci voice. Through DPI, this voice has already
made a significant impact, not only in regards to disability concems, but also on
issues of justice, human rights, peace and international development. nie
bene@ is shared 6y everyone [iialics added]. (DPI Overview, undated, p. 1)
Here again, by creating the impression that "we are al1 in this together," and that
rrliancr upon each other is the key to satisfying relationships and productive lives, IL

attempts CO foster a bond between ail members of society . Ultimately , the rnovement
promotes the idea that through mutual support, social justice will prevail. There are

further examples. lames Derksn, a founding member of the Canadian disability
movement, describes how IL is able to create an atmosphere where the similarities
between al1 human creatures is emphasized. Derksen (in Driedger. 1988) says,
1 sometimes think human society is asleep and dreaming a dream where some
people are perfect, beautifil, and powemil and others an flawed. unbeautiful
and powerless. In the d m the perfect people play their irnrnonal pans and
the imperfect people are rejected h m human Me. We are helping to awaken
humanity to the d i t y that ail people are flawed and yet beautifil, and each one
limited in his or her unique way and yet powemil. (p. 115)
Derksen suggests everyone in society is in some way disabled. Diversity thereby unites
all humanity - the boundary between the able-bodied and people with disabilities

rffecrively disappears. Thus, the first step in securing equality for disabled people rests

on the notion of commonality, not difference.
The emphasis on the idea of community is understandable as these texmal
rxamples represent the primary rneans by which IL lobbies for social change.
Embodied in policy documents and speeches generated in the late 1980s and early
1990s, rights rhetonc was a purposefut strategy meant to push nations. organizations
and individuals forward in their thinking about disability. Rather than dwelling on past
injustice and tragedy , these initiatives represent deliberate attempts to secure an
improved future for people with disabilities through social policy formulation and
legislative change.

The alliance beween peuple with disabilities and the able-bodied majority is not
illogicaily couched in cornmunity ternis. The geographicai community is where we al1
mb shoulders, and the conceptuai fluidity of the term allows IL to capitalize on the idea

of a sense of cornrnunity as well. IL seems to suggest that through physicai proximity.
similar attitudes are developed too. Could it be however. that interdependence and not

independence holds the key to the diversity issue? People with disabilities interviewed
specifically for this research seemed to think so. A young woman with a vinial
disability who is an occasional volunteer with the Winnipeg Independent Living Centre
srated, "Nobody gets anywhere on their own in life, no matter how independent they

think ihey are, or strive to be. We are social creatures and we have to work together to
help each other out. "
This is an issue of considerable interest in the South as well. During the IL-
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CBR Seminar organized by WID at the Asia-Pacific RI Conference in Jakarta, Samir
Ghosh, the Chairman of Rehabilitation India. an indigenous NGO stated.
Independent living need not mean that I live alone and also get socially
ostracized. When we talk about IL in India, what comes into rnost of the
people's minds is: "Don't you know we rather believe in interdependent living,
rather than independent living?" That is. helping each other at al1 times. Here,
there is more of a community fwling. There is a very strong feeling of
community wichin the country. And there is a very mong family values system.
So, I want to endorse the view of my friend from Carnbodia who has brought
out this point very clearly. Independent living does no t mean that 1 live
absolutely on my own and there is no need for anyone to help me.
Yi Veasna is in the unique position of king the Carnbodian RI delegate in the AsiaPacitÏc Region and also the national DPI representative. While dual representation

within the network of professionai rehabilitation and DPOs is not typical in the North,
it

is not atypicai in the South. Veama provided additional support for the notion that IL

could suengthen its relationship with society generally by adopting the principle of

interdependence. He made his point by refemng to the experience he had upon arriva1
at the Conference hotel in Jakarta. Veasna said:
When 1 arrived at this hotel for the fint t h e . I was very happy because
everything is accessible. They have done this for me. But there is one
exception, in the bar. They have no ramp. 1 wanted to go to the bar. so my
friend. he lifted me to the bar. But after they saw that. they put the ramp up for
me. This is independent living! It is okay if people help me. but 1 don? want
them to lift me every tirne.
After sharing this example, Veasna expounded upon the importance of the IL
philosophy more broadly :

If I have IL. accessibility for my house. accessibility in public places, then I
have oppomity. 1 have participation. When 1 have participation with other
people, 1 get more knowledge and gain some experience. 1 develop my
capacity. 1 get some more education. And when 1 have more capacity and more
knowledge, 1 corne to the non-disabled people sitting in my wheelchair bur my
ideas are not disobled! 1 cm reaâ, I can write, 1 can answer, 1 can speak to
you. This is one part of IL. 1 want to say that 1 am a disabled person, but 1

have been able to do. (emphasis in the original)
There is evidence in the IL literature of broader agreement for a reonentation toward
interdependent living (Condeluci, 1991). For example, the editor of the European
disability magazine Helioscope recently wrote,
We al1 ne& some kind of aid at various stages in our Iives. Short-sighted
people see with the aid of glasses, and the translation which makes this texr
available in every [European] Community Ianguage is an aid too. Yet no one
would think to label a short-sighted person, or a German who does not happen
to undersrand Spanish, "disabled." We mua reject die assumption that we are
al1 disabled, and rather think of ourselves as free citizens with diverse
requirements for achieving independent living. (Aguirre, 1995, p. 1)
Therefore, while IL nippons the right of al1 people to control their own lives, they also
support an ideology that strongly implies that filiation, cooperation and mutual
assistance (i. e. , interdependence) are the means to achieving this goal.

The first two major parts of this chapter are now complete. The evidence for
the development of the concepniaiization of community in opposition to the institution
has k e n presented. CBR's tendency to view of community as geographical locale. and

IL'S view of community as identity and belonging have also been established. The final
section of this chapter, Disability and Romantic Cornrnunity,examines the potential
consequences of these views for the meaning of community.

Disabüity and Romantic Community

Community has rarely been defined by IL or by CBR. When meanings are left
vague and ambiguous however, the word community is used by various comrnunicy
stakeholders, either naively or with strategic purposes in mind. The idea of community
is so malleable that even apparent cornpetitors fuid this concept uxful. Most often the
connotation of comrnunity is positive - perhaps because nostaîgic feelings for a better
pas seem to hasten the attachment of good community feanires to any group calling
iwlf a community in the present

- an argument that will be developed in the final

chapter of this thesis. To conclude this chapter however, it is necessary only to see
how sentimental the international disability discourse can be with respect to communicy.
Whatever the ultimate explanation for representations of comrnunity are, both IL and

CBR are clearly enamoured with the idea.

Romantic Cornmunicy and CBR
Generally speaking, CBR presenrs itself as a comunity based mode1 of
disability service provision. However, CBR appean to view and treat comrnunicy as
somethiing mon than a geographical population awaiting rehabilitation. At thes. CBR

seems to assume lhat communities are wmehow pure and that local cornrnunity effons
at improving life conditions are in some way noble. This view has signifieant

implications, not only for the way CBR prograrns are delivered, but for their ultimate
success as well.

An examination of archivai CBR materials provides Our fim glimpses of CBR's
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rendrncy to romanticire the geographicd entity called communicy and the endeavours
undenaken by community members. For example, in an article published in CBR
News, community life in India is depicted in the following way:
A village in a developing country, untoucheci by so-called "village development"

is a self-sustaining entity which has within ii, its own medical system and other
systems in a harmonious balance. Such a village has its own method of looking
after the disabled people. The disabled individual may be liked or detesad by
some, but yet will be accepted by the village communiey. Some crude device
for mobility may have been devised for arnbulation by the bicycle mpairer; the
can anisan will have made cruches; the practitioner of rural medicine will have
provided locally made medicine. If the individual is disairbed mentally she/he
may seek help from the village pries @ujan>. If self-sustaining mechanimis
already exist in every village, what can be done to reinforce these and to make
them more effective. (Banerji. Banerji. Banejee & Srivanav. 1992, p. 5)
Village Me here is presented as peaceful and satisfjing. Comrnunicy members are well
known to each other and care for each other. There is no hint of dissent or conflict. In
another example, comrnunity life in Mongolia is depicted this way:

Many people who have never visited Mongolia nevenheless have romantic
iu proud and
secret people. Such images date back to the Ume when Ghengis Khan and his
successon extended their empire to k the largest on eanh.. .. Mongoiia today
is stiii a vast country ... with enormous metches of beatitiful steppes, mountain
and desert areas where traditionai herdsmen on horseback attend to their animais
as they have done for centuries.. .. A large part of the population are nomads
who move seved times a year ta fmd the best grazing for th& herds of horses,
caale, sheep, goau and camels. The aaditional nomadic lifestyle. well adjusted
to hanh living conditions, depends upon participation of al1 farnily memben,
even the youngest ones, to ensure m i v a l . (International Rehabilitation
Review, 1994. p. 24)
images of the beauty and vasmess of their remote country and of

These two examples iflustrate stereotypical, oaedimensional accounts of community.

The cornmunis, depiction focuses only on community mppon; it does not focus on kin

contlict or witchcraft accusations which cm also be very real elements in the South.
The reader is left with a sentimental impression about the svuggles and risks of

rvrryday life. The reader is also encourageci to believe that survival within these
primitive contexts is eonired only through the mutuai interconnectedness of al1
community memkrs. While there may be an element of truth in rhis. we can be
rqually certain that the use of the language of community in this way perpetuates

sentimental undermdings. These examples of cross-cultural discourse deconwttualize
the reality of heisrogeneous communities in the South. These depictions are not full

ethnographies. They do not incorporate the breadth and fullness of social relations.
Examples abound in the international CBR Iiterature that describe coumies and

communities in such ways. These examples al1 show chat medical professionals and
disability advocates alike use selective interpntations of the cornrnunity. As a result,
we are left with the impression that communities in the South are primitive, mutually

.

caring homogeneous and egalitarîan.

Eariier in Chapter 2. it was argued tbat the word community geneatû images
of p h i tive and naturai places, inherentiy l e s evil than the modem wodd. In srnail
rural communities, people are thought to be clos-knit and supportive of each other.

places where positive thiags happen. Could it be that people in the South are thought to
be untoucheci by modem development, and thus mon moral?

This seems rather

remarkable. It klies a son of aaairal innocence thai people in the South are thought to

possess. This attitude is especiaily evident in discussions focusseci on disabled
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children. Dr. Laura Krefting, an anthropologia and disability advocate now living in
Southeast Asia, is concerneci that many well-intentioned people corne to the South
rxpecting to find people "so much more willing to help each other" than anywhere else.
In panicular. she claims European and North American funders and disability project

managers have very unrealistic expectations about the conditions in rural Southem
villages. Kreftuig stares,

I think the community is king sold as primitive and good in developing
counuies. Like Nationai Geographic's community. Everybody wants to go and
see the community! I think there is a mi expectation that there is much more
munid self-help, more exrendeci family, and farmen r u ~ i n garound giving
their rice to poor people. It jus im't m.
If CBR practitionen expect communities in the South to be more supportive to their
rnembrrs chan comrnunities in the North (because they view Southem comrnunities as

more primitive and even more good), then it logically follows that nirai villages should
be the mon positive places of dl. After all, rurai villages possess the most traditional

frantres of ail. They represent a stable population whose memben are well known to
rach other. h addition, because rural vüiages tend to k economically reliant upon

agriculniral production, at Ieast some basic qstem of social nippon is expecrad to be in
place to ded with crises advenely affecting the hanrest or food supply. From texnial
rxamples of CBR discourse, it appean that there is a differential expectation with
respect to the behavioun of rural and urban populations in this respect Based on these
expectarions, the nuai village is seen to be the preferable place to implement
community based disability projects. Experiencad pmject managers in the South nate,
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Rural communities are more compatible for CBR from an ideological point of
view because they have more f o d structures. are cutturally homogeneous and
close-knit with good social support systems like joint families. Such
communities are munially supportive of each other.. .. Urban slums on the other
hand are difficult to define and demarcate. They are heterogeneous and
dismganid üke a patchwork qyilt. Urban slums have a fîoating population,
are politically sensitive and usually have no consistent formal leadership.
(Abraham, Panackel& Thomas, 1994, p. 97)

In sum. rural geographic villages are believed to possess positive characteristics that
urban communities do not. When the word community is used then, attributes of an

ideal form of comrnunity are applied to human populations in the present.

The way in which CBR concepnializes community has profound implications for
the way in which CBR is implemented as well. First. if geographical communities are

sern as munially supportive entities committed to local improvemencs, then efforts to
suengthen these bonds will be undertaken and viewed as worthwhile. Second, because
cornmuniry members are thought to care for one another already , participation in CBR
programs is assumed to be easy to mengthen and sustain. Finally, because!
communities are seen as egalitarian and cooperative Mictures, democratic participation
around community based disability activiaes and decision-making is thought to be a
familiar process. Once again, evidence fium CBR discourse bears out these
speculations. Helander (1993) provides a typical description of CBR ùnplementation.
His description niggests how unproblernatic the proeess is thought to be. Helander
States,
At its inception. a CBR system will necessarily be simple. Over time it should

be upgraded h m klow. by improvhg comrnunity workers' cornpetence
through &service training programmes. Similarly, parents or other family

mernbers who act as trainen of disabled indbtiduals could develop their abilitirs
through expenence. Local school teachers could learn more about how to
integrate disabled children in the class. possibly with the assistance of a mobile
resource teacher. Community leaders could stan projects for integrated,
informai vocational training and help disabled people to fmd an incomegenerating activity. Human nghts could be protected if the community provides
mediation. And disabled people could obtain more Say and kner representation
of their views. CBR programmes owe much of their success to the principle of
building and upgrading the system from below. (p. 92)
Hrlander suggests that the p rocess of cornmunity mobilization is fairly straightfonvard.

For example. there is no indication that sorne fartions within the community might not
be interested in CBR. As we will see shortiy, this is not dways the case. In fact. the
irnplementation of CBR projects may k far from ideal. Many projects are distinctly
top-down in the sense that hierarchicai administrative structures, health professionals
and evan community development experts lay out the CBR plans and orchenrate all

aspects of its implementation. Thus. the ideai of grassroots participation is often
absent.
Helander's description of CBR also assumes m n g participation from prominent

community leaders. Recallig that CBR tends to approach disability project
implementation in a geographical way, it is logical for CBR to identify ieachers,
religious leaders, politicai oficen and other significant community stakeholden as

essential people to be involved. Disability awareness training and basic medical
rehabilitation techniques are often targeted at these groups. Individuals from these
groups are aiso frequently identifieci, either by the village as whole or by village
leaders, CO serve as frontline CBR workers. Their hction is crucial to CBR success.

as a senior CBR

administrator in Indonesia, Dr. Anef Haliman confkms:

.

If you want to do CBR. it doesn' t have to be everybody but you need the
sparkplugs. You need the leaders. you need the dnvers. in a successful CBR
project, they are absolutely crucial. If you don't have them, it doesn't work.
And by hem I mean you have got to have compassion for the people. You have
to have the understanding. IF it is mily a community development approach, the
more you get into it, you mua pay attention to the need. Otherwise, it is jus
service delivery .

The idea that people will panicipate in CBR and be committed to it is an assumption,

however. It is an asmption based on the presumed qualities of the communiry and its
mernben. Still, this is the conclusion one would reach when community is understood
and represented by CBR in the way that it is. Lele and Ddal (1993), in their analysis

of CBR however, are not nearly as convinced that the positive images attached to
community by CBR accumely ponray the reality of contemporary communities. They
say community is often presented in a way that.
projects idyllic images of muruai nippon and cooperation. It evokes in our
minds a place of residence of a mal1 number of households where everybody
knows everybody else. People undenwd each other. share each other's
sonows. aspirations and dreams. and have a common memory of pan stniggles.
hardships and celebrations. Caring for each other f o m the core of this idea
(P. 2)
Momrn and Khig (1989) too, in a m e example of critical thinking by an international

intergovernmental health organization, believe there is a significant propensity on the
part of CBR plamers to ideaiim community.

They Say CBR plannen,

tend to work with the vision of the ideai village which exists with only minor
modifications in the same way in ail pans of the world. This mode1 village is

characteriseci by a sense of community spirit, harmonious relations between
people. che desire to help one another and to take decisions jointly, al1
community members king equal. Such villagen are notoriously happy people,
in harmony with themselves and their environment, they live well from the land
which they own and they are al1 filled with the concem to look after the
community member in need of assistance. (p. 3)
The depiction of community identifiai by Mornm and K6nig is rather unredistic.
Although there is a growing awareness of the tendency to view community as good,
professionais, govenunent officiais and funders employ the word widely. When
community is represented in such an overwhelmingly positive light, whether intended

or not, the community is likely understood to be something it actually is not. Vanneste
( 1994) puts it this way:

To some people, CBR is becoming a myth in which "the comrnunity" is the
superpower that will make sure "everything is going to be OK." It is an
ideology , in which one finds the typical roles of the good (the disabled, their
family and comrnunity members), the bad (docton. specialists, directors) and
the ugly (institutions, centres, rnoney). Within this ideology, the "community"
is not just the place where the rehabilitation takes places. It seems to be the
~Itimateplace. (p. 2, italics in the original).
The firmness with which the idea of essentid goodness of comrnunity can take hold is
startiing. The belief can be so strong that individuals believe that any pmblem arising
in conjunction with CBR ixnplementation cannot possibly be the fault of the cornmunity.
Problems must be amibutable to another source. Dr. Enrico Populin, Chief Medical

Offcer of the Rehabilitation Programme WHO, has recently written "When CBR
projeas are in confiict, it is not because of differences in comrnunities, but because of
differences in the ideology of the people who initiated the project, and who have not

allowrd the communities to have control of the activities" (Populin, 1995. p. 4).
Populin is claiming that if ody "the community" was in charge, things would be fine.
Populin is also assuming that villages have the power to define disabilicy projecu and
manage their activities. While this is the ideal of CBR projects, it is much ruer in
practice. It is more frequently the case that medical pmfessionals and health officiais

design the CBR project, and community memben participate as determined by these
individuals in conjunction with local leaders.
Allowing a mythology of goodness to prevail risks ignoring the fundamental
reality of cornrnunities. Miles (1994, November) says CBR has, for sorne time, held a
very romantic vision of community. CBR advocates tend to view ordinary people as

"idealized, self-reliant, mutually caring local cornmunities exercising their right to selfdetermination, resuucturing their lives and rporganizing their resources so as to becorne
healthy cornmunities fully integrating and valuing memben with physical and mental
impairments" (Miles, 1994, November. p. 1). However, Miles also stresses. "in
practice, ideal societies have nowhere emerged or been found, consuucted, or
consolidatedm(p. 1).
Finally, there are other high-profile publications that provide funher evidence of
a sentimental view of community. The ILOIUNESCOIWHO Joint Position Paper on
CBR released in 1994 is one such publication. The Position Paper makes frequent

reference to community, although for the mon part, the references are made in relation
to the airns and implementation strategies of CBR. For example, "CBR requires upon
govemments to m e r responsibility and necessary resources to communities so that
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rhey cm provide the basis for rehabilitation" (p. 2). As Miles (1994a) once again

argues in his critique of the Position Paper, "most governments in the world have not
yet tuken up responsibility for the rehabilitation of disabled people - so it will be hard

for them to transfer ifn(p. 3, itaiics in the original). While CBR is often romantically
describeci as "empowering the community" to "take ownership" of CBR, is this in fact

the case? The issue of comrnunity representation is indeed one of Miles' greatest
concerns, for in his finai anaiysis Miles (1994a) concludes,
CBR will not belong to the acnial people of the community, the men and women
who live dong the meet or in the village -- it will belong to their
represenfaives in local governrnent, Le., the elite which "know best" what is
good for the people, and which issues the orders. (p. 3, italics in the original)

In sumrnary, CBR's representation of community can be a romantic vision. As
the textual examples illustrate, CBR assumes comrnunity is a homogeneous entity

consisting of simple, hard-working and honest folk, well known to one another and
cornmitted to improving the conditions within the community for the bettement of d l .
Individual community memben are seen to be self-reliant and muaially concemed. The
assumed community is an egaiiianan structure where cornmunity rnemben extend care
and concem to those in need.

Romantic Community and IL
CBR is not aione in ifs romance of cornrnunity. in offîcial position statements,
and in discussions with elite spokespersons and ordinary people with disabilities, the

idra that groups of people and physicai places called communities are warm, nurturing
and empowering cornes through loud and clear. As Cohen (in Everett, 1994) has neatly

.

summarized, IL presents a wholesome picture of the normalcy of community life where
"srnall is beautiful, people are not machines, experts don't know everything,
bureaucracies are anti-human. institutions are unnaturd and bad, the cornmunity is
natural and goodn (p. 66). Brown (1992) provides another exarnple when he relates an
occasion at a disability conference where he and others in attendance shared their
disabiliry experience. This was obviously a powerfbl moment for dl concerned.
Brown writes:

-

We ieft plenty of time for audience participation but it was not enough.
Everyone in the audience. it seemed, had a story they wished to share. One of
my colleagues on the panel kept commenting that we had to find some way to
take d o m atl the s t o h that were in that room, let alone those that existed
ouuide of it. The excitement of that panel was so vibrant in the air that it
almost seemed visible. Clearly many people believed that they had stories that
demanded telling. The room was alive with a feeling of community and oneness
in a rnutual struggle to break through both visibIe and invisible barriers to a
sense of group freedom and appreciation. My belief in our common identicy
was reinforced. (p. 230)
Similar ponrayals of disability and community based disability projects are a feature of
other literature anributecl to IL. The movement not only creates a picture of the
naturalness of community , it also perpetuates the idea that people with disabilities
united together are a powerful &ormative

force. This theme is capnired in a poem

by Keny Aviles from El Salvador (Driedger, Feika & Giron Baues. 1996, p. 37).
Repmduced below, this poem is entitled 1 Have Been Born Again:

1 used to Live locked up between four walls.
1 did not know what it was like to enjoy lité.
Then, one day, 1 had the opportunity of meeting

many people who shared my condition,
or WOfSe.

They were always strong, they always looked ahead,
and never felt defeated.
On the contrary, they wanted to conquer,
show their true worth.
They gave my spint suength
and taught me that life must be lived
as it manifests itself.
Taught me that we must accept ourselves
no matter what we are like, no rnatter our suffenng.
Al1 that counts is that we feel good about ourselves.
The test doesn't matter.
ln this poern, comrnunity life is clearly ideaiized and contrasted with a life "locked up
between four walls." The situation confronting people with disabilities is hence
tremendously simplified. Meeting people similar to oneself is surely a positive personal
experirnce. But is it sufficient "to conquer alln as the poem suggests? Perhaps more
imponantly, is "feeling good about ourselves" really enough to change societal
structures that prevent people wich disabilities from panicipating fully in society?
When IL idealizes community, as it does above. a number of serious problems
are created. Fim, while individuai persons rnay feel empowered. there may k an
emphasis on collective unity and solidarity which does not acnially exin. During
intenriews for this reseacch, a mernber of a disabled consumer organisation in
Winnipeg revealed that he had recently h o m e disabled. When asked about his
colleagues' reactions to him as a newly disabled person, he replied as follows:

The majority of people with disabilities are very supportive in t e n s of what
you're going through. But there are sorne people with disabilities who then say
to you: "You 're not as disabled as I am, so what are you complaining about?"
That is a total shock! You just go What? What is happening here?
CL:

So there is this hierarchy?

Yeah! And I had heard about that from people, that there is a hierarchy of
disability. But it was the fim Ume 1 personally experienced it.. .. I wouid Say
this is the most shocking thing 1 have encountered. More shocking than the
actual experience of pain, and not knowing what is going on. I ts ken that.
That 's been the most shocking thing . And the reason i t rnay not be shocking for
others who experience the same thing as me is because they haven't k e n
involved in a movement where the philosophy has been that people will work
together. You expect there is going to be support and then there im' t. In fact,
its the total opposite. Iu more hurtfùl chan a non-disabled person saying "Oh,
it's al1 in your head. " Because you can understand their ignorance. But 1 can't
understand this ignorance. Iu very disappointing. Loss of faith. airnon. Yeah.
Loss of faith in the movernent.
While this experience could be explaineci by various factors, the experience of this
individual suggests that IL as a movement may not be as supportive as the official
rhrtoric suggests, or at least CO the degree that sorne people with disabilities expect.
Like anywhere else. there can be competition, vested interests and hierarchical
structures that do not always meet the needs of individual disabled people.
It is essential to recognize chat people with disabilities seek different things frorn
the IL movement. Some want political action, others want personal support. Paul

LeJeune, a former national calibre athlete and longtirne international offiier and
volunteer for CCD states,

Well, 1 think that social movements are not for everybody.... There are some
people who do better in self-help support groups, you know, when you get
together and share expenences and its very much at a personal Ievel of sharing

and mpporting each other. There are a lot of people who don't want to get

involved politically . This is not a Big P political movernent. But once you start
talking to decision-makers it becornes political.
To be fair, the lack of overail collective solidarity within IL may reflect the
movement's limited resources. As Asch (1986) identifies, such limitations can have a
sipnificant impact on a smail group's ability to affect social change. Speaking about the
American situation specifically, Asch says IL has a "srnail size and stretched-io-thelimit financial. staff, and volunteer resources. Although local independent living
crnters and national organizations of people with disabilities seek to represent the
incerests of ail 36 million, with their diverse medical, mental and psychological
conditions and their diverse as well as common problems, they are only backed by a
fraction of the constituency they daim" (p. 221). While the disability movement claims
to speak for al1 people with disabilities, not al1 people with disabilities identify with IL
or have felt their views were adequately represented by the movement. The issue of
gender provides a good example.
Women with disabilities have, at times, found themselves very much at the
margins of IL. Driedger (1996), comrnenting on the founding of the disability
movement intemationally, writes,
Like women's experience in other groups and in society, they iended to be in
supporthg roles or were often given token positions within the executive.. .. in
Canada, women's issues were not considerd serious issues by disabled men in
the 1970s and early 1980s. Only when women bmught up "important" issues
nich as transportarion, accessibiiity or housing were they listeneci to. Few
women held leadership positions and they often felt patronized and laughed at.
(p. 13-14)

Problrms of exclusion in the rnovement generally were replicated at the organizationd
Ievel. Driedger (1996) has also documented the ongobg stmggles of women with
disabilities to secure stable organizaiional funding suppon, including the efforts in
Canada to sustain the Disabled Women's Network (DAWN). Even at the international
Ievel. there have been many fmsuati0[1~around gender and representation, including
wiihin DPI. Driedger (1996) continues: "At the 1983 DPI World Council Meeting. a

resolution calling for more representation of women was not acted upon. In 1984 in
Jarnaica, women with disabilities met separately at a DPI symposium on development
and again askd for equd representation. Again, no action was takenw(p. 17). In 1985

however, a resolution calling for fifty percent representation in DPI decision rnaking
ftnally passed. Women's under representation in the international movement has
ernerged as a serious issue, although specific measures to improve the situation continue
to be supponed by the memkrship overall.
The unequal participation and lack of representation by women in IL
intcrnationally is not the only probiern obaured by a romantic view of community. Dr.
Fatima Shah. a blind disability leader fmm Pakistan. notes that even when greater

levels of women's participation are obtained. other problems of exclusion rernain.
Recalling the fim international conference on visually handicapped women convened in
1975 during the International Women's Year, Shah stated: "For the fim time in

hinory ,appmximately ZH1 bihd women horn across the globe gathered at the
conference to discuss their own situaiion and to suggea çolutions to their problems. It
may be noted here that there were only haif a dozen women from the developing
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world" (DPI, 1992, p. 17). Rather than excluding women generally , the new problrm
to be confrontai was the exclusion of women with disabilities in the South. Despite the
inclusive language of cornmunity and the concomitant images of nunurance and
support, various segments of the disability community continue to feel isolated in IL.
A romantic depiction of cornmunity however. has only meant that issues like gender

representation, Nonh-South representation, and cross-disability representation have
b e n ignored. As Asch (1986) states: "Millions of people with less visible and thus
less stigmatized conditions, who can thus avoid the day-to-day indignities and injusaces

of the more obviously disabled, never develop any consciousness of cornmonality with
hemw(p. 221).
IL'S celebration of the collective power discovered as a result of shared identity
and collective purpose clearly has its benefts. Still, there are sticky problerns with a

romantic vision of communiy that are less obvious. For exarnple, a review of IL
literature leaves the impression that disability activists in the community were solely
responsible for the histoncal gains of the movement overatl. It seems as if the
community was the baaleground where disability rights were won. However, people

who lived in Mtutions and their professional allies were in some cases very üifluential
in the process that brought disability issues to govemment attention. Grob (1995)
reports that it was hardly the case that disaôility activists "liberami" people from
institutions. There is now widespread consensus that many disabled people were often
Iiberated fmm kmble conditions in famiiy homes in the cornmunity. ûther disabled
people chose to remain in secure and stable innitutional environments. not because they
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could not survive on the ooutside, but because al1 of their fnends were there (Grob.

1995; McLean, 1995; White. 1992). This information is not pmminent among IL

movernent documents. Everen (1994) has examineci the comrnunity-institution
phenornenon in the context of the psycbiatric survivor movement in Nonh America and
wrires as follows:
It might be argued that reform-directeci hospital bed clomres, consistent with
past deinstitutionalization philosophy, imply that "badn institutions (besides
king more expensive) are more Iikely to violate righrs and abuse patients whi k
"good" commwiities do not. This supposition is unvue on ovo levels. Fint,
communities regularly neglect, haras and victimize thei r more vitlnerable
members, and f i e r , formal government-sponsorrd comrnunicy mental health
programs are quite capable of violating rights and abusing their clients.
Additionaily ... the extensive network of community services which is supposed
to replace psychiatrie insrinitions are, in themselves. "innitutional," although
they lack the smne wdls of the traditional innitution. Thus, the question for
consideration is, are! we once again preparing to cast wider, stronger, different
(and perhaps less visible) nets? (p. 67)
The unformate juxtaposition of institution and cornrnunity perpetuates a
hardening of disabiliv categories, or a fixed dichotomy between kinds of senrices
klieved good and those which are not. But, a sole focus on the negative feanires of
institutionai rehabilitation qsternaticaily denies a criticai examination of their positive
aspects. Some professional services and some institutions have been benefcial to some

disabled people. Mainlaining an artîficiai separation between the rwo, as Hirsch (1995)

notes, denies IegiDmacy to the penonal expenences of people who iived their lives in
these institutions. Raymond Lang, the former ediror of CBR News in London, and
now with the School of Dewlopment Studies at the University of East Anglia in

Norwich. England. has spoken about the complexiry of the issue as it pertains to

institutionalized education specificaily. Lang ( 1995) asks,
Should children with disability be educated in specid schools, or should they be
sent to maimeam schools. to be educated alongside their non-disabled peers?
My view is that thm is no right or wrong m e r . . .. My penonal experience
of attendiig a specid school was mixed. On one hand. I received a first class
education which enabled me to go on to higher education and later CO obtain a
professionai job. However. between the ages of 5 and 19. my experience was
one of living in a totally innitutiooalised environment. When 1 left school 1 did
not know how to relateci to my non-disabled peen. and rny social development
was somewhat immature. (p. 5)
Other people with disabilities feel strongly that there is a need for well-run
rehabilitacion institutions providing top quality education and skill training. During a
ment CBR conference, Godfiey Ooi from Malaysia passionately argued for services

for the blind administered through a complex of institutions d community baxd
organizations (Solo CBR Workshop. 1995). Ooi argued that only through institutional
nippon can poor but academically gifred people with disabilities have real career
opponunities. It is a complex problem, oniy heightened by the fact chat many of the
world's mon influentid disability activists would not have reached their positions
without a comprehensive educaaon provided within an institutional systern.

This chapter concludes with one tinal example of the way in which romantic
assumptions about comrnunity can impact on disability services. Cocb (1994) argues
that a fundamental rethinLing of service provision for people wirh disabilities is

nquired. He proposes a c o d t y based disability mode1 where the amunptions of

unified, cohesive and participatory community prevail. But these feanires are
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romanticized. For example, Cocks states that there mua be "a close, personal

knowledge of the people, an appreciation of their fundamental and urgent needs, and a
comprehension of the role of the service in relation to these. It is implicit to this
assumption that the service would be relatively small, the size dependent upon the
service purpose, and of a s i x which enables key stakeholders to know each other
personallyw(p. 41). Accordhg to Cocks, services on a small rale ihat permit face-to-

face contact between people ensures a supenor outcorne. In the second place, Cocks
insists, ordinary people with disabilities mua play a centrai role in the definition of
services. We read as follows:
Problems are dehed as much as possible so that ordinary people fmm families.
neighbourhoods and communities play central roles, rather than requiring large.
impersonal and systernic interventions. Includd as "ordinary people" are those
who use services. The underpinning assumption here is that the time and
cornmitment of ordinary citizens is of g m value and necessary for the address
of human and social pmblems. (p. 43)
A romantic view of comrnunity favours the local. the personal and the fmiliar -

precisely as Cocks does here. Contiming his description of the ideal commwiity
model, Cocks says naturally-occurring networks must be enhanced, and that cesources
for disability mun k mobilized and conuoiled at local levels. What does that mean,
"naairally occurringn? Cocks does not explain. He does say however, that for k s t
results, senrices ought to emphasize uiformaiity. in addition, he stresses "the value of
panicipatory processes and empowennent Ui the address of problemsn (p. 43). But
these concepts are not defined either. In short, Cocks' (1994) proposed pandigm of

disability services succumbs to a romantic vision. The model assumes both the
availability and cornmitment of family and fiiends to support people with disabilities. It
hnher assumes that informaiity and familiarity are clearcut advantages in the delivery
of disability services. The proposai model assumes local conml will avoid the pi tfalls
of centralized connol, and that participation by ordinary people will provide a superior
quality of rehabilitation. While Cocb claims that his mode1 offen distinct advmtages
to conventional disability service provision, these assenions mua be put to the test.
Otherwise. al1 of the features of CocLs' model nmain premised upon an uncritical and

mmantic view of community.

Simimarv

This chapter has shown thac IL and CBR fnune community and institution as
opposites. The cornmunity is both the physical place and symbolic space beyond the
conuol of institutions. chumnity living is perceived as normal. and as such, becornes
the nghtful place for people with disabilities. However, when the innitution exists as a
reified symbol of ail that is oppressive about traditionai and prof&onai methoâs of
rehabilitation, comrmullty life becornes nothhg l e s than perfection. The dyMmic

feamres of real geognphical cornmunities and communities of identity, and the a m a i
processes by which t&ese comrrmnities are mobiüpd are left completely unexamined.
Not ail people with disabiliaes klong KI IL or are helped by CBR Western
notions of liberation and independence may not work cross-culmrally either. It is

essential to scruhhe the features of community closely. and be awate of mmantic
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rendencies. The specific kind of problems generated by romantic community is the
topic to which we now tum.

COMMuNrIY AND ITS DISCONTENTS

Introduction

Cornmunity and its Discontents details the processes that relate to CBR and IL
implementation. This chapter argues that once community is connructed as geography

(CBR)or as identity and belonging (IL), social relationships and processes reliant upon
that conceptualization becorne shaped in specific ways as well.
While the idea of community for IL and CBR differs. it is interesting to note
that actual IL and CBR projects often share similar assumptions. For example, both
tend to assume community needs will be identifed rather spontaneously and
unproblematically "by the cornmunicy ." IL and CBR also assume the community is
relatively homogeneous and equitable. They do not anticipate conflict or dissent.
Selection of disability workers is also expected CO be straightforward. and comrnunity
participation is expected to be generated rather easily. Howevcr. the concrete reality of
projrct implementation is often very different, with the problem of community
representation king panicularly troublesome. Strong leaders from within and beyond
the comrnunity can and do affect the success of IL and CBR. Since IL and CBR both
tend to assume the presence of an ideal form of community, problerns in project
implementation should not be that surpcising.
This chapter proceeds as follows: Firn, the crosscultural applicability of IL

and CBR ideoiogy is examineci. The question addresseci here is the extent to which
essentially Western ideologies fit the Southem context. The behavioun of
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contemporary communities in the South with respect to disability project
implementation are investigated next. The question concerning us here is the ability of
so-called communities to support disability initiatives at the local level. In other words,
do these groups have the interest and capacity to provide rehabilitation to people with
disabilities within their jurisdiction? The third task is to examine the persistent
assertion of community as a democratic entie. What evidence is there that this is so?
The therne of democracy underlies another central issue in this chapter, community
representation. The representation issue encompasses questions such as Who counts as
disabled? And Who has the right to peak for the community? The final section of the
chapter analyzes the community representation issue more fully , examining the factors
which facilitate project implementation and those which threaten it.

The Individual, Autonomy and Independence
While the emergence of iL and CBR mua be recognized as having cornplicated
origins across the globe, it is still fair to characteriz hem both as predominantly
Western phenornena. As such, they have k e n tremendously influenced by liberal
notions of autonomy and selfdetermination deriveci in the EuroMonh Amencan
tradition. The question then, is one of cmss-cultural portability. To what extent are
the values and principles emphasized by IL and CBR ideology recognized as such in the
South?
The issue of ideologicai portability is a significant one and it penetrates much
more deeply into the culture of disability and rehabilitation than mere content or style
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of program drlivery. Research has shown that values such as persona1 autonomj,
individual choice and functional independence, so highly prized in the North. may not
br as valued in the South (Gallagher & Subedi, 1992; Ingstad, 1995). Dr. Iayant Lele
( 1993). who

has worked extensively in rural India, has found that "a sense of

community as social relationship" may mean quite differeni things in the North and
South. Islam and Wiltshire (1994) report findings that further suggea that the functions
and activities of cornrnunities are not the sarne in these two parts of the world. In
short, we canot assume, as IL and CBR often do, that individualim and independence
are so signifcant in the rehabilitation process. Many wsearchers have consistently
argued that complicated social, religious, cultural and political noms and structures are
at the core of a complete understanding of disability in the South (Madan, 1987;
Nichter, 1986; Rifkin, 1983; Stone, 1986 & 1992; Woelk, 1992). One should expect
little meaningful insight into the concept of community without the benefit of this
contexnial background. Deschesne's (1995, March) recent evaluation of CBR
fieldworkers highligh~the difficulties nlated even to CBR training, strongly influenced

as it often is by Western rehabilitation experts. The situation Deschesne describes
arose during routine CBR activities in Central Java. After interviewing villagers about
disability in a region and king told that "they knew of no people with any disability
problerns." CBR fieldworkers came upon a smdl but successful business k i n g run by a
gmup of disabled people. When asked, the villagers said they had not identifiai those
people as disabled because of their fuiancial success. In this one region of Java then, it
appears that the meaning of disability is closely tied to nomial social roles and
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econornic selCsufficiency. Western assumptions about what counts as disabled can
rhrrefore be rnisleading outside that locale. It is against this backdrop, namely the
social construction of disability, that IL and CBR project irnplementation in the South
must be understood.

Problems with Ideological Fit

CBR has a relasively longer history and stronger presence in the South than IL.
Organizations of people with disabilities are only beginning to emerge, and at this early
stage, the organizations are very fragile and fragmented. In fact, many disabled people
in the South are not likely to even realize that a disability movement exists (Armstrong,
1993). When this is the case, the question of cross-cultural applicability of IL
principles is somewhat beside the point. The situation of a disabled Indonesian man
inrerviewed for this research is illustrative. This man was injured from a fail while
harvesting coconuts near his village of Teluk in Wonosobo District in rural lava. This
is an area where CBR services are provided by the Solo CBR Center. Through
translation, the man said
We have no experience with community rehabilitation. I have heard of the Solo
CBR Centre but they cannot help me. It is the family responsibility to care for
people with disabilities. And there are no finances. We consultecl with the
dukun [religious healers] and used j m [meclicinal mots and herbs], but nothing
helped. Sometimes, the disabled are a burden to society,even their family. But
what can we do? We must bear it.

After the accident, the man's wife became the sole income earner for the family. She

cooked food at a street-side waning (mal1 food stand) in Teluk. The family had far too

few resources to afford a wheelchair. So, the man used a low wooden cart with

whrels, fabricated by his brother, to get around his home. While he had been
rncouraged by CBR cadres to investigate income-generation oppomnities, numerous
difficulties including the seventy of his physical disability meant there wouid likely be
little progress in this regard.
For those who are aware of and can avail thernselves of rehabilitation programs,
there is a recognition chat IL and CBR projects founded on principles of rights and
independence may not be completely culturally relevant. North Amencan consumer
rnodels like IL and =habilitation models like CBR ernphasize individual problemsolving which may not be adopted in the South where conflicting cultural values of
farnily and kinship promote protection and caring of disabled people (Geem, 1960;
Kugelmass. 1990). Ron Chandran-Dudley says.
You see, when you are in the Monesian culture and you Say independent
living, it means you are moving away from your extended family background.
You want to be away from it. You are independent. It has got a connotation of
conuarineu. 1 am wanting to be a rebel. 1 want my independence! So jua give
me my share, my property ,and 1 am away !

To be sure, in the West, disabled people have achieved a great deai by emphasizing
human righrs and service entitlements. Within the very different socioeconomic context
of the South however, how are rights claims interpreted and are rights what people with
disabilities wish to priorize?
The diffieulties with the ideological fit of iL and CBR are well known.
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Disability advocates in the South are also well aware of the intluence of Western ideas
on disability prograrns and services. Dr. Ajit Dalal, a respected Indian psychologist

and CBR researcher says,

The whoie idea of independence, especially in the Asian context, means way
more interdependence. Everyone is C O M W ~ ~It. is al1 networks. So the idea
of doing it yourself is unusual. So why would we teach it? It is much more
usual to teach people how to get people to help you . In fact. you are much more
of a community member if you are like that than if you try to do it yourself. So,
we try not to actually use that word independence. It reaily doesn't work.
"Doing it yourself" may not be the normal practice in sorne Southern contexu. There
may be reciprocal roles within the extended family or within a larger social network
chat IL and CBR project managers ignore to their peril. Furthemore, industrious and
rntrepreneuriai behaviour typically encouraged in the West rnay not only be unusual but
distinctly disadvantageous in the South. They rnay produce unanticipated consequences
for the social structure. For example, interactions within the family and between the

families of the disabled and the other organizations or institutions in the community

rnay be altered. Deschesne (1995, March) reports the story of one young Javanese
woman with rnild polio who volunteered as a CBR cadre in Indonesia. At first, the
krah (village head) and the kasepuhan (the highly respected but informai group of

advisors to the village head) did not take her involvement seriously. The young woman
felr that because of her disability, no real contribution was expected. In fact. when she
went to public places like the local posyandu (village health post) and the puskesmm
(district health office) to offer her expertise to the governrnent health officiais who train

cornrnunity health nurses, they thought she was there to beg. While a naive reading of
this situation might suggest that attitudes toward disabled people are negative. there are
orher potential explanations. Java is traditionally a patriarchal and paternalistic society
(Anderson, 1972; Stoler, 1977). Especially in rural senings, respect for elden is also
taken very seriously (Rudkin, 1994). This CBR cadre was young and female, not only
disabled. She was also very open and assenive in her efforts to increase public
awareness of disability. In contrast to her behaviour, it is obedience, self-control and
poise that are viewed as ideal virtues in traditionai Javanese culture (Koentjaraningrat,
1985). The Javanwe also place high value on harmonious integration with others.

indonesians have learned that promoting harmony among differences is necessary for
survival. Hence, traditional Indonesian life has the ouward appearance of
peacefulness; hostility, aggression, and conflict are rarely displayed publiciy, no
matter what the circumstances (Anderson, 1972; Geertz, 1961; G e r a , 1960). The
unacceptability of chdlenging elders and persons of higher social rank is aiso deeply
ingrained in the Javanese normative system. Great respect and deference must still be
shown to males, the elderly and people holding public office. Disability projects

heavily influenced by the North American disability movement and Western. mostly
professionally initiated CBR,may at times and in some ways conflict with these
traditionai norms.
The use of the language of the North American disability movement has also

k e n a problem in the South, with the words independence and empowement creating
particular dificulty. The movement's emphasis on a rights approach is especially
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problrmacic in countries where human rights abuses are not infrequent among the ablebodied population. Iustine Kiwanuka was barn in Uganda and lived in Kenya for five

pars before emigrating to Canada in 1988. She is currently employed by DPI in
W i ~ i p e.g Commenting on her persona1 experience as a young disabled women in the

South, Kiwanuka says,
As mon as you Say independence, they Say, "What are you people going to do"?
There is fear. If people with disabilities don? have the skills or the education or
the assets in place, and they do not, then the govemment wonden whether
people with disabilities will be a burden. And then, the govemment will have to
do something for them or shut them up. They are afraid of the potential power
of those people. If only they could see how it isn't so bad. People with
disabilities are not asking for anything exuaordinary. It is jua the righu they
deserve.

In some countries, governments fear the rights assertions of IL. Not infrequentiy ,
DPOs in the South have had to alter their language and temper the militancy of their
assertions. Within the Indonesian context for example. DPI representatives mua be
very cautious in their lobbying efforts with politicians and health bureaucrau. Western

IL and CBR experts often have limited understanding of the sensitivity of these rnatters
and the delicate diplornatic manoeuvres which mua be undenaken by disability
advocates to enhance, and not accidentaiiy emde, efforts to establish more and better
treatment for people with disabilities. The RI Conference in Jakana was an occasion
for heated debate on the subject of the legitimacy of a Western-style disability
movement in the South. An expenenced CBR project manager became quite angered
by the naiveté of an Amencan activia in attendance and her recommendations around

the

use of rights language in disabiliry advocacy efforts. Convinced rhat an emphasis

on righrs can backfire, and that

the EurolNonh American disability movement c m lram

from their own mistakes More giving advice to disabled people in the South, the CBR
manager stated,
When XXX was talking in Jakarta, 1 thought, Ihar's not going to work! It's not
going to wash here. No way ! People in this room do not understand. They do
not connect. Youcan't. You are king as much of acoloniaiin as anyone if
you bring North Amencan ideas. bnng hem over here. You can get shot for
saying things like that in this country! So 1 think these IL people are naive. At
ben, they can teach people simple advocacy skills. But they have to be
translateci. 1 don't thhic the Europeans and the Swedes can even relate to what
is needed here either. Even if people bom in more democratic countries like
Bangladesh or india, even if they take on some of the same advocacy mategies,
1 am not sure that they are effective. I think everyone has to think about how
advocacy and rights work in their system. 1 think the IL movement in
developing counmes has to be redly caretül in how they do it.
Rights language is not always appmpriate in the South. In addition. as these remarks
highlight. hinorical anernpu to nansfer rnodels of cornmunity based disability service
provision from the North to the South have often failed (hgstad & Whyte. 1995). The

tramfer of disability ideology and service delivery models is cleariy not probIem-free.
Finally , and in addition to the problems associated with an ideology of nghts

and independence, people with disabitities in the South qpear to have sorne difficulty
identifjhg with and accepting IL'Semphasis on collective identity and self-esteem.

This brings to the surface underlying tensions between individuai autonomy assertions
and IL'S c i a h of collective identity. Where is the dividing line between personal

experience and the movement's uniry of mission? This tension is al1 the more acute in

Southrm countries where al1 mch issues take a backseat to thr more pragmatic
probbms related to obtaining assiaive devices and specialized rehabilitation equipment,

for example. Without basic aids for everyday living, discussions about collective
advocacy become largely moot. A blind indian women present at the RI Conference
took issue with rnany statements made by a Canadian disability advocate. The Indian
woman said,

I mua tell you thar the greatest support that disabled people have had for their
aspirations for independent living has bem assistive devices. When we had to
depend on the individual to carry us from one place to another, or to sic down
and read to us, you are dependent upon another human being. That deprives
you of your human independence. But if you are able to wheel yourself around
... that gives you an amazing extent of independence on your own terms.

In this natement, the legitimacy of an iL movement that emphasizes primarily rights
and social advocacy. In the South, it has often been the case that medicai technology ,

not words, has been the most helpful expon. Unlike the situation in the Nonh, where
contact with professionais and professional interventions are Often thought oppressive,
professional interes in disability in the South is often welcomed. Where few other

mechanimis exia for provision of rehabilitation equipment and semices, any project
that offen [hem gaias significant notoriety, and usually cornminnent too (Lysack &
Kaufen, 1996). People with digbilities in the South are not Iooking inward examining
their feelings. and they are not rejecting the advances of medical professïonals. In
prwious researeh conâucted with women who volunteer as CBR cadres for example, it
is clear that more, not l e s professionai assistance would be appreciated. Walktu, a

CBR cadre in Sojokeno village, summed up her daily obligations as follows:

Time is our biggest problem. There are too rnany other activities. I rise at 4:30
in the moming everyday to cook, clean. get my ehildren ready for schml. do
washing at the river. cook more, and do mendiig until4:OO in the aftemoon.
Then, after nipper, 1clean up. Its dark, and then I sti:.l cook some more.
(Lysack, 1992, p. 95)

CBR cadres are occupied with food preparation, cleaning, care of children and elderly
family members, and often times agricultural work in the family fields. As a result,
Walktu's concem is not with collective identity, it is with finding ways CO help disabled
children in the village where she lives. Many countries in the South cornpletely lack
the heaith and social safety net taken for granted in North America At their early

stages then, disability projecû must be focussed on basic needs. Laura Krefüng States,
If 1 have a kid with a cleft palate, I don? want to see any activist! 1 want to see
a surgeon. Without medicd professionals, we are lost. We underestimate how
much medical rehabilitation and technical ski11 is still needed to get people

interested in disability prograns in the comrnunity. Philosophically we think
and say, "Oh no, this is a comrnunity development project. We should give
education - stuff like W." But the fact is people aren't interested in that until
you can show them that you can do some things. They want CO see the goods.
Krefüng is not implying that advocacy issues are unimportant. She is emphatic about
the timing and emphasis of intervention priorities though. In her experience, which is

considerable, people with disabilities will not participate in either iL or (=BRif it dou
not quickiy and directly improve thek lives.

In summary. the d e r of IL and CBR language and semice delivery h m the
North to the South has been the source of numerous dificulties. People with

disabilities have not always understood the rights rhetoric attached to IL and CBR.
devrloped as they were in the North. Instead, they have demandeci visible
impmvements in the quality of their lives via corrective surgeries and qeciaiized
squipment. The language of independence has also been significantly altered by
disability advocates in the South. in part because independence has been interpreted to
mean isolation from family. the g r e a t and
~ çometirnes only source of support for
people with disabilities. Significant adaptation of both IL and CBR ideology is
cherefore necessary for community based disability initiatives in the South to have a
favourable impact.

Communities of Communion and Cooperation?

The romantic view of community that pemeates IL and CBR ideology is the
same one that pemeates the process of project implementation. When the idea of
cornmuniry held is a sentimental one however, the community may take on attributes it
does not actually possess. While IL and CBR proponents are b e g i ~ i n gto recognize
the inherent divemty of c o d t i e s (Solo Workshop, 1995). there remains for both a

tendency to overestimve the extent to which people agree on the importance of
disability and their willingness to M y cooperate with each other to enhance the quaiity
of life for people with disabilities. Mario Abaygar has observed firn-hand the
difticulties encountered in establishing di9büity programs. Mario. who has potio,
represents KAMPI (the Nationai Federation of Disabled Peoples) in the Philippines.

Recounting a ment expenence. this articulate young leader statecl.
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1 was part of an initiators training seminar for a community-based disability

project sponsored by XXX in Quemn City. There was big enthusim at the
stan! But, we had no guidance and no follow-up. There was insuficient
support to carry out the actions recornmended at the seminar. When we got
home, we didn't really know where to start. And the leaders? The leaders of
XXX are self-interesteci. They do not care too rnuch for the people. They
wanted to attend meetings, to travel. And not only that. They were
insufficiently sensitive to the n&s of the people.
In part, the implementation process was a muggle because those providing the training
did not pmvide what was expected. In addition however, the issue of who ultimately

becornes responsible for the continuation of a disability project at the local level, and
the extent that they can ensure successfùl rehabilitation outcornes, is also highlighted.

Sujata Parekh of the Spastics Society of Eastern India in Calcutta discussed this issue
with Mario Abaygar, conaiburing an expenence of her own to the general debate. She

There was a family we knew on the outskins of Calcutta with a large farnily.
The younges daughter was 9 months of age. The older girl was 8 yean. She
had cerebral palq at binh. She anended our CBR Center weekly for about 4
months. She learnt to feed herself and how to do some handicrafts. The father
was a daily labourer. So, when the mother took the older child to the Center,
the father forfeited his daily wage to care for the baby. We gave them free CBR
booklets in Bengali. There was some ioIiow-up and it was usefui. After some
Ume, the family made arrangements for rhe girl to travel to the Center with
another family who had hired a driver a;dcm once a week. Some the later
though, she mpped attending. And we didn' t know why . Only much later,
through another teacher 1 Irnow, did we fmd out that the &ver was taking their
money on some occasions. The family was moa angry, once they knew. And
of course the girl could not speak very well. But what could they do? They had
no other way.

Parekh's story is not unusuai. Similar reports were shared at the Pre-Conference
Workshop of CBR in Solo (Solo CBR Workshop, 1995). Anorher example, c o ~ r m s

that a myriad of problems confront such efforts. Recenrly retumed from a volunteer
assignment in the Ivory Coast, Paul LeJeune has considerable experience as a CCD
consultant on mail-scde disability project implernentation. Meune States.
People are people everywhere. They want the best they can get frorn anywhere.
Some want hand-ouu frorn religious groups and charities. Othen work hard.
StiII others. have no options and no choices. There is no mch thing as disability
rights and independent living for hem! My friend on the Ivory Coast told me
"We al1 have rights. but that doesn't mean anything. It's still our families who
look after us." They Say everything is for sale in Africa. For disabled people
in Africa though, it's income-generation and power they need. For sure!
Everyone wants to improve rheir life! People with disabilities must develop
some way to get money to survive. They don't think too much past that. So
what do they do? They do what they have to do to live.
These three examples frorn the field in the Philippines. India and Africa illumate some
of the practicd problems associateci with communiry based disability project
implernentation. In short, the central problem is that community life is not as ideal or
traditional as many project pianners expect. The community is not just waiting to
panicipate in IL and CBR. Even the moa seasoned project managers in the South can

be surprisxi at the complexity of project implementauon. The experience of the Solo

CBR Center is a case in point.
The YPAC CBR Center is a weilestabiished indigenous organîzation in Centrai
Java A major organizational focus is training CBR volunteers to identify young
disabled children who are repiarly weighed at the local posyandu. Children thought to
have a disability are then referred to the pukamas where a government hedth nurse
and sometimes a physician diagnoses their problem. The second major focus of the

Crnter is to promote more positive attitudes towards people with disabilities.
Sometirnes this task involves public education. The following "failure" story was
relateci by Douglas Krefting, the manager in charge of CBR operations during that tirne.
Wis story is paraphrased below:
The Solo CBR Centre was involved in developing an educational video for
village distribution. We decided to work to incorporate positive disability
messages into traditional Iavanese stories. The video therefore took the shape
of recorded Puppet theatre plays. The production con was US $10.000 which
was a tremendous investment for us. But. we were absolutely shocked to
discover the villagers were uninterested! Everyone liked to watch videos. But
they did not want to see traditional Iavanese stories. They wanted something
new, something different. something interesting. Like the drarnas they see on
TV. They told us they wanted to see something modem, Western and
entenaining -- not old nones. The moral for us is to listen to the local people,
including Our CBR fieldworkers, which we had, but obviously not closely
enough! Now we are using much more panicipatory techniques. It is a real
lesson, to listen.
The staff at the Solo CBR Center wen very knowledgeable, and yet they rniralculated
the villagers' preferences with respect to disability education. Once again, it appears

that traditional community values may have been assurneci. StiII. the issue is complex.
Rural Indonesia is undergoing rapid sociocultural uanstormation like many Other
countries in Southeast Asia Villagers in the counuyside are watching CNN News and
old American television programs such as Daiias, Giiligan's Island, and the Edge of
Night - dubbed in Bahasa indonesian, the nation's official language. These same
villagen may not have ever seen a wheekhair however (except on television), and
many still believe disabilities are caused by wiehcrafr (Koentjaraningrat, 1985;
Woodward, 1985). Access to media and new information may be dramatically altering

socioculniral noms and values, just as this incident reveals.
A careful examination of the international community development literature

shows community is a diverse and often tumultuous place (Kothari & Mehta. 1990;
Stone. 1992). Specific analyses of the disability context in the South suggests a similar

thing (Lysack. 1996a). Those involved with disability projects on a daily basis are also
quick to point out that while traditionai views of community may be quite mistaken,
they nonetheless continue to persist. Leonard Williams, an experienced CBR project

manager in the Solomon Islands, argues that the social and cultural changes occurring
in families in the South today are real, and that they are having a major impact on the
idea of community. For example, Williams says people who used to provide assistance
for village improvements now have serious reservations about the tirne and financial
implications. For CBR and IL projects, heavily reliant upon unpaid labour as they are,
this poses a major problem.

One of the centrai concepts behind CBR is that people give their time, labour
and resources freely. Our traditional way of life has revolved around support
from the extendeci family and clan-the wantak system-with people making a
living from fishing and harvesiing coconuts and other local produce. Today. on
most islands, lifestyles have become more westernized and people expect to be
paid for their work, even if it benefits the community as a whole (such as clean
water wpply, school or clhic). Occasionally communities will give voluntary
service, but this is generally a oneof thing and cannot be expected for long-term
projects.. . The traditional wanralk system, whereby families care and provide
for their disabled members. has gradually been eroded. and families now expect
some payment for their involvement in CBR. This barrier hinders the
rffectiveness of CBR in local communities. (Williams, 1996, p. 5)
Just as the traditionai woni<k system in the Solomon Islands is king eroded with time

and Western influence, so too is the Indonesian custom of munial aid or gotong-royong

(Koentjaraningrat, 1985). Gotong-royong is a form of reciprocal cooperation, a
tradition of maintaining good relations with one's neighbours. To ignore the custom
risks king identifieci as a bad person who community members would be reluctant to

hrlp in future. In Centrai Java, numerous kinds of communai projects are
accomplished by gotong-royong including the offering of personal assistance to less
fomnate neighbours, moa often in the fom of additional food and labour. Rendering
assistance in tirnes of sickness, accident or death are also common. There is firm
rvidence to suggest that such social custorns provide a favourable basis for CBR
(Kalangie. 1995, January; Sutopo, 1993; Deschesne, 1995, March). In Java in
panicular, population pressures have escalated over the last several decades, and it is
not unreasonable to assume these pressures will have a negative influence upon
traditions of collective responsibility and communal allegiance. While the language and
irnagery of steadfast cornmitment to village welfare continues to characterize the
ideology of IL and CBR, there appears to be a persistent gap between the ideal of
community participation and what actually transpires in rural villages in the South.

Community as D e m m c y ?

As the previous sections of this chapter illusuate, both CBR and IL have made

some minakes in their efforts to transfer their ideology from North to South. Some of
these mistakes are relateci to unacknowledged and unaniculated assurnptions about the
relationship between community participation and democracy.
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In throry. community participation is believed to improve the overall quality of
disability services, because the people who know about disability are intimately
involved its planning and implementation. Expenenced commentators believe CBR and

IL have not succeeded in encouraging bmad democratic partnerships however (Miles.
1994b). This research offers an explanation why the ideal of participation is not
achieved. Community memben rnay not have genuine decision-making conuol over
issues that affect their lives. Community participation c m be conuolled by powemil
individuais who do not have the best interests of disabled people, or even the best
interests of an entire village in mind. Desim for personal gain or alternative
organizational or political goals rnay also alter disability pnorities. Thus, what is best
for the community moa certainly depends fiat, on what the community is defined to
be, and after that. upon what community stakeholden decide best rneans.

Billy Barnaan is a physiotherapist and CBR resource prrson with KHEMARA
(A Cambodian NGO for the Advancernent of Women). Barnaart is an outspoken critic

of disability projects called cornmuni& based that are aftually conuolled by
professionals or governmmt officiais. Barnaan has long k e n concerned that the needs
and ideas of disabled people themselves are inappropriately filtered by official
representatives and many levels of organizational hierarchy and interagency
bureaucracy . The filter Barnaan refen to is the filer of two-way communication, that
is, bottom-up needs articulation and topdown imposition of organizational
interpretations. These structures of power are exceedingly cornplex. Villages
rrpresentatives carry their concems about disability to higher administrative and
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political levels. Interested health professionals, local political leaders and international
îùnding agencies with a stake in disability projects in the South may also be involvrd.

Hraring the voice of people with disabilities within this web of interests is a major
probkm. The fundamental issue is this: Who has the power to define disability
problems and determine prioriries for remediation? This is the issue of comrnunity
representation.
Cornmunity representation poses difficulties for the implementation of IL and

CBR at multiple Ievels. At the ideological level, these approaches ask people with
disabilities and their communities to take ownership of their problems and seek
appropriate solutions. Disability projects are not controlled by ordinary disabled people
however. They are controlled by a select group of disability leaders. It is these leaders
who bring forward their constituency's concem. At another level, it is the national
and local socioeconomic climate that will affect disabilicy projects, and at both Ievels,
rhere may be expected and unanticipated impediments to "the will of the people". In
countries such as Indonesia, expressions of comrnunity face the additional challenge of
overcoming strict political control. Within such a climare, community development
initiatives are unavoidably altered. To survive, project managers mua be sensitive to
shifts in both politicai direction and public mood. But to retum to Our central concem
of community representation, the central issue is that identitlcation of cornmunity needs
and means to address hem are a far from self-evident process. A University of Jakarta
student interviewed for this research provides an example.
The student was waiting for the indonesian Minisuy of Social Affaia to review
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his application to the pharmacy faculcy. This Ministry is responsible for screening

applicants with disabilities. (The snident used two cnitches to walk.) Despite his close
acquaintance with the national education bureaucracy, he was dismayed with the
inefficiencies and corruption he saw in the Ministry. He was also upset that the
Indonesian offîce of DPI could not seem to exen any usefit1 influence in this regard.

He was aiso critical of DPI's close ties to the Monesian govemment and ruling
Soeharto family. suggesting this organization had little genuine concem for ordinary
disabled citizens. He funher cornplaineci that disability organisations continue to
perpetuate workshop-style environments under the guise of cornmunity prograrnming
when there is a pressing urgency for real incorne-generating projects. He added that
workshops do nothing to improve Indonesian's view of people wich disabilities, they
only help to raise funds internationally. In his mind. becoming a pharmacisi and
dernonstrating fuiancial success would do more to change attitudes than anything else.
He said,

Disabled people in developing counvies should not be objets of pity. That's
what some people Ki! And you know, some people perpetuate the mythology
of running a good iL-type disability project just to increase the donations from
North America. And then, they do what they want with it afterwards. You
know, we need real income generation, not basket weaving. And not goodwill.
If we are such good workers at basket weaving and needlepoint, why aren't we
soldering components on motherboards?
t
needs and include genuine
Comrnunity based disability projects ought to ~ f l e clocal
comrnunity participation. But as this student identifies, projects may not achieve the
ideai. Sometimes the barrier to community participation rem with internai
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organizational issues, and at other rimes, on extemal factors. In any rvrnt.
continuation of so-calleci community programs wher. the community does not see it that
way puts project sustainability at nsk. Democratic participation does not develop
without great effort. It will not spontaneously emerge simply by calling programs
comrnunity based. A closer examination of comrnunity participation and comrnunity
npresentation is thus in order.

Leaders and Elite Control
Cornmunity for CBR and IL is more than just people with disabilities. There

are a diverse nurnber of ocher stakeholden in the community. Their influence may be
so substantial that even the movement's most elite leaders may lack the necessary
powrr to ensure the priority of disability issues - either at the local level or at the level
of national social policy. This presents advocates frorn both IL and CBR with a
significant dilemrna. How can they improve the situation for people with disabilities,
and at the same time, allow small-sale disability initiatives to develop via the
comrnunity development or bottom-up approach? In other words, how do dedicated
leaders assen the importance of disability beyond the boundaries of the movement
without dominating the local scene and controllhg its direction? If IL is truly a social
movement. then matters of control and representation are central. Similarly, if CBR is
cornrnitted to a comrnunity development approach, then the voices of al1 comrnunity
members mua be heard. So, are the extemal and intemal goals of the disability
movement amithetical? A partial answer to this question rats with the individuals who
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are the prirnary leaders and spokespersons of IL and CBR.

The people with disabilities who have become international IL and CBR
spokespersons are a rather special lot (Lysack & Kaufen, 1994a). Most corne from
wealthy families who have been able to provide their disabled offspring with a mong
formal education and provide the fuwcial resources necessary to obtain the highest

qualiry assistive technology on the market. It is also clear chat disabled elites in the
South have many more privileges than rhose they represent. DPI Singapore publishes a
magazine called the Integrator for the interest of its national membenhip. The cover
story of the April-June 1995 issue describes a cecent meeting of Mr. Koesbiono

Smanhadi, President of DPI Indonesia, and several other disabiiity leaders in
Southeast Asia. Mr. Koesbiono became a wheelchair-user in 1959 when he lost the use

of his legs in a mc

accident. He was a high schooI mrdenr at the time. Despite his

disability, he pursued his midies and becarne a Notary Lawyer. The article states, "He
has excelled himself in his private practise and is also a prominent person in Indonesia.
providing legal advice to many prominent people" (p. 1). The Integrator article
provides some insight into international meetings. The story was illumated with
photographs of smiling participants enjoying each other's Company at the Checken
Cafe at the Hilton Hotel in downtown Singapore. Apparendy, the m e e ~ g swere rather
pleasant. We read as follows:

... with the rwling of cups and saucen as members of the team tried CO serve
tea to each other, the hissing round

from the proces of makuig Cappuccino
from a nearby counter, and pipeci-in SOA music, formed a cosy and homely
environment.

Thosr in attendance at such meetings are not rypical disabled people. Elite

representatives enjoy a privileged lifestyle, dramatically different from the rank and
file. Elite leaders also gain a cenain level of prestige through their affiliation with

international CBR and IL. In countries where organizations have close govemmental
aftiliations. the status and power of these individuals cm be significant. Mr.
Koesbiono of DPI. for example, is also a relative of the Soehano family in Indonesia.

His political connections are extensive. While these relationships may present
opporninities to positively influence disability policy, Mr. Koesbiono may also be
forcrd to chose between maintaining these relationships, and the personai benefits that
tlow from them, and lobbying for increased rights and services for disabled people. A

DPI representative from the Asia-Pacific who wished to rernain anonymous stated.

DPI representatives in developing countries are not risk-taken. They corne
from socially elite, high-income familia and they get together once or twice
annually. often at a large international conference. They are not connected with
ordinary disabled consumers. They have never known their concems.

The representativeness of elitc: leaders can always be cdled into question. in a suongIy
worded article entitled CBR: Conference-Based or Comrnunity-Based, india
correspondent Selim (1995) criticizes CBR elites and their distance from the r d
experience of people with disabilities. As with IL, the concem is that CBR experts
enjoy special benefits bat ordinary disabled people do not. in the article. Selim writes,

Organizeci by Action-Aid M a ' s Disability Division and Canada's international
Centre for the Advancement of Community Based Rehabilitation, they grappled
with "Research and EvaIuaîion of CBRwat a lwniry hotel and bumt out a

photocopier supplying 120 participants with papers. Senior federal offices and
heads of India's national rehabilitation institutions attended as well as
international CBR "big guns. " (p. 22)
Selim is not only concerned about wasted resources, however. He is asking whether
d ites representatives understand the daiiy pro blems confronting ordinary disabled

people. New social movemenu may always be "thin red lines," and disability may be a
case in point. The movement may be trappeà in the dilemma of needing to assert its

daims without adequate evaluation of irs representation.

Gender, Class and Ethnic Representation
Whilr some elites within IL and CBR lead quite privileged [ives in cornparison
ro rheir non-elite cornterpans, more frequentiy it is the case chat disability leaders have
limited visibility and limited power in their own counuies, in mm, a pmduct of the
gr neral invisibility characteristic of disabled people more generally. In both cases

however. a leader's ability to cany the Neds and wishes of the majority to the places
where decisions are made is severely compromised. Furthemore. while elite

representation is not necessarily bad, it does contradict the officiai disability movement
rhetoric of equai participation and equdity, at least to some degree. A Kenyan CBR
spokesperson notes,
1 have defrnte concems around not reaching the underclas; definite concems
around not reaching the üiiterate; definite concems amund women and
represmtation. The movement is just not effective if it does not incorporate
their wishes and rnethods.

Anorhrr criticisrn of IL and CBR leadership historically is that it has been very male
dorninated. This sornetirnes means that the needs of wornen with disabilities are not
wsll identifid or addressed. Iustine Kiwanuka from DPI Canada says,

When I was in Sri Lanka. there was a bit of a problem. 1 kept on listehg to
my counterparts. and sharïng and tallllng about women and disabilities in the
country. 1 wanted to get the women's perspective. but the men kept on telling
me what they think women feel. But at one point 1 said, T a n they tell you
what they feel, really?" I didn't want to be so very assenive, you know,
because of their culture. It was a sensitive thing. But the women knew what
they wanted. And here are the leaders, the men, saying they knew what women
wanted without ever asking them. So, 1 just felt, could we just please ask them.
These exarnples are not meant to impIy that elite representation issues only pose
pmblerns for disability advocates in the South. On the conuary. Similar challenges
continue to exist in the North. and they relate to issues of gender, class and ethnicity.
For example, in North America, the hinorical leaders of the IL rnovement were young
spinal cord injured men in wheelchain. The original leaders wrre not women, or
people with mental disabilities. While cross-disability representation and a more
prominent pontion for women in leadership are increasing. reaching ethnic mino~ties
with disabilities continues to present a problem. Commenting on the Canadian
situation, Paul Leleune says,

Ethnic participation? There isn't much. And there is very little participation of
non-white people. Very littie participation by people of colour in the IL
movement There is some representation of Aboriginal peoples but it is not
very large either. So there is lots of work to k done in ternis of representing
d l Canadians with disabilities, and a h working on services for al1 Canadians.

Asked about other divisions between the purported constimrncy of IL and

iu leaders.

Ldeune continues,
Well, of course there are class distinctions! That goes wichout saying. How
else would someone get the job? Who else knows how to do this if you have
never gone to school or had any other form of employment. How many get the
chance to do t h , especially in developing counuies? You know? And it's crue
even here too. Even here.

Lori Ross at the ILRC in Winnipeg confimis that a hierarchy of disability also exists
within the generai memknhip of the IL movement. Ross says "The hierarchy of
disability has put wheelchair usen at the top, right. That's very interesting. In other
counuies, they put blhd people at the top. It al1 depends on what the disability politics

are. And so, 1 think ihat people with hidden disabilities are the bottom of the ladder."
Morris (1991) agrees that a hierarchy of power exists within IL, a hierarchy that places
dite wheelchair athietes at the top and women with disabilities, the frai1 elderly. the
mentally disabled, and disabled persons with significant additional medical problems ai
the bottom. This hierarchy aiso persists in the South. Karen Ngai, a Lecturer in the

Division of Social Studies at the City University of Hong Kong, is dm disabled and a
dedicated disability aâvocate. She says.
You know, when 1 was working in Sri Lanka, 1 noticed many things. For
instance. you know blind people have many oppomuiities that are not applied CO
the physically disabled. You know? They have scholanhips, they have job
opporainitia, that do not corne to others. Mayk it's because of history.
because the World B h d Union has been amund for a very long tirne.
Secondly, 1 think in that pan of the world. and maybe al1 over. the govemrnent
gives more to them too. than to other disability organizations. It's the wune in
India They have fûnds available, they have schools. 1 don? want to use the

word sympathetic -- that people are more sympathetic to blind people. 1 don't
know. Maybe it's the sarne for people with mental disabilities too.
Unfomnately , it is those disabled people at the bottom of the hierarchy who have the
lrast knowledge and lem power to negotiate the complex terrain of medical and social
wel fare systems. Ultirinately, this means that those moa in need are those least likely to
procure services. Hence many disabled penons, due to conditions largely beyond their
control, are systematically isolated from the benefits of rehabilitation and social
services, perhaps even from the so-called social rnovement of disabled people itself.
While the idea of privileged members and elite leaden rnay run counter to the
prevailing IL and CBR rhetoric about cornmunity participation, there is mounting
evidence to niggest that in some countries, powerfd elites may be precisely what is
nreded to persuade governments to attend to matten of disability (Lysack & Kaufen,
1994a). For example, in Indonesia, the Indonesian Medical Association has played an
integral role in wisting NGOs to convince local and national heaith bureaucraties of
the value of disability projects (Sutopo, 1993). Building on their prominent position in
che national health system and society more brodly, physicians can Muence heaith

policy. From the point of view of emerging DPOs however, IL and CBR's a h of
listening to and tesponding to the felt-needs of communities becomes largely empty
rhetoric if medicai professionais rnake ail the important decisions about policy and
resources. Becaw professionais actuaily do confer much needed prestige on disability
projects in many countries in the South, the way forward is al1 the more complex.

Building a participatory and democratic disability initiative depemls not only on local
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factors, it is reliant upon national and international factors as well.
The problem of ensuring lhat the agenda of ordinary disabled people is
addressed, whether at the village or global level, is a significant one. Shahidul Haque.
the Executive Director of Social Assistance and Rehabilitation for the Physically

Vulnerable in Bangladesh was interviewed for this research. Haque, himself a disabled
war veteran. reporteci with some sacfness that "the smanest disabled conswners become

dite representatives." Mr. Haque felt that once "good people" become dite
representatives they "lose touch with the grassroots. " Haque continues,
Pumping more money into the international jet set of DPI is not the answer.
Independent Living organizations need funding to support disabled peoples
organizations (DPOs) in the developing counuies. Can 1 find money to develop
a regionai plan? No. Al1 of the major aid organizations will fund me but they
won? fund a DPO. Now that's not right. Don't come over here with IL and
CBR and everything else. Corne here and work with the DPOs and let them
grow into what they want to grow into. That's ail that DPOs in developed
counuies want. To grow into what they want to be. Provide them with the
oppominity! Get that money and lobby for that money. but let the local DPOs
conuol it themselves.
Unfomnately, money CO support disability projects is in critically short suppiy. Before
DPOs can begin to conaol funds then, they mua fint find some. An aily of the
disabiliây movement in the Philippines, Veronica Mendoza. is a CBR Program Manager

in an urban sethg near the slums of Manilla She is very concemed that even the
amount of fwids major disability organizations possess cannot possibly address the
overwheiming poverty and disadvancage faced by people with disabilities. Mendoza
States,

The arnount of hnds for disability worldwide is woefully inadequate. It is less
than a drop in the bucket. We really feel sometimes that the world does not case
a bit. We try, but it is never enough. Sometimes, you don? believe people
care. We desperately want to know how others are coping and what else can be
done. But it is not very much. And we get tired and despair.

Other activists within the international disability movement have similar feelings,
although some are more angry than Mendoza. These individuals cnticize IL and CBR
for continuing to expon "disabiliv experts" from the North to "fix"disability in the
South. They also condernn governments for placing disability so low on the list of
national priorities (Solo CBR Workshop, 1995). Dr. Manik Shahani, a physician at the
Seth G.S. Medical College in Bombay and longstanding disability advocate says,

Both india and the United States build jet fighters. You knew that, didn't you?
And so, they have billions and billions of dollars to spend, if they want CO. Are
these countries in a fiscal bind? I don't ihink so. Only when it cornes to
matters of disability and the like. It is not so very popular with some, you
know.
In another example, one longtirne member of CCD in Ontario has seen first hand how
disability projects in the South are supporteci by the disability movement in the North.
She is concemed that experts in the Nonh define and conuol far too many aspects of
project implementation. She also believes IL has no clear advantage over CBR in this
regard. She states,
Because there are organizations of penons with disability in developing
countries that have organized successfully, perhaps it is those colleagues who
have the most relevant knowledge base to share. If there is any kick starting.
perhaps it should be from like peaple in like situations.

Diane Driedger. author of The Last Civil Rights Movement and longtirne disability
advocate recently retumed frorn assignment in Tnnidad aâds,
IL can be just a top-down as CBR. IL is trying to expand into developing
counuies before getting its own house in order. The divisions in Canada are
growing between people with disabilities with money and those without, for
example. Yes they are. That should be fixed fint More going over there. IL
im't wrong. of course. But it shouldn't just parachute in there.
One final example illustrates how the definition of the disability movement relies upon

dite conferences where a small number of prominent disabled individuals represent the
majority. This example illusuates the vast resource gap between sorne elite disability
leaders and medical professionals and ordinary people with disabilities. The enormity
of the financiai disparity is a cause of great concem ta DPOs and NGOs in the South as
welt as to many eIite leaders in IL and CBR.

The Resource Gap

Dunng the course of this research, international experts in IL and CBR attended
the Asia-Pacific RI Conference in Jakarta. The Conference registration fee was US

$300 and accommodation was US $90 per night, not including uavel cons. Obviously,
these cos& are overwheimiigly prohibitive to ordiiary people with disabilities in the

South.

Once again, indonesia serves as an example. In Wonosobo District in rural

Centrai lava, the average per capita income in 1992 was approximately Rupiah 30.000
per month, or about US $15 per month (Lysack, 1992). Even the moa wealthy
villagen in the District could not a o r d to attend a Conference such as this. One of the
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Conference participants, Mr. Moul Chhorn from Cambodia. reponed the coscs
associateci with attendance were far beyond his personal means. Even as the Director
of Kien Khleang Rehabilitation Center in Phnom Penh, Chhom's monthly salary was

only equivalent to US $20. While a few participants were sponsored by RI or by hnds
from their home governments. the majority are invited m international conferences
under the sponsonhip of prominent NGOs, large rehabilitation organizations in the
West, or the rehabilitation branches of international organizations nich as the WHO,
the IL0 and the UN. Without exception, the people with disabilities who attended the
Pre-Conference Workshop on CBR in Solo, would not have been able to attend without
rhese funds. There would not have been a single person with a disability at the rnost
critical workshop on CBR in the world in 1995.
Early in the evening on the day prior to the official commencement of the RI
Conference, a small group of disabled people met informally to discuss the Conference
fees. Shahidul Haque from Bangladesh decided to join Moul Chhorn, Billy Barnaan
and Yi Veasna from Cambodia and three other individuais in pumit of a cheaper hotel
and shared accommodations. With some creative bookkeeping, they were able to
capitalize on their full individual reimbursements. pocketing the difference. They knew
cheir sponsors would hardly approve, but this was not a deterrent. in fact. Mou1
Chhom stated his moa pressing aim during conferences such as this one was "to bring
home more funds than 1 lefi with." In broken English he told the researcher he
intended to pay his daughter's annual school fees with some of the money and Save the
nst for a motorcycle, a purchase otherwise impossible for several months.
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This incident highlights the resource gap between North and South. But it also
highlights the issue of personal self-sufficiency and individual mobility of disabled
dites vernis the overall mobility for the movement of disabled people in the South.
The circumstances faced by Haque, Chhom and the others provide evidence that socalled disability elites actually lack substantial personal resources. It is only their
offcial status that conveys access to extemal resources. A naive reading of elite

representation within IL and CBR obscures such issues. A naive view of elite
representation ignores complex issues of power, politics and the economy. These are
the very topics that mua be critically exarnined in order to hold out any promise for a

cornprehensive understanding of disability in the South.

Disability and Community Priorities

Cornrnunity based disability projects are delivered at the local level within a
broadrr development context. Disability therefore cornpetes with other health issues
for prioriry, and also with agriculture, the environment and business. There is always a
danger therefore that disability will not be recognized as the mon pressing concem.

The Final Report of the CBR Experts Workshop in Solo confirms this. The Report
States that in many Southern counuies, disability ranks well after food security, shelter.
education and income-generation on both personal and cornmunity agendas (Solo CBR
Workshop, 1995). The low pnority of disability is a cornplex phenornenon however.
inexuicably tied to other factors. Program materials typically associated with
cornmunity based IL and CBR acknowledge these important farton only infrequently.
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First. the low priority of disability can to some extent be accounted for by the
stigma attached to disability. Negative attitudes, lack of education, and other historical
biaws within society have been shown to prevent people with disabilities frorn holding
substantiai politicai power (Balcazar, Mathews, Francisco, Fawcett Br Seekins. 1994).
Second. there is always a nlatively d

l number of disabled people in any defined

locaiity. In contrast to the Women's Movement, for example, the size of the disability
movement is exceedingly mall, and their geographic dispersion results in a lack of a
critical mass of disablement necessary for effective lobbying. A closely related
problem is that care of people with disabilities is often not thought of as a cornrnunity
concem. Disability issues are further prevented from assuming centre stage because of
the near absence of communication infrastructures and networking mechanisms.

Disability may k considered a private affair, primarily a family matter. Diane
Driedger suggests,
Disability is not the same as the Women's Movement or the Black Civil Rights
Movement because they were in the thousands. or the millions! You know?
When someone has a disability in a developing country. and in many ways here
too, it is only their family which is reaily concemed. Who realiy thinks about
it, disability, until it happens to hem?

The second major difficulty with respect to generating cornrnunity interest is that
disability projecu, panicularly CBR projects, often emphasize prevention, the argument
king that professional rehabilitation is far more difficult and expensive than preventing
disability in the fust place. In practice however, prevention programs are often
rejrcted (Madan, 1987; Mai, 1989). In rejecting the preventive aspects of disability
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programs. comrnunity mernbrn may be defending the adequacy of indigrnous
culturally-bound methods for prevention (Stone, 1992). Altematively. and especially
so for people who lack pmfessional rehabilitation services, prevention seems far less
important than cure. People seek products that are tangible and imrnediate. and as a
result, high-technology rehabilitation interventions are often viewed as the moa
attractive and promising option (Brownlea, 1987). CBR's emphasis on prevention has
b e n rejected for another reamn however, and that is this: What is the point of

identifiing people with disabilities if there are no services that cari be provided? This is

a difficult question. Disability screening may not reaily be that beneficiai at all.
There is growing agreement in the South that dramatic proof of project benetïü
may be the only way to secure comrnunity interest in disability. In Indonesia, for
example, surgicd correction of club foot deformities has become essential for the Solo

CBR Center (Solo CBR Workshop, 1995; Sutopo, 1993). Parwati. a mother of a
disabled schoolboy said,
We wanted nothing to do with it! We are too busy. But then they offered the
operation. If we could collect enough money. 1 had to convince my family and
neighbours to help, but every house agreed to set aside money for some nce
every month in a separate bowl. In the spring we sold it. It only paid for his
speciai shoes, but it meant they would iake our case. He can walk now. I
praise God evecy day! He will always limp, but he is not a cripple any more!
Many CBR projects, and virtually al1 IL projects, do not have the financiai resources
and medicai affiliations that the Solo CBR Center has. As a resuit, sustainhg long term

cornmitment to disability via a community development approach in the South has k e n

a difticult endeavour (Krefting , Krefting. & Tjandrakunima, 1993).

IL has encountered sirnilar difficulties in its efforts to raise the profile of
disability. One of the primary difficulties has been to translate IL'S fundamental
principles into terms that are culturally meaningful. Dr. Maya Thomas, a psychologist

and disabiliv spokesperson in India States,
What lhey don't understand is that people with disabilities don't want it. They
don? need it IL cype advocacy. The reason chry don't want it is rhat they
would rather be part of their o m family. They want close interconnections
with their families. So why encourage independent living? These people are
looked after. They are fed, cared for. 1 mean sure, they could be less protected
than they are, be more independent and ueated more as individuals. But within
the cultural structure that is how everyone is ueated. Don't set hem up as
something special! You mua pay attention. Extended farnilies are si11 dive
and well in most of Asia! Although i u changing. So. in sorne areas it is and in
some areas it im't, or in varying degrees, or its breaking up. But it's s i I l there.
Ir is a socid force that is very positive. So why come in with independent
living?

-

Dr. Thomas raises several irnponani issues. She identities the tension, discussed
earlirr in this chapter, between institutional protection for people with disabilities and
the Western attitude of individudism and autonomy. Particularly in the South where

fomal rehabilitation structures and services have been very limited, basic protection
and care remain an important part of the support system for people with disabilities.

Thomas aiso reminds us that people with disabilities in the South have rejected elite
leadership under both iL and CBR configurations. She reminds us that IL and CBR's
ideas about what is good for people with disabilities rareiy penetrates the village level.
Heavily influenced by its development in the West, IL and CBR often contlict wich

cultures where caring and communal protection are well established noms. An

emphasis on attitude change, education and disability prevention has not captured the
widespread excitement associateci with corrective onhopaedic surgeries either. There
are rarely quick and easy a m e r s COdisability problems. And IL and CBR have been
deeply chalienged by the rnyriad of problems confronted in their efforts to address
them.

lnclusiveness and Exclusivenes in the Definition of Disability

If there is sufficient comrnunity interest in disabili~,one of the fim seps in the

irnplemeniation of a program is understanding what is meant by disability. The
international experience has shown that detemining who is and who is not disabled is
far from straightforward. Ingstad and Whyte (1995) have describeci the tremendous

variation between countries and comrnunities as to what constitutes disability.
However, the official definition of disability and the disability statistics generated from
such definitions may not be the same as those held by the sa-calleci comrnunity.
This research supports the contention that studying the definition of disability is
fraught with difficulty. We are forced either to commit ourselves to a universal
detïnition or to atornistic ethnographic studies suggening smaller area variations.
There are major pmblems asçociated with each. First, and as this reseitlch has shown,
both IL and CBR tend to repRsent disability as a shared universal defuiition which
plainly is inadequate to describe the diversity and complexity of global disability. This

is demonstrateci by such a simple example as the following: Mental impairments such
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as mild lraming disabilities are simply not recognized as problrms by local people
including health ofticers in many parts of rural Indonesia (Lysack, 1992). The same is
crue for physical impairmenu like h b deformities. The label disabled is only anached
whrn people are unable to perform their nomial social tasks (Lysack. 1995). Ingsad

and Whyte (1995) are correct to argue that what is considered no&

is highly

dependent upon the society in which the n o m are generated. For IL and CBR then,
far more attention mus1 be paid to the local understandings of the causes of disability,

its personal and culturd meaning, the nature of appropriate cherapies. and local
attitudes toward disability. This knowledge is far from complete.
This research also mpports the speculation that the meaning of disability can
Vary tremendously, even betweea cloxly proximate villages. Deschme (1995, March)

notes that mial1 differenca in historicai exponires to colonial health systems, minor
differences in economic nnictures, and slight variations in religious interpretation can

make the difference between successful comunity based disability initiatives and
struggling ones. Deschesne nates that while people with disabilities in Indonesia are
definitdy seen as different, their degree of otherness is related to factors beyond their
physical or mental limitations. The incident relatai eartier about the business people
not idenrifieci as disabled because they were a fuiaacial success is an example of this.
ïheir economic wccess meant the label disabled was not attachai. While we may not
be able to d e a d n e whether this incident represents an example of the variabiiity in

the d e f ~ t i o n
of disability or whether it represents variabiity in the adaptation to

disabilicy, the end nsult is the same: The comrnunity did not share CBR's view of
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whar disability was.

In addition to variability in local understandings, the disability defmition is
nibject to change for another reason. The reason is that progress in the disability realm

serves the interests of various levels of government. In rural Indonesia, local health
O fficials

are rewarded for their achievement of various general health and social

development goals (Dove, 1988). Health oficials therefore encourage cornpetition
between villages with respect to the number of children vaccinateci, the condition of
village homes, the number of CBR cadres aained, the number of disabled infants
rreened at the posyandu. etc. This information is regularly updated and posted on the

walls of thepuskesmrrr. But do these m i e s , even if implemented successfully,
actually help people with disabilities in any meaningful way? A further question is the
extent to which disability statistics are manipulami by governent authorities in
attempts to secure penonai benefit. Officiai disability figures may be so complecely
unreliable that they are of littie practical vatue (Kirshner. 1990).

Finally, it mua be noted that definitions of disability are not only locally
specifed, but also locaily contestai. The i n t e d o n a i disability scene is replete with
nich examples. One of the moa h p o ~ a n lessons
t
to take h m ihis experience. as

Vannese (1994) puu it, that "people wiil often only attribute 'pmblerns' to the disabled
member once services are king offered by a pmjectw(p. 7). What counts as disability

then. depends on what benefits accrue to those who daim the label. Ideological
prnponents of IL and CBR seern surpriseci to see participation in disabiiity projects
mo tivated by persod needs. They appear to expect wholesale aimistic cornmitment.
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The issue of paying comrnunity based disability workers providrs a useful illustration.

One of the most basic assumptions of IL and CBR ideology is that rnutually
supportive villages exia, places where comrnunity memben are willing to work without
persona1 gain toward impmvements for ail. Laura Krefting says this a profound
miscalculation. She clairns IL and CBR are wrong to assume people want to serve as
volunteers, no matter how empathetic they might seem to be. She says,
Pay ing volunteers? Absolutely! Uniess people have a spirinial motivation, they
won't do it. It is very naive to think people will keep doing it for nothing.
They won't reaily be doing it. 1just think you have to acknowledge human
motivation. If they think that it's part of their cornmitment as being Bhuddist or
Hindu then maybe they will. Muslims give money during Ramadan, and boy.
they give lors of money! But they do not give time. It is very dificuit to ger
people to do disability work. So you have to figure Our either how to give them
a lot more stanis than they have now and unially giving them chat nanis
m m they aren't actually doing a Lot, or $ive them social oppominities that
they rnight not otherwise have, or a motorcycle they might not otherwise have.
1 think it is impossible to expect them to do it out of good will. Maybe in
families with disabled. family membea will be volunteers. But niIl. you know,
they're the ones with limitecl time.

-

As Krefting niggens, efforts to improve the lives of people with disabilities ougb to be

recognized. IL and CBR use the laquage of community in nich a way that assumes
comrnunity members will participate as unpaid labour. But wch levels of involvement
must not be expected without compensation. If monetary payment is not forthcoming,
perhaps new ski11 acquisition will suffice (Lysack & Krefüng, 1993 & 1994). Krefüng
continues,

The crucial thing is skills, it's not just ideas. You have to give people tools to
do comrnunity disability work. And not very many people have done that. It is

not jun giving hem training, showing them how to do it. It's k i n g chere. It's
k i n g in a meeting and f i g u ~ ghow to get money for income generating
projects and figuring out how to make sure it doesn't get stolen by the village
head! There are lots of technicd skills that people haven't paid any attention to.
You th* they will deverop it ai1 by themselves but it doesn't. You can't jua
plant the seeds, go dong and give the ideas, and then think it will grow. It just
absolutely can't. The district heads here during the evaluation said: "You didn' t
tell us what to do next. " Hrnmm. That's very telling. There needs to be a lot
more attention to the exact skills people nwd at different levels. You just can't
expect to give them the idea about empowerment and al1 thiu and then exprct
they will get al1 excitai about it and go do it. 1 think that is where a lot of
programs have failed. They have not spent enough tirne. The nice ideas about
the community and e m p o w e m t , they just don't cut it.

In summary, the successfbl implementation of L and CBR depends on many factors.
First, there must be a common understandimg of disability and cornrnunity. Second, the
cornpeting interesu of govenunent officials, disabled people, and cornmunity based
disability managers and workers must be recognized. Particularly in contexts where
rrsources for disability are limited but in high demand. there will be stiff cornpetition
bttween stakeholden

- not only to ensure chat their specific interests are represented,

but to guarantee their fair share of societal benefits. The issue of who counts as
disabled is contentious. And generai community deveiopment goals and the specific

n&s of disabled people at times collide. Complete cornmitment to IL and CBR is
hence an illusion

- an illusion generated by very positive asrurnptions about the nature

Recruitment of Disability Workers
Once criteria for defining disability are in place, managers of community based

disabilicy projects focus on the recruinnent of community workers to perform vanous
rasks related to disability awareness and rehabilitation. Ideally, disability workers corne
from the towns and viliages in which they work. It is also preferable if they reflect the
local demographic and cultural profile (Wait, Perera & Heggenhoughen, 1989). Often

this is not the case however, and pmblems arise. This research suggesu that the
problems are related. at least panially, to CBR's geographical undentanding of
community and L ' s understanding of community as identity and belonging.
In selecting its community worken, CBR is most concemed about representing
the views of what it xes are the moa prominent groups in the geographical area. The
involvement of religious leaders. teachers, heaith officiais and families of people with
disabilities for example. is solicited. The best participants are thought to be those who
are most efficient in cornmunicating the CBR message. visiting disabled people in their
homes. and carrying out CBR activities such as disability screening. For IL however,
the approach is somewhat different. IL workers do not tend to be found in population
clusten in physical localities, as in CBR. Community for IL is something more
diffuse. For IL, ideai representatives are concemed about the rights claims and benefits
of disabled people. Prominent advocates and succesfil people with disabilities who
can serve as role models, sometimes including family memben. are typically selected
as disability worken. There is a difierence between workers selected on the bais of
cornmitment to an ideal and those seleetcd for their effectiveness in getting the job
done, however. The YPAC CBR Center in Solo exemplifies a case where these
objectives came into conflict within a single organization.
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The Solo CBR Center has deliberately chosen to engage the assistance of the

Indonesian Women's Family WeIfare (Pembinuun Kesejohteaan Keluarga or P M ) to
serve as CBR cadres (PPRBM, 1991; Roestam, 1988). The PKK is organized from

the national to village Ievel. and has established duties in the posyandus. Using PKK

members as cadres offers severai advanmges. First, PKK cadres are already familiar

with the villages in their areas. Because they possess some pnor heaith knowledge as a
rrmlt of related activities as nutrition cadres, their training with respect to disability is
thought ro be less extensive. irnportantly however, they may lack specific expertise in
the area of real disability prevention and local level interventions. Reliance on elite
PKK cadres also rÏsks alienating other viliagen who do not share the same values and
rnay not agree with PKK prioritis. For one ihing, PKK cadres are of considerably
higher socioeconomic natus chan ordinary vülagen. Many are the wives of
government oficials, so they can also get caught between contlicting personai.
O rganizational

and community agendas. As members of a quasi-political organization.

fernale PKK cadres are sometirnes calleci upon by vime of their husband's affiliation
wiih govemment, to nippon a health policy not in the best interests of CBR. Without

their nibstantial contribution through unpaid labour, however, implementation of CBR
would be a h o a impossible (Papanek, 1982; Rie& & Iskandar, 1988). This poses a
real dilemma for CBR and it highiights once again the trade-offs related to elite
representarion.
The recruitrnent of disabiüty workers is also Linked m the issue of payment.

There is rnounting pressure in the South to professionalize the unpaid sector who
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pmvidç the real labour for IL and CBR projects (Balasundaram. 1994). In India for

example, the government is calhg for standardization of CBR curricula and the
development of a career laddering structure for CBR workers. There is another f
a
.
however, and that is rhat the govemment's interest in CBR is driven by a desire to Save
money (i. e., by replacing more costly medicai institutions and professional personnel
with unpaid or lower paid worken). While there is significant intercountry variation

on this issue, the case of india may foreshadow a broder trend. The Indian proposai
includes control over the definition of disabiliry, apparently to make the standardisation
of eligibility cntena for services more consistent. If this legislation passes, despite the
rhetoric of community ownership, CBR wüi be largely conuolled by those extemal to
the physical localities and the people whose needs comrnunity based disabiiity services

are for. In addition, by cnating a new cadre of consumer expert. CBR may
inadvertently hasten the shifr of responsibility away from professionals and
rrhabilitation facilities and ont0 families. The shift to community in the Indian context
must SUI[ be differentiated from the simation in the United States and Canada where
there has been a significant transfer of formai health services from national health

ministries and pubticly supponed cornmunity programs to an unwilling volunteer
srctor. C o m u n i ~
thus becomes a nrategic assertion to mark the devoluaon of real
responsibility and work regarding disabüity. This issue will be explored in more detail
in the following section. Suffice it to say, that whiie empowering the comrnunity is a

phrase frequently eqloyed by disability projects around the globe, it is less than clear
who the community is, and who decides what they really need.
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Community Mobilization

Since the essence of CBR and IL is community participation, it is important to
understand the extent to which comnrunities hme acnially become involved in CBR and

IL initiatives. The reaiity is that a disabilicy nghts consciousness is only just ernerging
in a few countries in the South. People with disabilities in many other countries are
struggling to obtain basic h d t h services, let done nghts, and social and resource
rntitlements. While CBR has been somewhat more niccessful in atuacting the attention

of governments in the South because it potentiaily offers a less expensive m a s to
address disability issues, even CBR mua m g g l e to ensure disability remains a priority
of hedth ministries and professionals. Generatiag and sustaining governmental interest

in disability is only the tint s e p , however. Proponents of IL and CBR rnun also sel1
che concept to the cornmunity. They mua convince o r d i people fus, that the aim

of assisting people with disabilities is a worthy goal, and second, that a community
development approach is the best meatlS to achieve ihat goal. Their argument is highly
reliant upon the notion of democratic paràcipaaon. an ideal assumed to pre-exin in the
community .
One major threat to community mobiiization is the fact that some communities
view rehabilitation as a government, not comrnunity. responsibiliry and do not become
involved at aii (Lysack & Kaufert, 1994a). In contems where there is no socid safety
net though (Le., the majority of Southem countfies). iL and CBR can hardiy be viewed

as returning decision making connol to the people. Quite the opposite. Critics of IL
and CBR argue that community is simply a nicer word than family, but that in reality, it
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is family memben who carry the burden of disability and IL and CBR activities. Arne
Huweg ( 1995). President of the European Blind Union, nates

In a developing country, most famiiies m g g l e to stay dive. One nonproductive member means an ex- load on a family economy which is dready
svetched to the limit. 1s it acceptable philosophy to assume that such families,
in addition to their struggle to keep their heads above water, also take
responsibility for a service which is the obvious responsibility of society?

(P. 20)
If community really does mean family , then the rhetoric of comrnunities taking

ownenhip of disability is wrong. This disguises the unpaid work of families in caring
for their disabled relatives. There may be nothing empowenng about this. If, on the
other hand, community does not mean families but rather paid disability workers who
provide ouueach senrices, then once again, offcial CBR policy statemencs which read:
"The community is the power base behind CBR" (Peat, 1990, p. 14) corne into

question. Both ways, the language of community misrepresents what acaially occurs.

The problems caused by the various interpretations of community are
encapnilatecf in the cornmenCs of Dr. Manik Shahani (Shahani, 1990).

CBR wiii shift the management of disability and dyshinction from highiy
sophisticated institutions to mon simple, easiiy undermd programmes which
c m be delivered in the envimnmmt of home or neighbourhood.... Home based
ueaanent programmes have a chance of success oniy if at lest one member of
the patient's family is an active participant in the ucamient programme.. ..
Professionals who have ken trained in sophisticated depamnents may have
difficulty adjusting a, the ümitations of space and equiprnent as well as the loss
of c o n f i d e which comes with working in one's own tenitory. They rnay
wonder if they are giving their ben m k i r patients, considering the knowledge
and skilts mailable in instihitions. (p. 5)

In addition to increased family responsibility however, Shahani appears CO assume that

CBR will be delivered by professionals in the homes of disabled people. He is noc
alone in this understanding. A similar expectation is held by a second disability expert

in India. Professor Ganeesh Purohit. Purohit (1990) asks,
1s CBR an outreach service where professionals corne to advise local
authorities? Will professionai services also be decenualized? How can this
drearn be realued? ....It will take t h e to select people from within the

community to take responsibility, as few people in the rural areas have any
education. A proper infrastructure must be built. (p. 39)
It appean that for some, CBR is an extension of professional rehabilitation to under

served, rural areas. So is CBR professional outreach or is it grassroots community
deve10 pment?
There are other challenges to community mobilization and without close
attention CO the meaning of comrnunity, improving the quality of life for people with
disabilities in the cornmunity via a community based approach will remain a challenge.
A second major difficuity is that poor and disadvantaged people, including people with

disabilities, may discount the participatory approach of IL and CBR, innead prefemng
professional and govemmental haadling of commmiry health problerns (Stone, 1992).
When this is the case, il and CBR projets WUbe very difficuit to initiate. Kalangie
(1995, January) reminds us that peasants are essentially powerless. Al1 basic decisions

are made for thmiby people of higher economic, poiiticai and religious standing. For
generations in Indonesia, he pe,the initiative "has been dnunmed out of the people."

Kalangie says, "Thepeasant can never the know the reasons for decisions. He can
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plead . .. and hope for a miracles. but in neither case can he expect by his own action to
have any effective conuol" (p. 8). Against such a backdrop, implementation of new

disability projects using cornmuni@participation is a major challenge. no rnatter how
accomplished its proponena. Plannea and managers of communicy based projects rnust
remember that people do not automatically know how to participate. and many have
never engaged in cooperative comrnunity initiatives.
Not only can the participatory approach advocated by IL and CBR be
completely foreign, it can k threatening as weli. San Yuenwah is with the Social
Development Division of the UN in Bangkok and is in a position to appreciate the AsiaPacific progress with respect to national implementation of rehabilitation programs. In
her estimation, a community development approach brings with it mbnantiai benefit.
However, she believes pmjects rnust move more slowly and appreciate more deeply
what the community actually wants. Yuenwah says

Some people are not involved in disabiliry pmjects or do not choose to be
involved. We should respect that. You know. there are ofien kindly advocates
ruMing everywhere p r o m o ~ gprojecu and doing good. But the people may
not want to be done good to! They mua be given chat choice. Remernber the
'must" in community participation is out m u s from our educated. Western
values. If they want it. let thern have it. Otherwise, let them alone for awhile.

Cornmunit.. mobilization is curmiled when there is disagreement over whether disability
shouId be a locai or government tesponsibie, and when participatory straegies are
unfamiliar. In addition, topdown administrative hierarchies are sometimes so
entrenched in counmes ibat anything participatory is viewed with suspicion. CBR and

IL implementation, highly reliant upon mutual learning techniques. are also viewed

with suspicion in cultures which do not value group decision making and consensus
highly. In Indonesia for example, long traditions of obedience to authority mitigate

against participation (Koentjaraningrat, 1985). Indonesians have been histo rically
dominated by interna1 political structures such as the generations of kingdom mie, and
by authoritative structures imposed with the country's occupation by the Dutch and

Japanese (Heniey, 1992).
Interestingly, however, there is a
h sorne evidence to suggest that disability
projets implemented via a top-dom administrative approach would have failed
operationally with less of an authoritative structure. This state of aff.airs, surprising to
rnany Western CBR and IL leaders, is mon common in countries where local people

have not ken used to taking decision-rnaking responsibility. The top-down approach
may also be necessary in contexts where disability would otfierwise receive no attention

whatsoever. An Indian rehabilitation physician attending the RI Conference in Jakarta
stared,

I jua want to comment on one thing ... and rhat is about community perceptions
of their own needs and the prioridon of disability king a need at dl. We
have found that when you are struggling to survive, sometimes the priorization
of disability cornes oniy with a top-down approach. We have found sometirnes.
in order to get the process started, sometimes that is the oniy way to begin. By
going into an area and promoting disability. Only afterwards. then we stan to
taik, and then we let the cornmunity take over.
It is important to recognize the diversity of contexts in which IL and CBR operate.

The Costs of a Community Approach

IL and CBR's emphasis on cornrnuniey participation irnplies certain community
costs. These costs may be financial, as in hindraising. More often, however, the costs
rake the form of tirne. While there is some evidence to suggest chat people are
motivated to participate in disability projects for the associated gains in social prestige.
personal development and access to urban centres they might not otherwise visit
(Lysack & Krefting, 1993), these rewards must be personaily meaninghil. Othewise.
poor villagers will not become involved at dl. or their involvement will be token at
bat,

In previous reseafch conducted with Indonesian CBR cadres, Lysack (1992)
interviewed women who volunteered for CBR. Any assurnptions about altruimi should
be dispelled however. Not d l community members are waiting to aid their disabled

neighbours. Lysack (1992) writes,
Individuais do not unially corne forward and request involvement with CBR. as
may be the perception by the use of the word "volunteer." CBR cadres are
chosen. Once local govemment authorities have k e n convinced of the utility of
CBR, and have given formal approval for its implementation. the Head Man of
the village begins selection of cadres. He consulu with the Chairlady of the
PKK in the village and requests that she provide him with a list of candidates.
The list is genetated at a village PKK meeting via the Chairlady's suggestions
and is finalizad via group consensus. This lia is retumed to the Head Man who
may make revisions of his own. A formai letter of recommendation fùially
detemiines who the CBR cadres will k. It is important to note that sorne cadres
responded to the question "Why did you volwteer to be a cadre?" with the
words "1didn't choose to, 1 was told to do it by ....* It is clear that a number of
people did not want to be cadres but that they had no choice. When cadres are
selected. it is vinually impossible 10 refuse the position. (p. 89-90)

In Indonesia, communiry based disabilicy volunteers should really be descnbed as

recrui ted or strongly encouraged to become cadres. They have no real freedom OP
choicr (Haliman & Williams, 1983; Williams & Satoto. 1981). In other countries as
well. this balance of politicai, cultural. social and religious factors can have a very
signitïcant impact on community participation. The Bhuddist religious tradition. for
rxample, suongly supports the concept of merit gained through good deeds (Kaseje,

Spencer & Sempebwa, 1987; Miller & Khan, 1986). Lysack and Krefting (1994) also
report that CBR cadres do sometimes feel a significant sense of moral obligation to
their farnilies. near-by neighboun and even their country -- an obligation that can be
traced to religious factors and politicai indocuination. One cadre said: "First. we must
be the friend of our husband. Second. we are housekeepen. Third, we are educators

for our farnilies. Fourth, women are income-earners, and fit'th, we are citizens. And

.

additionally it is the D a m Wanittz (Women's Group) that helps to get voluntary
pmgrams goingn (p. 5). In fact, Indonesia's political context is a major intluence on al1

projects reliant upon cornrnuniiy panicipation. Since hdonesia's independence from
extemal political authority in 1945. the Indonesian govemment has continued to
maintain a rigid hierarchical politicai and administrative system. But, Haliman and
Williams (1983) suggea that within such a sociopoliticai environment "initiatives from
ordinary people outnde the structure can be quickly stifledw(p. 1452). if the
government deems it necessary. Such structures may create officiai cornmunity
panicipation. but perhaps noi real participation. For this reason, local participation
around disability can be exceedingly difficult to generatc and sustain.
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Retuming more directly io the issue of the costs associateci with community
participation. it is clear that when initiatives focus on the poor, the disabled. or other
minority populations, utmost care mua be taken so that the burden of organizing
change is not solely placed on these aiready disadvantaged groups. Kenji Kuno is a

Japanese phy siotherapist who volunteered his professional services to the CBR Cenier
in Solo during 1995 and 1996. He played a significant role in training rural Javanese
wornen to identib disabled children and provide simple rehabilitation interventions.
Presently volunteering in Sabah. Malaysia, Kuno says
1 want to share a major failun of hplementing CBR. Teaching home exercises
to parents. especially the rnothers of disabled children, used to be done as one of
the general CBR activities in the villages. However, these home exercises are
rarely continueci because mon of the rnothers' time is occupied by daily work
and child care. We teach these exercises, and then we leave. And they don't do
it. So does this help hem? 1 think about this.

Similar concems have k e n raised by disability activists in other parts of the world.
Marjorie Concha is the Head of the Depanment of Occupational Therapy at the
University of the Witwatersand Medical School in Parktown South Africa She is dso

in charge of the Communicy Rehabilitation Worker Tnining Programme. Descnbing
the daily life conditions of disability workers, Concha says.

Especially in rurai environmenu, life is very ha&. People are often v e q tired.
They are always working. They are aot even always welcome where they
arrive. They can't M u e what people want them to do at first. Sometimes the
villagen are expectiog donations! The workers usually earn poor salaries or are
even expected to work on a voluntary basis.

Lysack and Krefting (1994) add thar "because of embarrassrnent or shame, the h i l y
may hide the disabled child or cadres may be ahid to work with them" (p. 5). One

rxpenenced cadre, MIS. Mir'aaui said, "My wont experience as a CBR cadre was
when 1 wanted to help a family but they didn't like it because they thought we would
show their disabled family membea in public." Obviously, these conditions have a

negative impact on disabiiity projects. Majorie Concha fmm South A frica continues:
"For these reasons, sorneumes, rehabilitation worken seern to have only a very limited
interest in the results of their work. And if they are r d l y interesteci, they don't take or
tïnd time enough to leam about the progress the persom have made and report too
easily their findings and evaluatiom." Cornrnunity participation also has a particular
con for women in the South who are the traditionai caregiven of the infmn. This has
reai and pmfound implications for the health of the community overall (Lysack &
Krefting , 1993). Douglas Krefüng, who managed the YPAC CBR project in the early
1990s and is now responsible for a similar project in Bangladesh, confirms that

disability projets ask an enormous amount of women. Krefüng says,
I don't like to use the term burden, but 1 guess it is as good a word as any.
Women and women with disabiiities are a major force in CBR - because
women are the caregivers. That's a universai ail over the world. When I was
sick. my father didn't Look after me. When you were sick, your M e r didn't
look afkr you. 1 man. he paid attention to you and al1 the rest of it, but who
looked after you? That was your mother. If you are a child with a disability, so
long as we have a d e dominatcd society. it wili continue to be the woman.
You will find women do the real cornpassionate work in the world.
Unless the cons involvecf in participatory activitïes are taken into account, oniy elite

individuals will become involveci in community based disability projrcts, thereby
rxcluding and possibly worsening the position of lower income and less powerhil
cornmunity members.
The final major pmblem pertaining to community mobilization is the issue of
service quality. Simply put, nobody wants second-class services. If CBR and IL are
perceived to be rehabilitation on the cheap, then they will be rejected by those with the
means to obtain better (Lysack & Kaufen, 1996). The essential diflerence between IL

and CBR should be re-emphasid at this point. IL is not a service delivery model, nor
is i t intended to be. IL developed in response to the over penetration of professional
services into disabled people's lives

- a situation essentidly unknown in mon countries

in the South. CBR, on the other hand. was developed to address the shonfall in
professional resources. Community based prograrns in the South, as sponsor& by IL
and CBR, are both sometimes viewed as a replacement for professional, institutional
rehabilitation. Dr. T m Trong Hai is the Head of the Rehabilitation Depanment at the
lnstitute for the Protection of Children's H d t h in Hanoi. He is also the Institue's

CBR Coordinator. During the PR-Conference Workshop on CBR held in Solo, Dr.
Hai describeci in some detail the iagenuig of rural Viemamese civilians Ieft amputees
by the devastating legacy of landmines anci how they have creatively devised simple

rehabilitation equipment to arsist in their activiaes of daily living. However, he also
describeci amputees i n . in other ways who live in the wealthy areas of Hanoi. This
latter group are prrsentiy demanding and obtaining top quality prosthetics. SOM, for
exampfe, are purchashg state of the art ankle-fit-orthoses for more than US $500.
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Thesr individuals are not prepared to sacrifice technical qudiry, physical comfon or

sosmetic appearance. Dr. Hai believes that while the ongoing debate within CBR about
the merits of a bottom-up versus topdown approach may never end, he is convinced
that comrnunity mobilization amund disability will never be achieved if people do not

view CBR as providing a quaiity product Similar sentiments have ken shoed by IL
spokespersons. IL must be seen as vaiuable and not a poor replacement for
unaffordable professional rehabilitation. A Sweâish rehabilitation engineer and
disabi1ity advocate stated.
At the Indonesian Conference. if you asked any one of those participants, al1

preferred traditional. hospital-based rehabilitation to comrnunity-based services.
Comrnunity disability projeca mua not be the cheap, low-tech solution for
developing countries because rhey don't desme better. There mus be caution
around believing developing countries somehow deserve les.

IL and CBR proponents mus contend with the image of communicy based disability
interventions in the South as a technological fix. The media inadvenently promotes this
trndency because media images diffuse broadly long before the rehabilitation
infrastructure is in place. Villagers nghtfully fear that in some instances CBR means
replacement of what limiteci professional services they have with more lirnited services
delivered by unpaid volunteers. The accelerating pace of economic modernization also
means that comrnunities in the South are becorning iacreasing1y aware of what they do
not have. There is also the ongoing concern that in moving toward an elhination of
institutionai rehabüitation, a major reduction in total resources for disability will be the
result. Husveg (1995) of the World Blind Union agrees: "People advocating
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communiry-based rehabilitation always point out that it is so much cheaper than
traditional rehabilitation. This is undoubtediy mie. I am tempted to reply that no
rehabilitation at al1 is even cheaper" (p. 20). This is indeed a complicated issue. In the
tint place. there are elite disabled c o r n e r s with cosmopolitan access to international

biomedical techaology. The second group of disabled people is much larger than the
fint, and while they cannot afford sophisticateâ disability equipment, they do not

necessady ernbrace the appropriate technology ideology pushed by some Western IL
and CBR experts. Instead, they seek whatever is available, because it is becter than
nothing. An exasperated Paul Weune from CCD in Winnipeg explains:
You've got people in the West telling developing countries to go with
appropriate technology. Then you can get parts, fix it there, and al1 that crap!
Well, maybe that's m e , but how do you tell a guy crawling, dragging his
s m p s in the din on the road, that you won? ship him over an old wheelchair
that is pst going to a landfiil site because its not appropriate! 1 can't look him

in the eye and tell him that, can you?
One of the major outcornes of the Solo CBR Workshop was the conclusion that
the greatest success in community based disability has been arhieved when disability is

incorporated into broader comrnunity development saategies. A community
development approach integrates disability into every fxei of cornmunity activity. from
childhood education to nutrition, from agriculture to sanitation, from family planning to
income-generation. in short, project success must be predicated on the assumption that
disability matters permeate aii aspects of community life. Ron Chandran-Dudley of

DPI Singapore says,

You know, what a disabled person really wants is to be under the m.jus like
his neighbours are. Under the Sun. But 1 say, they must also be prepared to be
under the rain, as his neighbours a,
under the min. In other words. they are
equals. They want equal opportunities. Then, we mua understand that we
cm' t always be "good for the disabled people" and not for the others. and vice
versa. It cannot always be good for the non-disabled and bad for the disabled.
It has to be in tandem. 1 don't know whether that is considered to be an idealist
situation. But 1 thinlr with al1 our idonnation, if we can bnng about the kind of
philosophy that is acceptable globaüy, that we need to develop all systems, al1
human methodologies, al1 services for people with disability at the same Ume as
you are doing it for dl others. That would be excellent.
Attending only to the special needs of disabled people will not be productive.
Disability projecu must extend more broadly into the soîalled comrnunity. In other
words, community based disability projects mua be more inclusive. Prominent
international CBR leaders appear to agree with Chandran-Dudley and other key
disability rnovement leaders on this critical point. Dr. Handojo Tjandrakuwna,
Director of the Solo CBR Center, for example, captures the sentiment in this way:
There are many issues in the communiry that are not disability issues. When we
stress too rnuch on disability, it is not the issue of the community over there.
This is a dilemma. That's why we rnust not push the community too hard to
provide services for disabled people only. It mwt be balanced. Disabled people
do need sornething more. On that we agree. of course. But you cannot go too
far and ignore the rest of the community. We are one and many at the same
time.
Dr. Handojo is suggesting that pumiing only specific benefits for people with
disabilities is not the answer. Gteater attention to the rest of the cornmunity is

imperative. Thus, the idea of community for IL and CBR mua be expanded.

Cornmunity mua be more inclusive.

s-1~
Both IL and CBR ideology claim community based projects represent the best
approach to improving the Iives of people with disability worldwide. Community

panicipation assumes a cenaai role in the implementation of these projects because lay
people are assumeci to hold important knowledge that expens and specialists do not.
Community disability projecû chen, guided by IL and CBR philosophy. carry an
ingrained and mostiy uncomious optimisrn. that disability problems are best dealt with
by a reorientation toward community. This critical analysis of community in the
international discoune of IL and CBR has shown this conclusion to k premature. The
analysis in this chapter suggests that the maners of cornmunity needs identification,
cornrnunity participation and community representation are complex. There are serious
questions about the cross-cultural ponability of disability ideology, for example.

.

Culnirally key pnnciples may not be recognized as relevant or panicularly meaningful.
Second, significant assurnptions are made by IL and CBR about the egalitarian nature of
cornmunities and the likelihood of democratic participation. As this research has
shown, these assumptions can k quite wmng. Elite leadership issues and intemal
divisions within IL and CBR cteate real difficulty in this regard as do the substantial
socioeconomic divisions that exists ktween North and South. Hence, the supposeci

community of carhg and empowerment generated by ïL and CBR ideology may exin
more as fiction than fact Without a more critic& perspective, ail strategies to provide
intementions for people with disabilities in the settings in which they live will remain
less than they couid be.

TEE GOOD SOCIETY

Introduction

In this thesis research 1 have argued that the community of IL and CBR are
distinctly different entities. While similaily employing the language of comrnunity, IL
assens a conimunity of identity white CBR assens a cornrnunity of geography. Because
die idea of comrnunity influences the actual programs designed and delivered by each

ideology, the way in which community is undemood has real implications for both the
orientation and ultirnate success of these prograrns.
The research has also argued that there is a dissonance between the expected
features of communities and those found. This cm be explained by a tendency to
abstract positive feanires thought belonging to cornmunities of a simpler. more
traditional. and more primitive pan, and then applying them to the present. Not only
have some features of historicai community been ignored in this process, unique

katures of contemporary community have k e n left unexplored. As this research has
argued, this view of community has contributecl to problems associated with the
implementation of ïL and CBR as cornrnunity baseci approaches to disability has ken
the primary objectives of the thesis research.

In this fmal chapter of the thesis, fmdings generated within international IL and
CBR will be extended more bmadiy. The chapter is divided into four main sections
and is organized as follows: In the first section, we ntum to the idea of modem
malaise first mentioned in the Introduction. Here, the suggestion will be that the
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pervasiveness of cornmuniry language in our contemporary tirne (as in ail time)
functions to mitigate this malaise. It accomplishes this by sustainhg a powerful
nostalgia amund the conception of community. in the second section. the nature of
communicy in our pomnodem tirne is examined. Here. the focus is on groups cailing
themselves communities that possess feaaires quite uniilce those typicaily C
the temi community.
CO groups called

O M O ~by~

The criteria for and pmcess of social policy formulation directed

communities is examined next. The importance of critical postmodern

research is also defended in this third section. The final section of the chapter provides
a brief synopsis of the main research futdings and.its primary theontical contribution to
social research.

Community and Existentid Maiaise
Unlike other centrai concepts such as likrcy and justice. the literature on
community "frequently appeals to images of community without giving the notion the
analytical attention ir deserves" (Mason, 1993, p. 215). It is funher evident that the
concept of communiry, and its place within social theory more generally, has undergone
a number of important shifu. Alexander (1995) provides an excellent treatment of this
topic. Community was a central theme d u ~ the
g social transformations in the late
1880s, a part of civil unrest and dissatisfaction in the 1960s. and again at the c l o s of
the millennium has reassened itself as evidenced by the ventable spate of politicai

scientists and social philosophen who have begun to hvestigate its current social
fashionabiliry and theoretical utiüty (Etzioni, 1996; Benhabib. 1992; Fowler. 1991;
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Habermas, 1984 & 1987; Selmick. 1992; Saul 1995; Taylor, 1991). Thedeep
penetration of the idea of community in the international discourse of IL and CBR
coupled with the diverse and interdiscipünary nature of the interest in this concept
suggests community represents something which is quite fundamental to human
existence and experience. We may ask then, do these images represent a deeply
perceived hurnan ne& which cause gmups to strive to embody one or several of these
community images?

The Malaise of Modernity and the Rise of Global Culture

The world is in drarnatic flux and so are the relationships between individuals
and their social groups. The nature of these groups, sornetimes called cornmunities. are

also changing. Changes wrought by global capitalisrn have much to do with this period
of societai transformation. and while communication and information technologies have
not caused the social upheavai. they have cenainly accelerated the pace (Fisher &
Kling, 1991; Shefher, 1995). Huge changes in macro relations among governments
and the international economy have left individuals at the micro level not only

economically vulnerable but socially exhausteci as well (Ehrenreich, 1989). Feeding
this social fatigue is the increasing disappearance of rnany of our traditional guideposts.
perhaps induding that of community. Taylor (199 1) notes. community affiliations are
no longer dictated by extemal authorhies such as ~ t u law
d or divine rule. This
loosening of the ties that bind have transformeci geographical cornrnUNtïes and
comrnunities of identity into commrmities of choice. Touraine (in Fisher & Kling,
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1991, p. 78) calls this phenornenon a breakdown of the "metasocial warrants of the
social order. " We are condemned, according to Taylor and Touraine both, to an
unending cycle of chosen identities that are discardeci when their usefulness is outlived .
This change in the relationship between the individual and others in society is
possible because the laie 20th century is the most individualist society in human history.
As stated in the introduction to Chapter 1, unfettered personal freedom helps to explain

Our present civil atrophy.

We are free to plot our own course, plan our own lives, choose a career, a
partner (or succession of partners), a religion (or no religion), a politics (or an
antipolitics), a life-style (any style) - free to "do our own thing. " (Walzer,
1994, p. 187)
Chosen identities are not fixed identities, however. Wdzer (1994) continues,
These identities are monly uneamed, without depth. Footloo~individuals are
not reliable membea. There are no borders around our cultural groups and, of
course, no border police. Men and women are free to participate or not as they
please, to corne and go, withdraw entirely, or sirnply fade away into the
penpheral distances. This frwdom, again. is one of the advantages of an
individudistic society; at the same the, however. it doesn't rnake for suong or
cohesive associations. (p. 188)
This conternporary condition, pemised as it is with images of multiple identities.
cultural normiessness and snunbling social institutions has k e n examined in detail by
Ehrenreich (1989) in her book Fear of Falling. Ehrenreich suggesu that relentles
economic change and the negative social spin-offs it generates has given rise to a

reconstnicted, more disciplineci xlf. Survival in contemporary environment requires a

mercrnary frarne of rnind. Personal needs are the priority, and only where tirne and
snrrgy are surplus (and most often they are not) will concem for others exist. Pilisuk.
McAllister and Rothman (1996) agree. These authon contend that individuals are
SCmtinizing

their community affiliationsand panicipating only where they calculate

maximum benefit. But if conternporary community is characterized by transitory
affiliations between individuals and selfishness, how do we explain the intense interest
in community in recent years?

The Function of the Idea of Cornmunity

Bauman (1996)claims there are rnany tonnents in contemporary life, but they
al1 boil down to "the noxious and sickening feeling of perpetual uncertainty in
everything regarding the hiture" (p. 85). If this is so. and 1 believe it is, rhen what
function does the idea of community serve in relation to it? It is my contention that the

symbols embedded in the notion of community have certain tiinctions in society. One

of these functions is to alleviate the uncenainty of modem life that Bauman speaks of.
Comrnunity is (re)quested today bewx it (re)presents a way out of the indeterminate
present. Cornmunity is thus a counterpoint to the anomie of modernization.
Cameron and Gatewood (1994) have explorecl the contemporary currency of
history, heritage and nostaigia in some detail. 1 klieve their anaiysis is directiy
relevant to our discussion here since ihe quest for community ofkn contains nostalgie
rlements. These authors state that nostaigia serves wveral social-psychological
functions, but two emerge as dominant: Fint, nostalgia may be a slowing mechanism.
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The search for comrnunity may therefore represent "a psychological adaptation to
circumstances of rapid culture change during which individuals fear becorning obsolete"
(Carneron & Gatewood, 1994, p. 30). When the pace of technological and economic
development is too fast, individuals and organizations seize on the notion of comrnunity
to slow the process dom. Cameron and Gatewood (1994) Say: "Whenever societies
become fearful about the future and lose confidence in their way of life, people will
seek emotionai solace and security in the safe cenainty of the pan" (p. 30).

Second, nostalgia provides a calming balm of hope. Imagining a simpler
"cornmunity " time allows peopic a greater sense of convol over their lives, and in Ume,

a deeper optirnim. Cameron and Gatewood (1994) state: "Alienation is so much a
part of contemporary life that people seek to gratify emouonai needs for C
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and cornmunicy by going back in time (or elsewhere) to find a simpler, gentler life" (p.

30). The idea of cornmunity thus represents a way to mitigate contemporary exisrential
malaise by recapturing elements of an ideal form of community (perhaps reai, perhaps
mythical) and applying them to the present.

The Nature of Contemporarp Communities

In this section we will examine more closely the essence of contemporary
comrnwiities, be they communities of identity or geography. We have already Ken in
the previous section. and in earlier chapters, that different kinds of community exist.

We have fûrther obsecved the gap ktween the kinds of femres expected in these
communities and those actually present. The gap represents the essential difference
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beween what we have k e n calling traditional and contemporary features of the idea of
community .
One of the main ciifferences berneen the idea of traditional and contemporary
community is the transitory allegiance of contemporary comrnunity members.
Contemporary individuals belong to multiple cornmunities which function in
overlapping spatial and temporal ways. They move in and out of these cornmunities for
specific reasons and to accomplish specific goals (Pilisuk, McAllister & R o h a n ,
1996; Rosenau, 1994; Shefner, 1995). That people are capable of living in many

different kinds of communities simultaneously is due, in part, to the wide variety of
groups which are recognizeâ as or assen cornmunity status.
Sometirnes the word community is used so broadly that it is dificult to know
where the boundaries of the community are or who is excluded such as in "the
international community ." At other times it is unclear whether those identified as
belonging to a certain comrnunity could have a consciousness of such belonging as in
"the mental health community. " Monly however, we observe that group leaders. and

perhaps group adherents, selfconsciously choose the label community with a view to
imbuing their panicular group with the positive attributes, and thus societal legitimacy,

.

or what 1 am calling here traditionai community. Significantly in our society,
comrnunity is largely self-deflllaonal; chat is, we are a community if we say we are.
Many ccmmunities fonned with speeific purposes in mind have as those purposes
increased claims on mietal resources on the grounds that they are or have been
oppresseci or disadvantaged in some way. This is not a feaaire of traditionai
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community. Contemporary individuals choose to belong to a panicular community for
persona1 reasons, although the community is seen as an empowering vehicle. The

individual has few bands to other individuals in the commmity apan from their
common goals. and Iittle or no concem for the welfare of the community as a whole.
The community as a whole in rnany cases is devoid of content and can be viewed
simply as a collection of individuals who wish to achieve certain individual goals.
Thus. there is a growing sense of entitlement that characterizes the communicy
discussion. individuais comprising communities of choice are seeking satisfaction of
individual needs. With the fragmentation of contemporary identities however, vimally
everyone can fmd a community to belong m. Left totdly to their own devices
however. these communities of choice open the way for a reactionary reueat into the
politics of culture. or what Ignatieff (19%) calls the "narcissin of minoricy
difierence. " This narcissia has found expression in the discourse of personal righü.

Rights have taken on a new mne in the contemporary world in a similar way to

community. Rights are no longer jus basic nghu as citiznis. but also additional rights
the individual feels entitled to by vime of membership in a partîcuiar community. Old

notions of culnirai pluraüsm and multicul~ralismhme disappeared. They have been

usurpeci, as Waizer (1994) writes. by a disjointeci cacophony of competing interests.

The voices are loud, the accents various, and the result is not harmony - as in
the old image of pluraiism as a symphony, each goup playing its own
instniment (but who wrote the music?) - but a jangling discord. It is very much
iike the dissidence of Protestant dissent in the early years of the Reforrnation:
many sects. dividing and subdividing; rnany propheu and would-be pmpheo.
dl taiking at once. (p. 186)

lust as community itself is largely self-definitionai, so too are the claims of community.
As Hughes (1994) puts it, if you feel oppressecf you are. Few have set out the problrm

of rights more definitively than Henry (1994) who, in his provocative treatise In
Dqeme of Elitism writes,

We have foolishly embraced the unexamineci notions that everyone is preny
much dike (and wone, should lx), ihat self-fulfihent is more imponant than
objective achievement, that the comrnon man is always right, that he needs no
interpreten or intermediaries to guide his chinking.... We have devoted our
rhetoric and our resources to the concept of entitlement, the notion that citizens
are not to ask for what they can do for their country, but rather to dernand what
it can do for them. The lin of what people are said to be "entitled"to has
exploded exponentidly . (p. 12-13)
How do Henry's remarks, aimed at the unsatisfactory state of American social life, and
the present discussion of the nature of contempoary community relate to the idea of

community explicated in the previous chapters? The thesis has argueci that both IL and

CBR have been affected by what Henry (1994) calls the "mythof communal splendor."
By priviIeging the local, the common, and the traditional, IL and CBR have

srntimentaiioed the idea of communiry.

When people use the language of community, they often implicitly refer to what
I have called here tradiaonal community. Mutual concem, comrnitrnent, harmony ,
equitable sharing of cornmunity nsources, and consensual decision malring are some of
its core elements. They do not imply the contemporary feanires of cornmunity. Two
teac~resof traditional communip illustrate this point

Harrnony or Coercion?
Comrnunity relations are traditionaiiy depicted as harmonious and equitable, but
as Wignaraja (1993) correctiy argues, this model must be demystifieci because it ignores

power relationships within communities.
The assurnption of harmonious communities in a conflict-free social framework
for change has no basis in d i t y, whether at local. national or global Ievels.. ..
In most Southem villages, deep-seated conuadictions exist between different
groups with confîicts of inter-.
The= are sharp relationships of dominance
and dependence. These relationships give power to the dominant (the
landowner, the d e r , the moneylender, the bumcrat, etc.), bringing about a
crisis of irnmediate survival for the poor. Serious divisions exia among the
poor themselves, based on caste, religion, gender, age, etc. These âivisions,
the people's mitant reluctance CO take economic, social and political initiatives
collectively to improve their lîves, anci their inability CO change their lives
individually , further compound their dificulties. (p. 11)
Also, and in sharp connast CO the positive language, r

d communities of identity and

geography, at times can be coercive. Cwrcion is required to ensure threshold levels of
community cornmitment. Efforts to enhance community cohesion mua also be
continuously reinforceci, otherwir the group disimgrates with little chance to reach its
goals. As Pearson (1995) states,
To earn the appellation "community," it seems to me, groups mua be able to
exen moral suasion and extract a meanire of coqüance h m their members.
That is. commimities are nece.ssarily - indeed. by definieon - coercive as well
as rnod, thfeatening theù memben with the stick of sanctions if they m y
offering hem the carrot of certainty and stab'üiv if they don't. (p. 47)

.

Impor~antlythough, as mon as cornmuniaes solicit cornmitment, they become
exclusionary, at least to some degree. Of interest is b i s question: At what point does

the necessary coerciveness or exclusiveness of a cornmunity become oppressive?

(Young. 1990) in the case of disabitity, efforts to enforce community participation in
IL and CBR activities may culminate in the replacement of a cenualized tyranny
(rehabilitation professionals and govemment heaith officiais. for example) with a newer
localized tyranny of power bmkers (Ife, 1995). If this is so, then the problems of

cenualized authority and control are simply reproduced on a mialler d e .
Exclusion is the ultimate consequence of control and domination. The
development of exclusionary forces within the context of health have been traced by
Crawford (1994) who says the goai of heaith has become "an essential component of
what it meant to be modem, progressive. rational, and distinctiven(p. 1348).
Moreover, the language of health has corne to distinguish between those "who were
responsible from those who were not. those who were respectable from those who were
disreputable, those who were safe from those who were dangerous. and ultimately

.

those who had the right CO rule from those who needed supervision. guidance, reform,

or incarceration" (p. 1348). Whereas the pursuit of health signifies moral personhood.
a lack of responsibilicy for heaith implies kuayd, not only COpeople's bodies but to
human progress as well. A very negative implication stems from this moral
differentiation. Crawford concludes: "The misfortune of the Other will be of no
concem because they are penons outside the collective circle of identity called
comrnunity" (p. 1363). This is indeed a foaboding signal.
Significantly more work m u t k done to explore the circumstances under which
communities can overcome their exclusionary tendencies. We have seen that traditional
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community is a myth. We have also seen that the transfer of ideal traditional features
of the idea of comrnunity to actual contemporary communities has the effect of
alleviahg to some extent existential anxiety, and aiso legitimating their claims. The
notion of community, therefore, is unlikely to be dispensed with any tirne mon. A
close examination of contemporary society shows that the word community may imply
smpowerment and inclusion, exploitation and exclusion. and everything in between.

Implications for Social Policy

In this third section of the chapter the theoretical backdrop which allows various
groups within society to cd1 themselves communitia unchallengeci. and the difficulties
rhis poses for social policy development is examineci. Because social policy is ofien
forxnulated with a view to assist communities in some way, we will look firn at some
broad theoretical perspectives which informs the kinds of social policies which are
possible. A critical pomnodem approach allows us to avoid several practical
difficulties in this regard. In the second haif of this section. we examine the result of
allowing communities to selfdeftne and to attach to themselves features of uaditional
community, and using the example of IL and CBR discuss three significant problerns
for social pulicy development.

Cultural Relativisai and Criteria for Meaninpifiil Social Policy

The prolifedon of cornmunities in out society is the result of a culairal
relacivism which regards as legitimate only the voice of the community. Thus,

observers are required to take the self-description of communities at face value.
Cultural relativim, coupled aith the connotation of comrnunity as good. and hence
belonging to a communicy as good a h , leads to innumerable difflculties. One of the
mon important is that the equalicy of communities is emphasized (Elshtain, 1994).
Every comrnunity c l a h is legitimate, and it is impossible to adjudicate the daims of
conflicting groups.
In order to formulate meaningful social policy however, we mua be able to say
that some claims (and thus communities) are mon valid than others. Charles Taylor (in
O'Neill. 1994) addresses this issue at the level of culture and says: "While it is clear

that we mua be open to learning something new from a different culture we mua
accept chat we may learn more from some than from others. What couId be more
homogenizing than the demuid chat we must find ail cultures to be of equal wonh?" (p.
148) A criticai pomnodemian research appmach pemits such judgements to be made.

Criticai pomnodemim preserves the scepticism of postmodemism but tempers
its radical relativim with refiection and himricai analysis. This approach avoids both

the totalizing narratives of conventionai research on the one hand, and absolute cultural

relativism on the other. It negotiates a path in between.
A critical postmodern approach to research also preserves researcher

independence. Independence should k distinguished from neutraiity and objectivity.
For example, the rrsearcher may or rnay not have suficient criticai distance from the
phenomenon of study interest to produce cndible study f~ndings. That is for the reader
to judge. Similariy, the researcher may or may not be nipponive of the study
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participants. their activities, or cause. Pace bias. this too is essentially besidr the point.
Researcher independence, however, nfen to the intellectuai freedom to ask questions
and interpret findings in accordance with their chosen theoreticai framework. P nything
less than this level of intellectual freedom is politics, not science.

The issue of representation in research is a serious one. To what extent can or
should the interpretations of those who are the subject of research really be separated
from the researcher's own interpretations? In the case of community based research,
who has lhe right to speak for the community? Tremendous practicai and theoretical
dificulties loom in this realm. Still, it is important to remernber that the desire to
reflect reality as it is seen is the puen shared by the community based researcher and
the multiple voices of community. At e
l m there is thÎs one cornmonaiity to serve as a
narting point in discussions about research and representation.

Finaily, and despite the urgency of a continued dialogue on the issue of

representation and research, it seems doubtfûl that research in any f o m can achieve
major social and politicai change. Even case study research undertaken in the spirit of
culnirai criticism, as this research aims to be, is quite inaâequate. 1 agree wilh

Shakespeare (1996) when he q s : "While it is possible to make the nsarch process
more balanced, grandiose daims for its revolutionary potential seen to me to be overoptimisticn (p. 118). We must not give up on research however. For at its ben,
rigorous research generates new insights and opens up new avenues of possibility for
positive social change. But research in and of iiself wiIl not Kcure the requisite levels
of social change required. Something more is needed. In the final analysis. positive
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social change requires public cornmitment and action.

Three Problems for Social Policy

As this research has shown, a disjuncture between the ideal features expected
and those feanires found to exia in communities can pose many problems for the

implementation of community based projects. For purposes of social policy
development however, there are several unique concems. These concems relate to the
issues of cornmunity representation and participation and the purposehl use of
community language. To be clear, these are not problems from a social conmuctivist
or postmodem perspective because under neither framework is it possible to cntically
evaluate the competing claims of various cornmunities. To do so, and thus generate
usehl social policy. a critical postmodem approach is required. Because social policy
is concemed with improving conditions for people with disabilities, it must also be

concemed that people with disabilities represent only a mal1 rninoricy of the
population. 1s it good social policy u, ensure tangible benefits for people with
disabilities, if the reminder are excludeci? 1s this justifiable on the basis of disabled
people's relative diadvantagel The risk in not advocating on behalf of people with
disabilities, and by extension, other powerless groups, is that the majority will not
otherwise see to their needs. How do thor responsible for social policy ultixnately
balance the needs of the few againn those of the many? These are clearly very cenual
questions for social policy aimed at cornrnunity based initiatives. Henry EMS,
Executive Director of DPI,says "the nniggle of any miwrity group always involves
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the issue of who decides what for whom" (undated, p. 10). This is clearly so. And

furthemore, as Walzer (in Williams, 1991) niccinctly pu& it, is "to fmd ways of
providing for needy members because of their neediness in a way that does not
undennine their status as members of society" (p. 522). This has never k e n an easy
task. Communities beyond the realm of disability undoubtedly confront this same

dilemrna.
While this research does not provide recomrnendations for direction in disability
policy development, it has identified several major issues that the policy developer will
confront. The fint of these pmblems is related to community representation and
participation. This is the maner of cornrnunity suspicion. Despite the cloak of
goodness, concern and inclusion that envelopes al1 discussions about cornmuniw, we
now know, how deeply ~spiciouscommunities can be of "new and improved" methods
to solve longstanding and complicated community problems. While not opposed in
principle to participation and empowerment, communities remain circumspect about the
strategies undenaken to attain it. If empowerment, for example, means the uansfer of
knowledge and skills to improve the decision-making ability of people in the
community, then in the IL and CBR conten at least, communities hâve demomaied a
willingness to resia it. What the community is resisting are extemally created plans of
action, whether generated by disability activists or state rehabilitation plannen. in both
cases, cornrnunity resistance is to the unlliformed proclamations of a right way to

improve the community.
Reflection upon the behaviour of the actual communities targeted by IL and
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CBR initiatives has produced the realization that community mernbers may view

community organizing as manipulative. While a sense of cornmunity obligation may be
present to some degree in many communities in the South, as traditional cultures and
economies becorne increasingly developed, it is not unreasonable to assume these
pressures will have a negative influence upon traditions of collective responsi bility and
communal allegiance. Failures of projects espousing community participation have
increased community suspicion as well. In some situations, this has rneant that while
community participation has not been overtiy rejected, it is covenly undermined. If the
community is coerced into participation, the participation will be far from genuine.
Scott (1986) refers to this covert resistance as "everyday foms of resistance,"
and has called the overall technique. the "ordinary weapons" of relatively powerless
groups. What Scott (1986) is refemng to is "the footdragging, dissimulation. falsecornpliance, pilfering, feigned ignorance, slander. mon. sabotage, and so forthW(p. 6)
that can have a major impact on village wide programs. In order to retain some sense
of control over a life filleci with powerlessness. nsk. and uncertainty, community
members may find the only avenue open to them is passive noncornpliance and evasion.
Disability experts have o k n expected communal concem to ovemde individual desire.
Except in unusual circumstances. it does not. This research confirms that jua as selfadvancement is ubiquitous in individuals, it is likewise me of their communities.
Without a more critical perspective on central concepts nich as community however,
international disability will continue to misjudge the power of ideas to shape the
understanding of the nature! and behaviour of real communities, and lose sight of the
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rra1 patterns of human social interaction. If those responsiblr t'or social policy

drvrloprnent wish to avoid the pitfdls encountered in the impirmentation of IL and
CBR. then they will need to heed the international lessons of community representation
and participation in disability.

The second challenge for social policy is imbedded in the suategic use of
community language by outsiders. The pervasiveness of this problem cannot be
overstated. In an era of reduced govemment expenditure on human services, the
drvelopment of community based programs provides an excellent forum for this CO

occur. The taik or language about comrnunity may in reality disguise strong forces for
a reducrion, not an expansion, in the provision of local resources and supports. Collins
and Green (1994) have identifieci a clear ideological shift from institutional to
com.unity thinking in the international health policy arena. These authon detail in
very specific t e m how the language of community, devolution and decentralization
disguisr a distinct trend toward the pnvatization and corporatization of health. h d the
effets can be untoward.
Fim. by simply withdrawing from service provision, Ioosely using the rhetoric

of community responsibility and community ownership, a govemment can allow the
privace market to conuol provision of health services (Berry. 1988). The meeting of

human need is then replaced by a market-dnven philosophy and a goal of rnaximized

profit. The terms community and consumer become synonymous.
Second, and because some comrnunities are better resourced than others, a move
to a community based approach simply reinforces pre-existing inequalities between
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communities, frequently dong class lines (Ife, 1995). Cornrnunities with more
resources (natural, financial or human) are far more likely to provide higher levels of
service, including chose related to heaith and rehabilitation. Disadvantaged and
powerless communities, on the other hand, may be funher disadvantaged by king
denied support from a arong centrai administration. They are not empowered by a
move to community at dl. In fact, the opposite happens. Denied strong central
administration, the rhetoric of community appears progressive while reinforcing
traditional conservative understandings of the farnily, privatization. government cutbacks, and histoncal class, gender and ethnic inequalities. International IL and CBR
has been slow to acknowledge the fact that local inequalities may be perpetuated, not

arneliorated, by community based initiatives.

[t

is hardly surpnsing therefore, that

sorne vocal disabilicy critics have demonstrated a cynicism about community based
disability models (Miles, 1994a). Until the field of international disabilicy and
rehabilitation recognims the underlying structural inequdities linked io administrative
structures, C

U ~ traditions,
N ~

and political contexts, efforts to dispense disability

services and heighten the awareness of disability issues will be significantly
underminecl.
It is impossible to ignore the fact that national govemments are reducing their
cornmitment to the public sector. The decrease in overall financial resources for health
for example, may ponend a real shift toward community responsibility. Certainly in

Canada, communiiy health boards and regionai health authorities are k i n g assigned
traditionally centralized health ministry duties. With respect to the health related needs
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of people with disabilities, the power to determine needs and apponion benetits. is now

increasingly in the cornrnunity's hands. While the language of community emphasiws
the legitimacy of this position, in practical terms. this practice implies a heightened

community pressure to ensure that resources are not wasted. In tum. this will lead to

an unavoidable scrutiny of personal behavioun (Cockerham, A bel & Luschen, 1993).
In other words, those who conuol the flow of resources will be very interested in where
the boundaries between cornmunities are situateci, and very interested in the extent to

which individual health behaviours result in il1 health. McLean (1995) has snidied the
history of healthy choices within the context of mental health and urges great caution
with respect to these issues. Like many others, McLean is very concerned that the
language of pmenhip, choice, and even empowerment, only maintains the status quo.
~McLeanw ri tes,

By absorbing an antihegemonic concept into iu own vocabulary, and including
"empowerment" among its service approaches, the mental health service
industry has inadvenently managed to transfomi a politically chailenging
concept into one it could safely conuol and promote. Within the dictates of the
market relation, the ideal of freedom, so centrai to the concept of empowement,
is simpIy depoliticized as it becornes restricted to the exercise of limited choice.
By establishing a relation based on dependence on the mental health system,
"consumer empowement" distorts the concept of political empowement by
defeating any possibility of pmducing a genuine alternative to the rnentai health
system. (p. 1067)

In short, according to McLean, the influence of community language is so great that the

social power imbedded in the concept can be manipulated to the degree that the idea is
rendered completely innocuous politically .

Theoretical Contributions

The ideology of CBR and IL is universal and totalizing. Each offers a detlnirivr

description of the disability problem and prescribes a proper path to its resolution. For
CBR, the answer lies in efficient geographical dispersion of appropriate rehabilitation
technologies; for IL. the answer rests in personal empowement and local conuol. The
language of community. pemised as it is with nostalgie images. has only obscured the
meaning of community, the contesteci nature of real communities, and the function of
the idra of community within ideology.

In the South, IL and CBR both mffer from

the deficiencies of top-heavy bureaucraties, elite control. communication problems,
personal power struggles, restrictive organizational mandates, a fragmentai population

of individuals and organizations inttxested in community disability but holding very
diffemnt age~das.a society generally u m r e of its commianent to special needs groups.
and finally a heterogenous group of people with disabilities with diverse views on what
constiutrs appropriate disability services. Under such conditions, mobilizing for
impmvrments in the situation of people with disabilities worldwide is an immense
challenge. While both IL and CBR claim, at least in pan, to have emancipated people
with disabilities from the institution and repaviated them to their righdul place in the
community, to what degree has this shift represented success?
For IL and CBR, community stands for hope - hope that the preâictability of
the pan can be effectively recapnired and used to alleviate cumnt and future disability

problems. But of coune. the promise remains unfulfilled. There is no going back. In
their efforts to mobilize interest, participation and cornmitment to disability activities.
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proponrnts of IL and CBR have linked their mission to the positive features of an idral
form of traditional community that may or may not have anywhere existed. This has

rranspired to their peril. Neither IL or CBR have experienced optimai levels of
success. This retates directly, this thesis research concludes, to their tàilure to
appreciate and engage the complexiiy of this persuasive concept.

Sew Directions for Social Theory

Has this research moved us any funher with respect to community organizing

.

and sociai theory? We can be sure of one thing narnely that a criticai pomnodem

research approach has left open that possibility. This would not be so for the sociai
constnictivist or the postmodern researcher, committed as they are to a relativist
position. The chosen methodology for this research can claim this social policy
advantage. Preservation of critical reflection ensures that we rnove "beyond the
irnrnediate and self-referentialn (Fisher & Kling, 1991. p. 79). This is a signiticant
advantage because otherwise, the creation of community becomes "as imponant an
accomplishrnent as the realization of politicai goals" (Sheher, 1995, p. 610). That is
clearly unacceptable. We mua therefore conclude, at least, that communities of choice
an insufficient grounds upon which to daim societai benefits. in John Ralston Saul's
( 1995)

.

tenninology these cornmunities are not nifficientiy disinrerested. in

Unconscious Civilkation, S a d perniasively argues that w hile special interest groups are
concemed for themselves, mord communities are concemed for the common good.
Practically speaking. this means iL and CBR mua be concemed with more than nghts

and advocacy (IL) and service drlivery (CBR) for people with disabilitirs. To be

rnoraily legitimate, they must scale the walls of their historical mandates and traditional

consrituencies and engage in broad-based, inclusive initiatives. It is this aspect of
communiry that may provide the ultimate criterion for the detennination of comrnunity

Iegi timacy .

Research with respect to community and cornmunity organizing is moving in
two major directions today , which reflect longstanding historical divisions bewen
sociaiist and liberdia traditions. The spectrm of thought within the extremes of these
positions is immense, but there are patterns to be discerned. There is a cornmunitarian
literature ranging from the socially conservative nich as Etzioni (1993) and Selmick
( 1992), to the more

the politically liberal Taylor (1989). Sandel (1982) and Walser

( 1 983). Moral and politicai theory owes much to scholan like Habermas (1984. 1987).

and aiso Cohen (1983 & 1985) who has made the ambitious and important work of

Habermas more bmadly accessible. Gilligan (1982) and Benhabib (1992) have also
pmvided moral philosophy a much needed feminin corrective in regard to iû lheorizing
about communicy. Fmdly, new socid movement cheory has emerged as an attempc to
reviralize comrnunicy organizing theory. Al1 of these theorists are cornmittecl to a
deeper understanding of civil society. and for some. the development of a structure of

ethics to inform social change.

New sciai movemnt theory is emerging as a particularly important influence
on theorking about community. With mong hinorical ties to Marxist thinking and the
Frankfurt School, new social movement theory is expancihg widely in both Nonhern
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and Southem contexts and is developing its own distinctive literature (Boyte &

Riessrnan. 1986; Evans & Boyte. 1986; Fisher & Kling, 1993; Melucci, 1989;

Escobar & Alvarez, 1992; Moms & Mueller, 1992; Wignaraja, 1993). While
significant enthusiasm is building in this area, Shefner (1995) niIl reminds us of the
insights gained during decades of previous research. "In the obsession with novelty."
Shrfner writes, "many of the material bases of pmtest are forgotten in the search for

cornmunity roots" (Shefner. 1995, p. 596). Shefner's point and othen' is that
strategies ernployed ta addreu societal inequalities take new f o m over time, but
underlying social forces that sustain inequalities do not (Fisher & Kling, 1994; Pilisuk,
McAllister & Rothman, 1996). If we are to understand social movements as purposive
politicai action, and not jua autonomous expressions of culnirai connituencies, then old
questions of nrategy, organization and grievance mua be re-engaged.
In addition to revisituig old rheories of social change. another major task is to
discover the mechanim by which "the creative energies of the people. panicularly the
poor and the vulnerable" c m be unleasheà, for as Wignaraja (1993) correctly points
out. it is they who "mut be the f

d arbiten of their lives" (p. 12). This is hardly a

new discovery. But it bears n p e a ~ g
chat individuais affécted by social poiicy

decisions mua be involved in the process. Furthemore, this process mua mean more

than the determination of coaununity neais and the mechanimis to address them. It
must include a debate about who the community actuaiiy is. This is far h m a trivial
rnaner, as this thesis research has shown. Not oniy is cornmunity affiliation
increasingly thne-limiteci, issue-specific, and cut loox from physical location, the
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tundamental bais for cornmunicy mernbership is under debate. Whilr greatrr attention
must br given to community claims, sirnilar levels of energy must be devoted to
ensuring that barriea of exclusion are not cnated in the process. Naive calls for
community panicipation offer linle in this regard. What we are speaking about here is

a fundamental recreation of a sense of public (Bellah, 1996; Fowler, 1991; Selmick.
1995).

To reaily become a communi~requins a deep understanding of the way

panicipation and consensus making are intertwined, and a more huidamentai
appreciation of the means by which participation contributes to countervailing power.
What causes one to participate - an outer or an inner authority or voice? And.
in M doing. is the participant pmmpied by need, greed, insecurity, fear.
interest, fame, power over othen, or some other factors, or is there no motive
or objective for the participant's caring, other than the imer necessity for one to
relate to othen a sensitive human king (Rahnema. 1993, p. 221)?
Grnuine participation then. in the pursuit of rnorally legitimate comrnunity, poses a
tremendous challenge for civil society. Rahnema ( 1993) continues,

To live that way requires, indeed, a tremendous energy, intelligence, and
sensitivity, and above di. an unusud imer freedom, panicularly in a world
where the rnediatized hegemony of authoritative and attractive concepts is
systematically corrupting people's faculty of perception. It implies that one
questions endlessly one's own motives. attitudes, beliefs, ways of life. habits,
traditions, and thought processes. And to question is not to be pathologically
skepticai about everything; it oniy means to be critically self-aware and yet
passionately compassioaate. By fully panicipating in the world, such a penon
becornes not oniy one's own change agent, but one who, by the same token,
changes the world. (p. 223)
Critical refiection, Freedom and pemnal conviction are essential facton in the

enterprise of positive social change. But other factors. including innovation and

creativity, are important too as they open up theoretical space for addressing what
Morris and Mueller (1992) have called the democratic deficit. Social space for citizen
activiy is precisely what Walter (1994) calls for as well. Walzer (1994) clairns that
increasing oppominities for civil participation "is our best protection againa the

parochialism of the groups in which they panicipate" (p. 189). The unforrunate reaiity
for contemporary community organizing is that despite shared characteristics and
objectives, social protest has been fragmentai into so many exclusive. and sometimes
antagonistic components that "they tend to paralle1 rather than interact with each other"
(Fisher & Kling, 1994. p. 15). This fragmentation c m only be overcome by a
reinvigoration of the notion of public coalitions. In this way, like-minded individuais

and organizations can bring unity and power to mistance movemenu, thereby
strengthening the fabric of civil society overall.

Conclusion

The discussion of communiry and social theory could Iikely continue well
beyond the point we have reached here. But. the criticai examination of community in

the conte* of L and CBR has achieved its prhary purpose. The complexity and
persuasive power of the idea of cornmunity has been revealed. The thesis research has
shown that IL and CBR conceive of and assen community natus in different ways,
despite the similar ways in which they use the word. and the way in which those acaiai
groupings of peopIe cailing thernselves communities behave. Like the t e m
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devrloprnent and participation before it, cornrnunity's referent is always to a good and
jusr cause. Because participation and cornmunity are predeterminrd to be good.

involving oneself in participatory community based activities are imbued with goodness
roo. In the case of IL and CBR, this has meant chat proponents of these ideologies may
have leapt forward prernaturely to in their enthusiasm to deliver cornmunity based
disability programs. When this is the case. rnethods of implementation assume the
forefront, while the question of existing levels of interest in disability and the
complexicy of it al1 slips quietly aside. ïmportantly though, these forgotten issues are
usually of uunost importance to the success of community based disability initiatives.
The examination of community has not been exhaustive. Nor was it intended to
be. But, the evidence presented in the context of international disability does range

from that of the elite expert to that of the disadvantaged and powerless. The examples
cross-cut North-South and lay-professionai knowledge claims. And in addition, this
analysis has captured the public and obvious representations of community, as well as
rhr private and the hidden. As Day and Murdoch (1993) identify, there is significant
power in this approach for it is at this interface between the local and the extemal "that
the meaning and salience of community and locality becomes manifest" (p. 93). Yet.

this is not to say that al1 of the research questions have k e n anmered. There are rnany
others. For example, does a movement's focus on community and communiry-building
blunt a pragrnatic politicai agenda? Can a focus on community mute diverse voices?
Does an emphasis on autonomy lead to ideological rigidity or political intransigence?
Does collective identity eventually become a public good, a cultural comrnodity
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available to a much w ider community than those working toward social change? Does
this comrnodification of the movement's identity in mm lessen its ability to define its

cause? When a comrnunity's symbols gain acceptance in popular culture, will its
associated problems fade in the public' s consciousness without address?
This research has shown that while the theme of communicy, emphasizing as it
does local conuol, righu. mots, and empowering personal relationships, may at some
Ievel be desirable, real and lasting social change is not possible in an economy or
sociery unwilling to rneet human needs. In the case of disability specifically, Asch
(1986) for one is deeply sceptical about the prospects of populism (and its concomitant
crlrbration of community) empowering disabled people. Asch wntes,
Populim rnay get neighbourhoods more services and citizens a greater sense of
personal control. Disability rights activists may change a few Iaws, reform
certain service prograrns, and evennially bnng their connituency nearer to the
kind of Iife of the "average" citizen. Such refoms are vaiuable. Nonetheless,
they leave basic social and economic arrangements untouched, because they are
only intended to redistribute die national pie. If. in fact, ail we do is get more
of ronen pie. what do we have to eat (p. U6)?

Real life is a far cry from the warmth, support and goodness conjured up by a naive
nading of communiry, as this research confim. Socieial forces are substantial and
enduring. and they can be negative and injurious. When we confront the harshness of

society. what is our respanse? Do we retreat into the security of a more comforting
histoncd (or UMginary) pas? Do we embrace comforting memones and pleasing
images in order to quel1 our anxieties about an uncenain funire? Does this explain the
qurst for community?

If this rrsrarch has accomplished anything, it has been CO reveal a considerable

mystical strain in our yearning for comunicy. Our quest for community seems to
represent an orientation toward nature that is deeply loved. If its overwhelming
prevalrnce in the international discourse of IL and CBR is any indication, it seems that
the appeal of community is so great that its presence will not be dispensed with anytime

soon. So. will the voubling aspects of community ever be soned out? I believe there

e
reason chat in the final
will be progress, but in the end we will fa11 short for t ~ simple
evaluation, community is either a result of individual choice. and burdened with the

same risks as al1 other activities undenaken under uncenain circumstances, or,
community precedes d l choice, in the sense of a priori predisposing individuals to some
loyaky or values. Bauman (1996),in his sophisticated treatment of cornmunicy and
human freedom, captures this sentiment exacdy when hc- writrs: "This dilemma signais

a trade-off situation; the value acquired and cherished needs to be sacrificed in order to
gain the value rnissed" (p. 87). Community probably implies a human longing for
union that inevitably lies beyond our reach. This vision of human fate, and chus
community, is perhaps a tragic one. But it is also the human condition.
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P R O U OF ICEY INFORMANTS

Independent Living:

5 disability activists
3 program managers
2 acadernics/researchers

South
3 disability activists
5 prograrn managers
1 academics/researclers
Cornmunity Based Rehabilitation:

7 academics/researchers
2 program managers
South

3 acadernics
5 prograrn managers
2 recipients of CBR services

GUIDING INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

How did you become involved in the disability rights (community based
rehabilitation) movement?
Which concepts and principles do you see are key to the ideology of disability
rights (cornmunity based rehabilitation)? In what way is the ideology of
community based rehabilitation (the disability nghts movement) similar?
How would you describe the differences between these two movements?
What does "community" rnean to you?
What does "empowerment" mean to you?
How broad a sphere of intluence do you believe the disability rights (communiry
based =habilitation) movement has in Southem (developing) countries?
Why do people belong to the disability rights movement (community based
rehabilitation) movemenr?
What factors (persorid, organizational, socio-cultural, political) do you believe
are key in achieving succesmil cornmunity disability projects in Asia? Are
these factors different in the North American contex:?

How do you characterim the funire of these two mcpremrnu- one of
cornpetition, or one of collaboration?

Appenàkr C

INFORMATION SEEET AND CONSENT FORM

A Critical Analysis of Community in the Discourse of

Disabiiity Rights and Commdty Based Rehabilitation

Cathy Lysack
Depamnent of Community Health Sciences
University of Manitoba

What is this study about?

You are k i n g asked to panicipate in a research project directed by Cathy Lysack from
the Depamnent of Cornmunity Health Sciences, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg,
Canada. This study will specificaily inquire about your knowledge of the history of the
disability rig!its rnovement %id community based rehabilitation and their impact on the
field of dicahlity. You will be asked questions about your participation in these
movrrnenü, and your motivation to be involved in these projects. You will be asked
about the concept of community empowerment and how you wr this concept relating to
consumer developed disability services and professional rehabilitation services.
N'bat do 1 do if 1participate in this study?

If you decide to take pan in this snidy, you will be intervieweci at a time and location of
convenience to you. The interview will take appmximately 60 minutes to cornplete and
you are free to withdraw your participation at any time. You may also refuse to answer
any panicular questions you may wish to. There is no physical or psychological risk to
participation.
Wbat are the benefits of my participation?
Wr beiieve you have valuable information to share about disability, community
empowerment, disability rights and community based rehabilitation. Although you rnay
not benefit directly from this study, the information you provide will help to dari@ the
factors conuibuting to disability nghts as a social movement, and the relationship
brtween local efforts of disabled consumers and more medicdly oriented professional

approaches to disability. These data will be used to assist in developing appropriate
disability semices. particularly through cornmunicy based projects. both in Southem
(developing) countries such as indonesia, as well as in remote areas of northem
Canada.

W U information be kept confidential and secure?
Al1 participants interviewed for this research may remain anonymous if they so wish.
Prior t3 obtaining informed consent. the purpose of the study will be explained and
participation will be requested. Anonymity will be offered at this time.

Views with respect to anonymiry may change throughout the course of the study,
however. Therefore, several seps will be taken to recheck participants' wishes with
respect to anonymity. Fim, a copy of the interview transcripts or notes will be
provided to each participant and review and revision for will be encouraged. At this
time, interview data will be rechecked for both accuracy and propnew. Second, given
that the numbers of individuals within the international disability nghts and community
based rehabilitation movements are relatively small, if a significant number of study
participants requea anonymity, study fmdings will be presented as blended case
studies, an approach that will ensure bat individuals will not be identifiable to o-iers
wi thin these organizations.
Prior to completion of the final draft of the PhD thesis and publication of study findings
then. al1 comrnents and quotations directly attributable to any one study participant, and
its context, will be provided in writing to the onginating pany so that helshe may
arnend or withdraw these remarks. The source's preference will be final with respect to
changes of memory or insistence on non-attribution.
Throughout the course of the study , the researcher will maintain ail consent foms,
data, and data analysis in a secured, limited access room on the research site. Data will
be stored in locked files and will be available to the principal researcher only . Data
will not be used for any other purpose than this study and publication of findings
resulting from this PhD research. No data will be discloseci to any third party for any
other purpose without participant permission.
Can 1refuse to participate?

Participation in this study is completely voluntary. You may refuse to answer any
question during the course of this interview. You may withdraw h m this study at any
time. You will not receive any financial remuneration for your participation.

If at any tirne you have hinher questions or concems, you may contact the Principal

Rrsearcher. Cathy Lysack, or her PhD Supervisor, Dr. Joseph Kaufen. at the
Department of Community Hedth Sciences at the University of Manitoba, Winnipeg,
Canada. While Ms. Lysack is in Indonesia and the Solomon Islands, you may dso
contact the Directors of the disability projects sponsoring this research. (The Director
p rov ided you wi th this research Information Sheet).
By signing this consent form, I am indicating that 1 agree to participate in this snidy.*
In addition, 1 voluntarily authorize the use of my interview answen for:

-

Education of disability workers. volunteers and10r rehabi Ii tation professionals.
Wntten matenal prepared for scholarly publication.

I am aware that this consent is a voluntary contribution in the interest of education and
research.

Signature of Participant

Date

1 have carefully explained to the participant the nature of the above research study . 1
ceni@ that to the best of my knowledge, the participant understands clearly the nature
of the mdy and demands, 'uenefits, and ïisks involved to participants in this mdy .

Signature of Researcher

Date

Signature of Witness

Date

*

Al1 midy participants will receive a copy of the Information Sheet and Consent
Forrn.

